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Abstract
The developing chick limb has two major signalling centres; the
apical ectodermal ridge maintains expression of several important
genes and outgrowth of the limb, and the polarising region
specifies the pattern of skeletal elements along the anteroposterior
axis. In this study, reaggregated leg grafts (m esenchym e
dissociated into single cells, placed in an ectodermal jacket and
grafted to a host) were used to study patterning in a system where
the developmental axes were severely disrupted. Reaggregates
from d iffe re n t regions o f leg m esenchym e d ev elo p ed
correspondingly different digits, giving a system in which skeletal
phenotype could be com pared with the expression o f genes
thought to be important in patterning.
Posterior third and whole leg reaggregates gave rise to
different digits, yet expressed the same combination of HoxD,
Bmp-2 and shh genes throughout their development. Anterior
thirds initially only express the 3' end of the HoxD cluster but
activate the more 5' members of the cluster sequentially over a
period of 48 hours, a period during which Bmp-2 is activated but
no shh or F gf-4 expression, or polarising activity, could be
detected.
These results suggest that there are at least two
independent mechanisms for activating the HoxD complex, one
polarising region-dependent and one independent, and that shh
expression may not be necessary to maintain outgrow th and
patterning once a ridge has been established.
The study also examined over-expression of a number of
gene products in reaggregates, using avian retroviruses. Over
expression of BMP-2 resulted in the grafts forming large amounts
of cartilage, alm ost to the exclusion of m ost other tissues.
Conversely, over-expression of FGF-4 resulted in the grafts
almost completely failing to differentiate into tissues typical of the
chick limb, instead forming bags of undifferentiated mesenchyme.
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Chapter One
General Introduction to Limb Development
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1.1

Prologue

The focus of this thesis is an investigation of the development of a
reaggregated leg system and its use in trying to understand the
mechanisms underlying normal limb development in the chick.
The development of the chick limb, in particular the wing, has
been an intensively studied process in exploring general themes in
developmental biology.
The chick limb can be described as developing through
three inter-related processes; growth, differentiation and pattern
form ation. Cell division, changes in cell shape and matrix
secretion all contribute to the growth of the limb. An initially
apparently homogenous cell population differentiates to give rise
to a number of cell types, including cartilage and a number of
connective tissues. The problem of pattern form ation is to
understand how these tissues come to arrange themselves in threedimensional space.
It has been proposed that pattern form ation can be
understood as arising through a system of positional information
(W olpert, 1969, 1971, 1978, 1981, 1989). Cells could be
assigned positional values in a three-dim ensional co-ordinate
system and interpretation of these values w ould elicit the
appropriate growth and differentiation events.
The limb can be envisaged as developing along three
orthogonal axes; the proximodistal axis, the dorsoventral axis and
the anteroposterior axis (Figure 1.1). Traditionally these axes
have been hypothesised to develop independently of each other.
Recent work, however, has suggested that a large degree of
integration may exist. This thesis will address aspects of all three
o f these axes, although the m ajority of work exam ines the
anteroposterior axis.
The follow ing introduction is divided into two main
sections:
firstly there is a b rief review o f the classical
embryology of limb development; and secondly the generally
more recent biochemical and molecular data will be examined in
light of the previous work. Although the work for this thesis was
done predominantly on leg tissues, the introduction will refer to
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Proximal

Distal

Posterior
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Dorsal

Posterior

Anterior

Ventral

Anterior

Proximal

Distal
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Figure 1.1
The three orthogonal axes of the developing limb. A - view looking down
on the dorsal surface. B - view looking at the distal tip of the limb, note the
AER is ventrally biaised. A and B are approximately 3.5 days incubation;
the thickened black line represents the AER. C - photograph of a ten day
chick wing, stained with Alcian Green to visualise cartilage, from the same
perspective as A.
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the preponderance of work done on wing, except where stated
otherwise.

1.2

A brief review of limb embryology

1.2.1 Early development of the limb
The chick limb grows out as a loose mass of mesenchymal tissue
surrounded by an ectodermal jacket. It is initially visible as an
outsw elling of the somatopleure at H am burger and Hamilton
(1951) stage 15 for the wing and stage 16 for the leg. From
stages 11-14 the entire somatopleure posterior to somite 15 is
capable o f form ing lim bs if grafted to ectopic locations
(Hamburger, 1938; Stephens et al., 1989). After this time the
ability to form limbs is restricted to the wing (opposite somites
15-20) and leg (opposite somites 26-32) regions (Figure 1.2;
Stephens et al., 1989).
Grafts of early tissue from the limb-forming regions have
been made to host sites with either their anteroposterior or
dorsoventral axes reversed with respect to the host (Hamburger,
1938; Chaube, 1959). In this way it was shown that by stage 8 the
anteroposterior axis is determined, but the dorsoventral axis is
not determined until stage 11 (Chaube, 1959).
The budding out of the limbs from the flank is not due to
increased proliferation in the lim b-form ing areas, but to the
m aintenance of proliferation rates in the mesenchyme in these
regions when the rate of proliferation in the flank decreases
(Searls and fanners, 1971). This differential proliferation is
evident for about two stages before a m esenchym al-induced
thickening of the cuboidal layer of the overlying ectoderm is
detectable (at about late stage 18; Saunders and Reuss, 1974;
Carrington and Fallon, 1984; Todt and Fallon, 1984). This
thickening runs as a ridge along the anteroposterior extent of the
em erging limb bud. By stage 20, the cuboidal cells of this
epithelial ridge undergo m orphological change and assume a
pseudo-stratified columnar shape (Todt and Fallon, 1984). In the
wing this ridge is thickest over the medial and post-axial portions
o f the limb. It is now defined as the apical ectodermal ridge
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30

Figure 1.2
Schematic diagram showing the level o f development o f the wing and leg
regions in relation to the somites.
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(AER), a structure important both in the outgrowth of the limb
and in its subsequent pattern formation along the proximodistal
axis, as detailed in the next section.
1.2.2 The proximodistal axis
1.2.2.1

The apical ectodermal ridge

Although the AER is not formed until after the mesenchyme of
the lateral plate has started to bud out in the limb regions, full and
proper development of the limb has been shown to be absolutely
dependent upon the presence of an AER.

Effects of AER removal and addition
Removal of the AER at stage 18 results in a complete loss of the
limb, except for the scapula, coracoid and the most proximal part
of the humerus (Saunders, 1948; his stage 4). Removing the AER
at successively later stages allows correspondingly more o f the
limb to develop, such that removal at stage 21 results in all the
proxim al parts of the limb being present up to the level o f the
wrist. Yet later removal, at stages 28 or 29, results in a complete
lim b form ing with no truncations (Figure 1.3; Summerbell,
1974a; see Rowe and Fallon, 1981, 1982a for the leg). These
results suggest that the limb skeleton forms in a proximodistal
sequence under the influence of the AER.
Other manipulations in ova demonstrated that removal of
all the limb ectoderm led to no growth or developm ent of
appropriate limb parts from the underlying mesenchyme, but that
removal of all ectoderm bar the AER gave full proximodistal
outgrow th and recognisable limbs (Gasseling and Saunders,
1961). It was also shown that grafting an additional AER to
either the dorsal or ventral surface of the limb could result in full
outgrowth of supernumerary limb parts (Saunders et al., 1976)
and that grafting two AERs to a limb bud denuded of all its
ectoderm resulted to two full limbs developing underneath the
ridges (Zwilling, 1956a).
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Figure 1.3
Effects o f removing the AER at different
stages of limb bud
development. At successively later stages of removal,greater
proximodistal elaboration of skeletal pattern is apparent.
A - AER removal at stage 18.
B - AER removal at stage 19.
C, D - AER removal at stage 20.
E - AER removal at stage 21.
F - AER removal at stage 25.
G - AER removal at stage 27.
H - Normal limb.
Reproduced from Summerbell, 1974a.
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Mutants with affected AËRs
Several mutants in the chicken have also pointed to an important
role for the AER.
Strains o f chicken that give rise to
polydactylous limbs are associated with a pre-axial extension o f
the thickened AER {Po^ and Silkie - Zwilling and Hansborough,
1956; diplopodia^ SLiid talpid^- M acCabe and Abbott, 1974)
allowing extra anteroposterior outgrowth and thus extra digits.
Other good evidence comes from mutants that fail to form some
of their limbs. In these strains the limbs bud out normally at the
appropriate stage but fail to grow such that the hatchling loses
some, or all, of its limbs. Careful study showed that these early
buds never form an AER.
R ecom binations o f m utant
mesenchyme into an ectodermal jacket from a wild type chicken,
and thus providing it with a genetically normal AER, resulted in
better distal developm ent, including perfectly norm al lim b
outgrowth for one strain {lim bless - Fallon et al., 1983). The
reciprocal experim ent with wild-type mesenchyme and m utant
ectoderm yielded no normal limbs, indicating that the mutations
affect the ectoderm (Zwilling, 1956b; Fallon et al., 1983).

Activities of the AER
The action of the AER has been found to be permissive rather
than instructive. By exchanging young and old mesoderms with
young and old ectoderms it was shown that the structures formed
depended on the age of the m esenchym e as opposed to the
ectoderm. The ectoderm is thought to communicate with the
mesenchyme merely to keep it growing out (Rubin and Saunders,
1972).
Although the AER had been shown to be essential for limb
development, there was considerable confusion in the literature as
to whether its main role was via a direct mitogenic influence.
Hornbruch and W olpert (1970) showed, by counting m itotic
indexes, that there was lower proliferation proximally in the bud
than distally at stages where the AER was far from the proximal
mesenchyme. However, using autoradiography after tritiated
thymidine incorporation, Janners and Searls (1971) suggested that
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there was, in fact, no difference in the rates of proliferation
proxim ally and distally. They further showed that rates o f
proliferation distally did not drop after AER extirpation (Janners
and Searls, 1971), a result disputed, at least in the first twentyfour hours after removal, by Summerbell (1977), who again used
mitotic index. W hat both authors found, however, was that a
m assive wave of cell death was precipitated in the distal
m esenchym e by AER rem oval (Janners and Searls, 1971;
Summerbell, 1977; also see, Rowe et al., 1982), which may have
been indirectly responsible for the depression of proliferation
seen by Summerbell. This confusion still exists in the literature,
although the AER has now been demonstrated to have a definite
m itogenic influence in high-density cell culture o f lim b
mesenchyme (Reiter and Solursh, 1982). Additionally, the very
recent m olecular characterisation of the AER also suggests it
could play a mitogenic role (see section 1.3.3).
1.2.2.2

The progress zone model

The progress zone model (Summerbell et al., 1973) hypothesises
that there is a region of undifferentiated and undeterm ined
mesenchyme cells at the distal tip of the limb bud that is rapidly
dividing - the progress zone. This region extends approximately
300 |im from the AER beyond which the cells are determined.
There are two basic postulates of the progress zone model:
one, that the progress zone is of a definite size such that continued
cell division will force some cells out of the progress zone; and
two, that the cells have a means of knowing how long they have
been in the progress zone and that this determines how they will
respond to other positional cues as they pass out of the progress
zone. W hat this predicts, in effect, is that cells will become more
distallised the longer they spend in the progress zone. It was also
hypothesised that the AER maintains this region of cells in their
labile state such that removal of the AER would prematurely fix
the positional values of the cells at the tip and the progress zone
would be lost. This, then, accurately predicts why distal
structures are lost after AER removal. Regardless of any growth
that may occur after AER removal, the cells will be unable to
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assume any more distal identities (Summ erbell et al., 1973;
Summerbell, 1974a).
This gives a complete model of how the proximodistal axis
of the limb can be controlled during development. The apical
ectodermal ridge maintains a region of undifferentiated, rapidly
dividing cells at the tip of the limb bud. These cells can recognise
how long they have been in this zone (possibly by counting the
number of cell divisions they have undergone; Summerbell et al.,
1973; Lewis, 1975) and they differentiate accordingly to give a
proximodistal progression of skeletal determination.
1.2.3 The dorsoventral axis
The dorsoventral axis has received perhaps the least attention of
the three limb axes. H am burger (1938) suggested that the
dorsoventral axis of the limb was determ ined by stage 15.
Chaube (1959) worked on earlier avian embryos and suggested
that the axis was actually determined by stage 11. However, both
transplanted all of the presumptive limb area including both the
mesenchyme and ectoderm.
A number of experimenters since have tried to assess the
dorsoventral patterning capacity of the different components of
the lim b by m aking h o m o ch ro n ic and h e tero ch ro n ic
recombinations. These recombinations were done with left and
right wings or legs such that grafts could have either their
anteroposterior, dorsoventral or both axes of the mesenchyme
changed with respect to those of the ectoderm. Changing the
an tero p o sterio r axis o f the ectoderm com pared to the
mesenchyme had no effect on either the integumentary structures
or the joint flexures of the resultant limb (MacCabe et al., 1974).
Changing the dorsoventral axis, however, had a num ber of
intriguing results.
If the mesenchyme and ectoderm were stage 14 at the time
they were recombined with their dorsoventral axes misaligned,
the resultant limb had its dorsoventral axis conform to that of the
mesenchyme. If the recombinations were done at stage 15 or
later, then some reversal of dorsoventral pattern was observed
(MacCabe et al., 1974; Pautou, 1977; Geduspan and MacCabe,
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1987). When leg was used, the scale pattern conformed to the
original polarity of the ectoderm (MacCabe et al., 1974; Pautou,
1977). Wing recombinants, however, showed a bidorsal feather
pattern, with no complete reversal of integumentary structures,
except in some cases in the distal-m ost parts of the digits
(Geduspan and MacCabe, 1987).
What was also noted in the study of Geduspan and MacCabe
(1987), was that some exclusively mesenchymal structures had
their dorsoventral patterning affected by the ectoderm rotation.
If done at stage 15, 50% of cases showed a complete dorsoventral
reversal of the muscle pattern in distal parts of the limb. By stage
16, all cases showed reversal of the muscle pattern. They also
noted that some tendons were reversed and some skeletal elements
possibly showed characteristics of dorsoventral inversion.
One thing noted in all three studies was that the extent of
dorsoventral inversion, in the ectoderm al and m esenchym al
derivatives, was reduced the older the tissues involved. When
successively older ectoderm (Pautou, 1977) or m esoderm
(M acCabe et al., 1974) was used, the inversions seen were in
successively more distal structures only. This suggested that only
distal cells w ere capable of responding to the ectoderm al
patterning signals (MacCabe et al., 1974; Pautou, 1977; Geduspan
and MacCabe, 1987).
1.2.4 The anteroposterior axis
1.2.4.1

The zone o f polarising activity

Effects of polarising region grafts
In 1968, Saunders and Gasseling described an operation whereby
they grafted a piece of tissue from the posterior margin of the
w ing to the anterior and achieved full duplication of the
anteroposterior axis. The normal wing digits are (from anterior
to posterior) 2 , 3 and 4 . Anterior to the digit 2 there now
formed (again from anterior to posterior) the additional digits 4 ,
3 and 2 in exact mirror-image symmetry. It seemed that a region
of mesenchyme at the posterior margin of the limb was capable of
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specifying the polarity of the anteroposterior axis. A nterior
m esenchym e grafted posteriorly did not resu lt in such
duplications (MacCabe, A. B. et al., 1973; however, see Iten and
Murphy, 1980). This unique region was later termed the zone of
polarising activity (ZPA) or polarising region.

Maps of the polarising region
The polarising region has been mapped in both wing (MacCabe,
A. B. et al., 1973; Honig and Summerbell, 1985) and leg
(Hinchliffe and Sansom, 1985). Polarising activity can first be
found in the embryo prior to limb bud formation, in both the
presumptive limb areas and in the intervening flank (Hornbruch
and Wolpert, 1991). Once the limb buds appear, activity is found
only in the area of the polarising region. As the limb grows out
the polarising region moves distally such that proximal tissue will
no longer signal (Honig and Summerbell, 1985) and activity is
lost altogether by stage 29.

Is the polarising region necessary?
Despite the presence of a polarising region and its ability to
polarise growth of the limb if applied ectopically, some authors
doubted whether this region actually had a role in the normal
developm ent of the limb. Surgical removal of the polarising
region during limb development frequently results in completely
norm al lim bs, yet the polarising region does not regenerate
(Fallon and Crosby, 1975). This led to the idea that this region
was only important during the induction of the limb field and had
no role as the lim b grew out (Fallon and Crosby, 1975).
However, Smith (1979) showed that heavily irradiated polarising
region cells could produce duplications even though they
remained at the base of the limb and did not induce distal tissue to
polarise when grafted anteriorly. He suggested that this meant
limb cells could remember their exposure to the polarising region
and did not need it to be continually present.
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Responding cell populations
It has been shown that only cells in the progress zone are capable
o f responding to the signal from the polarising region
(Summerbell, 1974b). If a polarising region is grafted to the
limb at successively later stages then only successively more distal
elements are duplicated. Summerbell (1974b) interpreted this as
indicating that cells which had passed out of the progress zone
already had their proximodistal positional values fixed and were
no longer capable of responding to the polarising signal.

Commonality of polarising region signalling
A number of authors have shown that there is a universality of
the signalling mechanisms of the polarising region. Grafts of
p o sterio r lim b tissue from several species can induce
supernumerary digit formation when grafted to the chick wing.
The extra digits induced are wing digits, showing that the results
are not due to self-differentiation of the grafts. Species tested
include; mouse, pig, ferret, human, snapping turtle and painted
turtle (Tickle et al., 1976; Fallon and Crosby, 1977). The
divergence of species showing this polarising activity may point
to a signalling mechanism conserved for at least 190 million years
(Fallon and Crosby, 1977).
A nother feature of the universality of the signalling
mechanism is suggested by experiments showing that other tissue
within the chick can mimic the actions of the polarising region.
Grafts of Hensen's node (Hornbruch and W olpert, 1986) and
floor plate of the neural tube (W agner et al., 1990) will both
induce supernumerary digits when grafted anteriorly in the limb,
suggesting that common signalling mechanisms may be used in
different regions of the embryo.
Although the above experiments provide strong evidence
that the polarising region controls patterning along the
anteroposterior axis of the limb, the mechanisms underlying its
actions are as yet unclear. A number of models have been
proposed and these will be considered, along with associated
evidence, in the following sections.
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1.2.4.2

The morphogen model

A g ra d e d signal
In trying to understand a mechanism by which cells along the
anteroposterior axis of the limb could be assigned their positional
identities by the polarising region, Cheryl Tickle and colleagues
(1975) proposed a model based on a diffusible morphogen. By
grafting an ectopic polarising region at different levels along the
anteroposterior axis, they found that different combinations of
supernumerary digits were obtained. Most notably, when the two
centres were close together, digit 2 was lost, such that a wing
with digits 4334 resulted.
Their results could be explained by postulating that the
polarising region is the source of a morphogen that diffuses from
posterior to anterior in the lim b.
The cells along the
anteroposterior axis can interpret their local concentration of this
m orphogen, as they leave the progress zone, and differentiate
accordingly. At certain threshold levels of morphogen the cells
change their fate such that high concentrations (at the posterior,
near the polarising region) would specify a digit 4, whereas low
concentrations would specify digit 2 (Figure 1.4A). The full
duplications of the limb would result from having two sources of
m orphogen, one anterior and one posterior (Figure 1.4B).
Furthermore, decreasing the space between the two centres would
increase the concentration of morphogen between them, and thus
it could be predicted that digit 2 would be lost (Figure 1.4C).
E ffects of a tte n u a tin g signalling
Further evidence for the graded nature of the positional signal
from the polarising region came from experiments in which the
signal was attenuated either by y-radiation (Smith et al., 1978), Xirradiation (W olpert et al., 1979) or ultraviolet light (Honig,
1982). In each of these cases the greater the dose of radiation or
light, the less able polarising region cells were to specify the most
posterior digits. It was suggested that this was due to the death of
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Figure 1.4
Schematic diagram depicting the morphogen model for limb
development.
A - the polarising region (shaded black), at the posterior
m argin o f the lim b, releases a m orphogen giving an
anteroposterior gradient. At certain thresholds of morphogen the
different digits are specified.
B - a second, ectopic, polarising region at the anterior of
the bud acts as a second source of morphogen, setting up two
graidents and specifying two sets of mirror-image digits.
C - the same as B, except the two polarising regions are
closer together. The morphogen concentration is greater between
the two regions, being above the threshold for digit 2, which is
lost.
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S.

treated cells such that less morphogen was actually produced.
Good evidence that cell number was critical came from grafting
limited numbers of cells under the anterior AER. By attaching
polarising region cells to pieces of plastic and grafting them
anteriorly, Tickle (1981) was able to show that about 35 cells
were needed to specify digit 2, 79 to specify digit 3 and just over
100 to specify digit 4.
1.2.4.3

The polar co-ordinate model

Despite the evidence for the possibility of positional specification
via a diffusible morphogen, another model was proposed that
successfully predicted the evidence to date. This model takes the
opposite view to that of the diffusible morphogen model in that it
suggests that positional information is realised and interpreted on
a local cell-cell basis and not by information supplied over long
distances (reviewed by Bryant and Gardiner, 1992).
The main hypothesis here is that cells have an intrinsic
awareness of their spatial location, or positional information. If
they come to lie near cells with disparate values then local growth
and intercalation of cells happens until the disparity is removed.
For example, posterior limb cells planted at the anterior stimulate
growth with new cells taking all the positional values between the
anterior state and the posterior state, thus giving a pattern
duplication.
As well as predicting the results of a polarising region
graft, this model works particularly well in understanding the
development of insect legs and regenerating vertebrate limbs.
However, there are a number of problems with this model in
relation to the chick limb. Firstly, one would predict from this
hypothesis that grafts of anterior cells to the posterior margin
would also cause full duplications, which is patently not the case
(see section 1.2.4.1). Secondly, the predictions made by the polar
co-ordinate model and the diffusible morphogen model are
different and very specific when one considers grafts of more
than one polarising region into a limb. The diffusible morphogen
model would predict that two polarising regions close together
result in the loss of digit 2, whereas the polar co-ordinate model
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predicts digit 2 should always be present. Such an experiment
actually results in the loss of digit 2, favouring the form er
explanation (Wolpert and Hornbruch, 1981).
1.2.4.4

Prepattem

W olpert and Hornbruch (1987) postulated a role for prepattem in
the developing chick limb, arguing that the failure of a polarising
region graft to duplicate the humerus, no matter how early it was
grafted, could not easily be explained by the positional signal
model.
U nlike the single source, diffusible m orphogen m odel
generating many cell types at different thresholds, prepattern
involves an initially homogenous distribution of morphogen.
This then interacts with other chemicals in the environment to set
up a w avelike prepattern, possibly by a reaction-diffusion
m echanism (Turing, 1952), or by cell traction and interactions
with the extracellular matrix (Oster et al., 1985). This pattern
can be interpreted by a single threshold to 'choose' between two
cell types (Figure 1.5; reviewed in Nagorcka, 1989).
It can be argued that prepattem is not antagonistic to the
positional signalling model of limb specification, but is in fact
com plem entary (W olpert and Hornbruch, 1987). Consider a
model where a prepattem mechanism instmcts which cells should
form cartilage, and then a positional signal makes those elements
thus formed non-equivalent (e.g. radius or ulna; W olpert and
Stein, 1984).
1.2.5 Summary
The development of the chick limb can be thought of as occurring
along three orthogonal axes. The dorsoventral axis is controlled
primarily by the ectoderm, the proximodistal axis requires the
presence of the AER and the anteroposterior axis is determined
and controlled by the polarising region.
Over the last few years, great strides have been made in
characterising and understanding the m olecular nature of the
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Single threshold

[X]

Distance

Figure 1.5
Graphic showing distribution of a morphogen X in an
isomorphic wavelike prepattern. The pattern is
interpreted by a single threshold to choose between
cell types ‘T and ‘2 ’. After Nagorcka, 1989.
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above processes. Some of these will be described in the following
sections.

1.3

The molecular basis of limb development

1.3.1 Candidates for the polarising region signal
Since the discovery of the polarising region as an organising
centre in the limb, much attention has been focused on trying to
isolate the signal from this region. In the 1980's a very good
biochemical candidate was found, and very recently a molecular
candidate has been identified.
1.3.1.1

Retinoids

The term retinoids describes retinol (vitamin A; reviewed in
Means and Gudas, 1995) and its metabolites, including dl\-transretinoic acid and 9-c/5-retinoic acid. They are o f interest to
developmental biologists due to the teratogenic effects, on fetal
development, of either deficiencies or excesses of them.
Since it was discovered that grafting a piece of filter paper,
or a bead, soaked in retinoic acid (RA) to the anterior of the limb
resulted in full limb duplications similar to those produced by
polarising regions grafts (Tickle et al., 1982), retinoids have been
intensively studied as major candidates for the polarising region
morphogen (reviewed by: Brickell and Tickle, 1989; Brockes,
1990; Tabin, 1991, 1995; Brown and Tickle, 1992; Jessell and
Melton, 1992; Tickle and Eichele, 1994). Other lines of evidence
that retinoid(s) may be the morphogen include the fact that some
form s are present endogenously (Thaller and Eichele, 1987,
1990; Tam ura et al., 1990), posterior tissue can m etabolise
retinoids (Thaller and Eichele, 1988) and that they can induce
additional digits in a concentration dependent manner, mimicking
the polarising region (Tickle et al, 1985; Eichele and Thaller,
1987). It is noteworthy that another signalling centre, Hensen's
node, is also known to be a site of retinoid synthesis (Hogan et al.,
1992).
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Presence of associated molecules
Many associated molecules that are thought to be important in
retinoid binding and signal transduction are also present in the
limb. Both cellular retinoic acid binding protein (CRAB?) and
cellular retinol binding protein (CRBP) have been found in
vertebrate limbs (Maden and Summerbell, 1986; Maden et al.,
1988, 1989; Dollé et al., 1989b; Ruberte et al., 1992; Gustafson et
al., 1993; reviewed by Mendelsohn et al., 1992). These both bind
retinoids and may be involved in presenting them to retinoid
receptors, which are also found in limbs. Two classes of nuclear
retinoid receptors are known; the retinoic acid receptors (RAR's
a , P and y; for example, Dollé et al., 1989b; Lohnes et al., 1994;
Smith et al., 1995; reviewed by Mendelsohn et al., 1992) which
bind dX\-trans-vt<moïc acid (Thaller and Eichele, 1987) and 3, 4didehydroretinoic acid (Thaller and Eichele, 1990), and the
retinoid X receptors (RXR's a , p and y; Mangelsdorf et al., 1990;
reviewed by Brown and Tickle, 1992; Tickle and Eichele, 1994)
which bind 9-c/5-retinoic acid.

Retinoids may not be the polarising region signal
There is good evidence that RA may not be the morphogen
produced by the polarising region (reviewed by Tabin, 1991).
Grafting a RA-soaked bead to the anterior of the limb induces a
new polarising region in the mesenchyme adjacent to the bead,
which could presumably act as a source of the morphogen (Noji
et al., 1991; W anek et al., 1991). Additionally, these anterior
grafts of RA induce the ectopic expression of RAR-6 in adjacent
tissue, yet grafts of polarising region tissue do not (Noji et al.,
1991). This strongly suggests that although retinoids may have an
important role in the limb, it is unlikely to be as the morphogen
from the polarising region.
1.3.1.2

Sonic hedgehog

The more recent contender for the role of polarising region
morphogen is the protein encoded by a vertebrate homologue of
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the Drosophila segment polarity gene hedgehog (hh), called Sonic
hedgehog (Shh; see Fietz et al., 1994 for review of vertebrate and
invertebrate hh). hh is expressed in the posterior cells at the
compartment boundary of each parasegment of the developing
Drosophila. The expressing cells at the posterior are thought to
control the growth and patterning of adjacent segm ents by
secreting hh protein which activates downstream genes both
within its own segment and in the adjacent one (Easier and Struhl,
1994; reviewed by Perrimon, 1995). It is noteworthy that hh is
reported to act in a concentration-dependent manner, that is, as a
morphogen (Heemskerk and DiNardo, 1994; Ingham and Fietz,
1995).

Vertebrate Shh
Shh has been described for a number of vertebrates including,
chick (Riddle et al., 1993), mouse {Hhg-1, Chang et al., 1994),
Xenopus (Ekker et al., 1995) and zebrafish (Krauss et al., 1993).
In the chick limb, Shh is expressed from stage 17 until stage 29.
Expression co-localises with the polarising region, as described
by activity maps, at the same stages that the polarising region is
active. As well as mapping precisely to the polarising region, two
other lines of evidence suggest strongly that Shh may be the
polarising region signal. Firstly, expression of Shh is induced by
treatm ent o f anterior limb cells with RA and, secondly, cells
producing SHH induce mirror image duplications of the limb
(Riddle et al., 1993). Further support for the concept of Shh as a
polarising signal comes from its expression in other areas that are
known to have polarising activity, such as the notochord and
floorplate (Echelard et al., 1993; reviewed by Fietz et al., 1994;
Smith, 1994).

Cleavage of Shh
Studies have shown that cleavage is necessary for hedgehog
protein to function in both vertebrates (SHH; Lopez-Martmez et
al., 1995; Roelink et al., 1995) and invertebrates (Hh; Fietz et al.,
1995; Porter et al., 1995). The amino terminal fragment of the
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protein is the only portion found to have signalling ability and
this portion alone is sufficient for all of SHH’s and Hh's effects
(Fietz et al., 1995; Lopez-Martmez et al., 1995). Roelink et al.
(1995) showed that this fragment could act in a concentration
dependent manner to induce either floor plate or motor neurons.
This would be in fitting with the concept of SHH as a diffusible
morphogen that could specify positional values. However, LopezM artm ez et al. (1995) show ed that SHH in the lim b
immunolocalised to a domain no larger than the region expressing
Shh (see also, Marti et al., 1995), a result difficult to reconcile
with the idea of SHH as a long range diffusible morphogen. They
favoured an explanation whereby, "the amino terminal cleavage
product exerts its patterning effects by local induction in or near
the polarising region, initiating a cascade of gene expression that
ultimately extends across the developing limb".
1.3.2 Homeobox genes
There has been described a class of genes called homeodomain
genes, so called because they all contain a conserved 61 amino
acid (encoded by a 180 base pair (bp) homeobox sequence) DNAbinding region. This sequence was first found in D rosoph ila
genes and the many genes now known to contain this sequence can
be divided up into arbitrary fam ilies based on sequence
homology. One such family, the A n tp class, all include a
homeodomain with at least 60% homology to the D rosophila
Antennapedia gene (reviewed by Hunt and Krumlauf, 1992;
McGinnis and Krumlauf, 1992). The vertebrate homologues of
this class of genes contains 38 family members clustered in four
complexes (HoxA-D; Figure 1.6), the so-called Hox gene family.
Each complex consists of 9-11 genes, spaced out at -2 0 0 bp
intervals. Sequence comparisons between the genes in each
cluster show they can be aligned in paralogous groups (reviewed
by Duboule, 1994).
The sim ilarities betw een vertebrate and D r o s o p h ila
homeobox genes of the Antp class, have led to the suggestion that
they derive from a com mon ancestry. The splitting and
duplication of the ancestral complex gave the four, structurally
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Figure 1.6
The four mammalian Hox complexes and their relationships to
their Drosophila homologues. Taken from Scott, 1992.
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sim ilar com plexes seen in vertebrates. One o f the m ost
rem arkable features of the organisation of the cluster on the
chromosome, is that it is mirrored in the temporal and spatial
pattern of these genes along the body axis. That is, in both
vertebrates and invertebrates, the 3' genes are expressed more
anteriorly and earlier in development than more 5' genes in the
cluster (D uboule, 1992, 1994; H unt and K rum lauf, 1992;
McGinnis and Krumlauf, 1992).
1.3.2.1

Woyjy genes

The HoxD gene complex consists of 9 members (Figure 1.6), the
five most 5' members of the cluster having particularly striking
expression patterns in the lim b (H oxd-9 to -13; Dollé and
Duboule, 1989; Dollé et al., 1989a; Duboule and Dollé, 1989;
Izpisua-Belmonte et al, 1991a, b, 1992a, b; Mackem and Mahon,
1991; Nohno et al., 1991; Yokouchi et al., 1991b; reviewed by
Izpisua-Belmonte and Duboule, 1992; Morgan and Tabin, 1993,
1994; for nomenclature see Scott, 1992). Their expression is
biphasic in limb morphogenesis, being firstly expressed in defined
mesenchymal domains along the anteroposterior axis, and later
expressed in perichondrium but not chondrogenic cells. The
expression patterns in fore- and hindlim bs are essentially
com parable, although some m inor differences have been
described (Mackem and Mahon, 1991).
Expression of the HoxD genes follows the temporal and
structural colinearity seen in axial expression of Hox g en es.
Hoxd-9 is expressed as soon as the limb is visible, at about stage
17, in all limb mesenchyme. Over the next 3 hours the more 5'
HoxD genes activate in sequence, but only in domains contained
w ithin that of the previous 3' gene, such that each is more
posteriorly and distally restricted than the last (Izpisua-Belmonte
et al., 1991b). The final patterns of expression of the genes in the
clu ster are thus nested, like R ussian dolls, along the
anteroposterior axis (Figure 1.7A).
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H o x D genes may be controlled by the polarising region
The activation of the 5' HoxD genes posteriorly has led to the idea
that they may be under the control of the polarising region, and
could therefore be one of the primary responses to the polarising
region signal. Their nested domains thus set up along the
anteroposterior axis could then encode positional information. A
number of approaches have been undertaken to show that HoxD
genes are under the control of the polarising region and its
putative signals.
As already noted, grafts of polarising region to the anterior
m argin o f the chick limb bud w ill induce skeletal pattern
duplications. If H o x D genes w ere to encode positional
information, and thus these final patterns, one might expect that
concomitant new domains of gene expression should be induced.
This has in fact been shown to be the case (Figure 1.7B). In situ
hybridisation after polarising region grafts reveals that mirrorim age dom ains o f the H o x D genes appear along the
anteroposterior axis. Grafts of chick or mouse polarising region
both induce the HoxD response in host mesenchyme (IzpisuaBelmonte et al., 1992a).
RA is also known to induce full pattern duplications (see
section 1.3.1.1). These grafts also induce a m irror im age
duplication of the full complement of HoxD genes (IzpisuaBelmonte et al., 1991b; Nohno et al., 1991). In addition, grafts
of ^/i/i-expressing cells anteriorly can also induce duplication of
these genes (Riddle et al., 1993). Overall, the evidence points
strongly to a role for the polarising region in initiating the
expression patterns of the HoxD genes.

Activation of H o x D genes requires a signal from the
AER
Izpisua-Belm onte et al. (1992b) noted that the new ectopic
domains of HoxD genes after RA implants were only distal to the
bead underneath the AER, not all the way around the bead. This
suggested that a signal from the AER may be necessary for
activation of the 5' HoxD genes. To test this, RA-soaked beads
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Figure 1.7
Schematic diagram showing HoxD gene expression in the developing limb. A Expression domains in the normal limb at approximately stage 20. The domains
are overlapping and not exclusive o f each other; note that the domains o f the more
5' genes are nested completely within the preceding 3' gene at this stage. The
outline diagram on the right represents the final skeletal phenotype. B - Results of
a graft of polarising region/retinoic acid/5/i^-expressing cells. The domains are
duplicated along the anteroposterior axis, as is the final phenotype.
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were grafted underneath the AER anteriorly and then the AER
was dissected off between 2 and 24 hours later. They found that
AER removal from an untreated limb did not appear to cause a
downregulation of normal HoxD gene expression (However, see
V ogel et al., 1995a, show ing H o x d - 1 3 d o w n re g u lated ).
Conversely, it did prevent the full elaboration of the individual
HoxD gene patterns, such that the expression domain was frozen
at the tim e the AER was removed. In treated limbs, ectopic
expression of any of the 5’ HoxD genes was prevented by AER
removal in the first 20 hours. If removed at 24 hours, there was
ectopic expression of H oxd-12 but not yet H oxd-13. Taken
together, these results suggested that a signal from the AER was
necessary for induction o f ectopic H oxD domains and for
elaboration of normal ones, but was not generally necessary for
maintenance of expression of existing domains.
E vidence fro m m ouse m u ta n ts
There are a number o f mutants in the mouse which give further
evidence that the polarising region may control H oxD gene
expression. They all show fore- and hindlimb polydactyly in a
pattern similar to that after polarising region grafts. The anterior
of their limbs contain polarising activity, as assayed by grafting it
to the anterior of a chick wing or by Shh expression, suggesting
an ectopic polarising region is present. As would be expected, the
5' HoxD genes are found in ectopic anterior domains also (Chan
et al., 1995; Masuya et al., 1995).
A c o m b in a to ria l m odel of sk eletal sp ecificatio n
The restricted domains of expression of the 5 limb HoxD genes
along the anteroposterior axis have led to the suggestion that these
genes could, in some way, code directly for each digit in a
com binatorial fashion (Yokouchi et al., 1991b; M organ et al.,
1992; Tabin, 1992). In this way, digit I of the foot might be
specified by a com bination of H oxd-9 and H oxd-10, whilst
mesenchyme expressing all the genes Hoxd-9 to Hoxd-13 would
become a digit IV (Morgan et al., 1992). Good evidence for this
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came from M organ et al. (1992), who used a retrovirus to
ectopically express Hoxd-11 in the chick limb bud and in the leg
effected an apparent anterior-posterior homeotic transformation,
changing a toe I to a toe II
Subsequent work, how ever, seriously questioned the
possibility of the determ ination of digit phenotype based on
com binatorial HoxD gene expression (Dollé et al., 1993; Davis
and Capecchi, 1994). These studies used mice with targeted
disruptions in members of the HoxD gene cluster (Hoxd-13, Dollé
et al., 1993; Hoxd-11, Davis and Capecchi, 1994). If a simple
combinatorial model were to be believed, then these should result
in the loss of those digits coded for by these particular genes, such
that the Hoxd-13 knockout should lose toe IV. However, the only
results of these knockouts were delayed ossification, loss and
fusions of phalanges from all the digits, reduction in length of
some bony elements and occasional extra elements. No loss of
specific, individual digits was observed. These studies suggested
that the role of HoxD genes was to control local growth and
proliferation rates of cells contributing to the appendicular
skeleton.
An even more recent study, however, has again raised the
possibility of specification of skeletal elements by combinations of
Hox genes; not necessarily by genes in the same cluster, but by
paralogous genes in other clusters. Davis et al. (1995) bred mice
that were compound heterozygotes for both Hoxd-11 and Hoxa-11
(that is each mouse had only one functional copy of each gene).
Some of the resulting mice (those homozygous mutant for both
Hox genes) had a severely reduced, or absent forelimb zeugopod,
with the phenotype worsening as successively more mutant alleles
were added to the genotype. The authors concluded that this
strongly supported a role for com binations of Hox genes to
specify growth and patterning in the developing limb. This
possibility is still to be fully elucidated.
Possible late roles of H o x D genes
A lthough the limb H o xD genes have initially posteriorly
restricted domains of expression, later in development most of
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them are expressed almost the entire length of the anteroposterior
axis. Later still, they are all expressed in the perichondrial
regions of the limb. These expression patterns have led authors
to suggest that HoxD genes may have two different roles in limb
morphogenesis, one early and one late (reviewed by Morgan and
Tabin, 1994). The early patterns of expression seem to be
involved in determining structures along the anteroposterior axis,
but the late patterns may indicate the genes are involved in
controlling the growth rates of individual skeletal elements. This
is indicated by the changes in the lengths and shapes o f skeletal
elements, and changes in rates of ossification in both Hoxd-13 and
Hoxd-11 knockout mice and in the Hoxd-11 overexpression study
(M organ et al., 1992; Dollé et al., 1993; Davis and Cappechi,
1994).
1.3.2.2

WoxA genes

The 5' members of the HoxA gene cluster {Hoxa-10, -11 and -13)
are expressed during limb development in chick (Yokouchi et al.,
1991b), mouse (Haack and Gruss, 1993) and the fins of zebrafish
(only Hoxa-11 described; Sordino et al., 1995). As with the
HoxD genes, the expression of these genes follow a strict spatial
and temporal colinearity (reviewed by Hunt and Krumlauf, 1992;
Izpisua-Belmonte and Duboule, 1992). They also show restricted
domains, like the HoxD genes, but their final expression patterns
are restricted along the proximodistal, not the anteroposterior,
axis.
In the chick, the first HoxA genes are detectable at stage 19.
At this time, Hoxa-10 and Hoxa-11 are present in almost all limb
mesenchyme, with the proximal expression limit of Hoxa-11
slightly more distal than that of H o x a -1 0 (Yokouchi et al.,
1991b). Hoxa-13 comes on posterodistally at around stage 22 and
within a few hours Hoxa-11 is downregulated in this region such
that their domains are non-overlapping (Yokouchi et al., 1991b;
E10.5 in mouse, Haack and Gruss, 1993). During this time the
expression domain of Hoxa-13 expands such that it spans the
entire anteroposterior axis and the final expression domains are
achieved (Figure 1.8). Once cartilage condensations start to be
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Figure 1.8
The domains of expression of the limb HoxA genes at stages 19
(A), 24 (B), 26 (C) and 28 (D). A, anterior; P, posterior; Pr,
proximal; D, distal; H, humerus; R, radius; U, ulna; c, carpals;
me, metacarpals; 2 , 3 , 4 , digits.
From Yokouchi et al., 1991b.
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visible, the limits of the expression domains are maintained but
expression is turned off in the cells undergoing condensation.
Yokouchi et al. (1991b) described these expression domains
in relation to the patterns of underlying chondrogenesis and
noticed that there was an interesting correlation. The proximal
boundary of Hoxa-13 expression coincided perfectly with the
border between the autopodal and zeugopodal elements. The
proximal and distal boundaries of Hoxa-11 coincided with the
borders betw een the stylopodal and zeugopodal, and the
zeugopodal and autopodal regions respectively. Although HoxalO was expressed in all three regions, its expression is strongest in
the stylopodal region. This led them to suggest that the HoxA
genes could be involved in the proximodistal segmentation of the
limb and the specification of the stylo-, zeugo- and autopod.
This hypothesis is strongly supported by the Hox gene double
knockout detailed earlier, where loss of Hoxa-11, in conjunction
with loss of Hoxd-11, led to the loss of the zeugopod (Davis et al.,
1995). They concluded overall that a combination of HoxA and
HoxD genes could specify all the branching and segmentation
events that define skeletal morphogenesis.
1.3.2.3

mûi-class homeobox genes

Two homeobox genes have been described that do not belong to
the Antp class of homeobox genes (reviewed by Tab in, 1991;
Izpisua-Belmonte and Duboule, 1992; Morgan and Tabin, 1993;
Tickle and Eichele, 1994). Their homeobox shares less than 45%
sequence identity to that of Antp, but more than 90% to another
Drosophila gene, muscle segment homeobox {msh). These genes
are Msx-1 and Msx-2 (previously known as Hox-7 and Hox-8),
regulatory genes that may be involved in epithelial-mesenchymal
interactions.
Both genes are expressed in the developing limb from its
very earliest stages. By 9.5 days post coitum (dpc) in mouse,
when the limb is first budding from the flank (Martin, 1990),
Msx-1 is expressed throughout all the limb bud, whereas Msx-2 is
expressed only in the ventral and distal ectoderm and ventral
mesenchyme (Robert et al., 1989; Davidson et al., 1991). Later,
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by 12.5 dpc (or stage 19-22 chick), the expression of Msx-1 is
confined to the distal mesenchyme and weak expression in the
AER, whilst Msx-2 is expressed strongly in the AER and anterior
mesenchyme (Robert et al., 1989; Coelho et al., 1991b; Suzuki et
al., 1991; Yokouchi et al., 1991a). Strikingly, by stage 24 Msx-2
is expressed also in a posterior proximal domain in the forelimb
of the chick, but not the hindlimb (Yokouchi et al., 1991a). Later
still, the expression of both genes can be found in the interdigital
regions (Robert et al., 1989; Coelho et al., 1991b; Suzuki et al.,
1991).
There is strong evidence that expression of both these genes
is dependent upon signals from the overlying epithelium .
G rafting proxim al limb tissue underneath the AER rapidly
activates Msx-1 and Msx-2 in that tissue, whilst grafting distal
tissue proxim ally dow nregulates expression of both genes
(Davidson et al., 1991; Brown et al., 1993). Removal of the AER
also leads to rapid downregulation of both genes (Robert et al.,
1991; Ros et al., 1992). Covering a progress zone-derived
m icrom ass w ith ectoderm in vitro, either from the anterior
proximal region or the AER, can inhibit chondrogenesis, promote
proliferation of the mesenchymal cells and maintain Msx-1 and
Msx-2 expression (Coelho et al., 1993).
Further evidence comes from studies on the lim b less
chicken mutant (Coelho et al., 1991a). These mutants develop a
limb bud at the normal time, but it does not form an AER and
soon degenerates. In the mutant, Msx-1 in the mesenchyme and
Msx-2 in the AER are both severely downregulated. Grafting an
AER to the bud rescues expression of Msx-1 and Msx-2 and leads
to proper limb outgrowth (Robert et al., 1991).

Roles of M s x - 1
The expression o f M s x - 1 predom inantly in a region
approximating to the progress zone has led to speculation that its
role may be in m aintaining progress zone cells in a
developmentally labile state. Good evidence for this has come
from Song et al. (1992) who stably transfected a muscle cell line,
F3, with Ms x - 1 cDNA.
N orm ally these cells undergo
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differentiation in low serum media, express high levels of M yoD l
and form myotubes. However, some of the transfected cell lines
failed to undergo differentiation, drastically downregulated levels
o f M y o D l and started undergoing anchorage-independent
proliferation. The authors concluded this pointed to a role for
M s x - 1 in p rom oting p ro liferatio n and in h ib itin g cell
differentiation, characteristic of cells in the progress zone.

Roles of Msx-2
Although there have been a number of proposals for the function
o f Ms x - 2 , it is still far from clear what role it m ight play.
Suggestions have included; involvem ent in specification o f
an terio r, n o n -cartilag e-fo rm in g reg io n s, m aintenance o f
outgrowth of the limb and in cell death (Coelho et al., 1991b,
1992).
Perhaps the most persuasive of the three is its involvement
in areas of programmed cell death. In the wing, it maps first to
the anterior necrotic zone and later to both the anterior and
posterior necrotic zones (Coelho et al., 1991b; Yokouchi et al.,
1991a). In the leg it maps only to the anterior necrotic zone. It
is not expressed at the posterior of the leg and no necrotic zone is
found there (Yokouchi et al., 1991a and references therein).
Furtherm ore, Msx-2 is expressed intensely in the interdigital
regions later in development, regions known to undergo drastic
cell death as the interdigital webs regress (Saunders et al., 1962;
Coelho et al., 1991b).
1.3.3 Fibroblast growth factors
The fibroblast growth factor family has nine members (FGF 1-9;
review ed by Heath and Smith, 1989; Gospodarowicz, 1990;
Basilico and Moscatelli, 1992; Laufer, 1993; Baird, 1994; Mason,
1994; Tanaka and Gann, 1995; W ilkie et al., 1995), highly
conserved, which share an affinity for binding to heparin and
heparan sulphate. They act as the ligand for high-affinity
transm embrane receptor tyrosine kinases, four of which have
been described (FGFR 1-4; reviewed by, Klagsbrun and Baird,
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1991; Johnson and Williams, 1993; Baird, 1994; W ilkie et al.,
1995). They are found in many developing embryonic systems
inclu d in g ; prim itiv e streak, nervous system , m yotom e,
mesonephros, hair follicles and the developing limb. Fgf-2, -4
and -8 have particularly interesting expression patterns in the
limb and these will be considered in the next section.
1.3.3.1

Roles in limb development

FGF-2
Fgf-2 (previously basic FGF - bFGF) mRNA and protein are
found most abundantly in the dorsal and apical ectoderm of the
developing limb bud, particularly in the AER (Savage et al.,
1993; Dono and Zeller, 1994; Savage and Fallon, 1995). They
are also found in the dorsal mesenchyme, up to a depth of 60 pm
from the ectoderm, and in the sub-apical mesenchyme, up to a
depth of 150 pm (Savage et al., 1993; Savage and Fallon, 1995).
They appear in the pre-wing bud lateral plate at stage 16,
although protein levels at this time are very low, and persist at
least until stage 25 (Savage et al., 1993; Savage and Fallon, 1995).
FGFs are known to be mitotic for a range of different cell
types including chondrocytes, endothelium, granulosa cells and
the cells of the regenerating am phibian limb (review ed by
Gospodarowicz, 1990). The expression and immunolocalisation
patterns suggest that FGF-2 may have a role in maintaining cells
in a proliferating and undifferentiated state. Its presence in the
AER also suggests it may be the signal from the ridge maintaining
the progress zone, and its preponderance dorsally could explain
why the dorsal surface of the limb curves over the ventral
(Savage and Fallon, 1995).
Evidence that it may be an endogenous signal from the
AER comes from several types of experiment. FGF-2 has been
shown capable of inducing proliferation of limb cells in culture
(Aono and Ide, 1988; Watanabe and Ide, 1993) and when applied
ectopically in vivo via a replication defective virus (Riley et al.,
1993). Similar evidence comes from experiments where the
AER, or the distal tip, is removed from a limb bud. As noted
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earlier (see section 1.2.2.1), this removal results in a truncation
of the limb. However, if a bead, or beads, soaked in FGF-2 are
applied apically, proliferation persists and distal structures can be
produced (Fallon et al., 1994; Taylor et al., 1994).
Removal of the AER also has been shown to severely
reduce the polarising activity of the polarising region (Vogel and
Tickle, 1993), suggesting that the ridge maintains the signalling
ability of the polarising region. Posterior cells in culture
sim ilarly lose their polarising ability (Anderson et al., 1993;
Vogel and Tickle, 1993). Anderson et al. (1993) found that
treatment of posterior cell cultures with FGF-2 could m aintain
the polarising activity of these cells, again showing a situation
where FGF-2 could substitute for a ridge function.
Perhaps even more interestingly, Anderson et al. (1994)
demonstrated that anterior limb cells in micro-dissociation culture
gained polarising activity within 24 hours. If FGF-2 was added
before this time, no polarising activity was ever seen. However,
if FGF-2 was added after this time, it maintained activity as with
posterior cells. The authors took this as evidence that FGF-2's
role may be to stabilise positional values along the anteroposterior
axis, and that the AER normally inhibited anterior cells from
assuming a posterior identity.
Despite all this evidence, one problem with the possibility
of FGF-2 being the signal from the AER is that it has no
recognisable hydrophobic signal sequence, suggesting it may not
be secreted from the cell (Heath and Smith, 1989).

FGF-4 and -8
Two other FGF's expressed in the limb both have secretory signal
sequences. Fgf-4 (also known as hst, hst-1, kFGF and KS3) and
Fgf-8 (also known as androgen-induced growth factor) are both
expressed in the AER (Niswander and Martin, 1992; Suzuki et al.,
1992; Drucker and Goldfarb, 1993; Heikinheimo et al., 1994;
Ohuchi et al., 1994; Crossley and Martin, 1995; Mahmood et al.,
1995), although Fgf-4 is expressed only in the posterior half of
the AER (N isw ander and M artin, 1992), w hereas Fgf - 8 is
expressed throughout the anteroposterior extent.
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Their proteins have been shown, like FGF-2, to maintain
proliferation o f limb cells in vitro (FGF-4, Vogel and Tickle,
1993; Niswander and Martin, 1993; FGF-8, M ahmood et al.,
1995) and in vivo (FGF-4, Niswander et al., 1993). The uniform
distribution o f Fgf-8 throughout the AER makes it perhaps the
most attractive candidate for being the AER signal to maintain the
underlying progress zone. It has been suggested that presence of
Fgf-4 posteriorly also might give the posterior an extra boost and
explain why the posterior grows out faster than the anterior
(Mahmood et al., 1995).
The presence of Fgf-4 in the posterior AER has also led to
speculation that it m ight specifically be involved in the
m aintenance o f the polarising region. Like FGF-2, it can
substitute for the AER in maintaining polarising activity in vitro
and in vivo (Vogel and Tickle, 1993). Removal of the AER
results in dow nregulation of Shh expression, w hich can be
rescued by FGF-4 applied on a bead. In addition, ectopic
expression of Shh anteriorly in the chick wing has been found to
induce an anterior extension of the Fgf-4 domain in the ridge,
suggesting that Shh and Fgf-4 are part of a positive feedback loop
that might coordinate growth and patterning (Laufer et al., 1994;
Niswander et al., 1994).
Interestingly, FGF-8 does not seem to be able to rescue
dow nregulation of Shh expression after AER extirpation
(Mahmood et al., 1995), strengthening the suggestion that this is
an unique function for FGF-4. Having said this, the FGF-4 and
FGF-8 results may not be directly comparable as one was done
with high doses of FGF-4 on a bead in the chick and the other on
FGF-8 at lower levels in solution on whole torso cultures in the
mouse (Mahmood et al., 1995).
1.3.3.2

Possible roles in limb initiation

An intriguing finding recently has strongly suggested that FGFs
m ay be involved very early on in the initiation o f lim b
development (Cohn et al., 1995; Mima et al., 1995; reviewed by
Tanaka and Gann, 1995). When Cohn et al. (1995) placed beads
soaked in either FGF-1, -2 or -4 into the flank (i.e. non-limb-
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forming regions) of a chick embryo at stages 13-17, complete
additional limbs could be formed. The response was position
dependent such that beads in the anterior flank would give rise to
additional wings, and those in the posterior flank additional legs.
Supernum erary limbs were virtually always in reverse
anteroposterior orientation to the normal limbs such that, for
example, additional wings would have digits 432 from anterior to
posterior. It was already known that there are cells w ith
polarising activity in the early flank (Hom bruch and W olpert,
1991). The authors suggest that the FGFs could allow these cells
to become polarising region cells, and the map of early activity in
the flank would naturally suggest these new polarising regions
would be in the anterior of the new bud. To support their claim
that an ectopic polarising region was formed they examined the
expression patterns of Shh and Hoxd-13. Both of these genes
were expressed in discrete domains at the anterior of the ectopic
buds.

A model of limb initiation
A molecular model for limb initiation has thus been put forward
(Cohn et al., 1995). An FGF initially maintains proliferation in
the limb field whilst it is dropping in the flank (Searls and
Janners, 1971). This FGF also initiates Shh expression in cells
with potential polarising activity to make a polarising region.
This sends out a signal that co-operates with the FGF to make a
progress zone and the HoxD genes are activated. The progress
zone cells signal to the overlying epithelium to make an AER
which becomes a source of FGF to maintain the progress zone
and polarising region.
FGF-7, alone of those tested, was unable to induce
additional limbs from the flank, perhaps suggesting that the
response is receptor specific (see next section). Although FGF-1,
-2 and -4 could induce extra limbs, it is thought unlikely that any
of them are actually the endogenous factor responsible for limb
induction (Cohn et al., 1995). FGF -1 and -2 have no secretory
signal sequence, so unless there are special mechanisms for their
release they are unlikely candidates. FGF-4 is unlikely because it
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is not present until well after the limbs have started growing out
(Niswander and Martin, 1992). A good candidate might be FGF8, which has the necessary mitogenic properties and is present in
the prospective wing region before outgrowth (Mahmood et al.,
1995). However, as FGF-8 may not be able to maintain Shh
expression, it remains to be seen whether it can activate it, an
important step in the current model of limb initiation.
1.3.3.3

Fibroblast growth factor receptors

The fibroblast growth factor receptors are a family of, as yet,
four receptor tyrosine kinases (FGFR 1-4; reviewed by Johnson
and W illiam s, 1993; W ilkie et al., 1995). They contain a
cytoplasmic tyrosine kinase domain, with a number of tyrosine
residues which may act as phosphate acceptors, and a receptor
region of three Ig domains (some variants may have only two; for
example, Mansukhani et al., 1990). Alternative splicing provides
a large number of different receptors that may have different
ligand binding affinities (Johnson et al., 1990; Miki et al., 1992;
W erner et al., 1992; Orr-Urtreger et al., 1993; Shi et al., 1994).
The third of the Ig domains, Iglll, in particular has many splice
variants leading to differential ligand specificity. In amphibians it
has been shown that FGF-1 and -2 can activate either the Iglllb or
Iglllc-containing FGFR-2, whereas FGF-7 will only bind to the
Iglllb-containing receptor.

FGFRs in the developing limb
In the murine limb bud, the patterns of expression of two FGFRs
have been described; FGFR-1 (the fig gene product) and FGFR-2
(the bek gene product). FGFR-1 is expressed in the limb
mesenchyme cells, whilst FGFR-2 is expressed in the ectoderm
(O rr-U rtreger et al., 1991; Peters et al., 1992). W hilst their
exact roles remain obscure, it is interesting that both receptors
bind FGFs -1, -2 and -4 (those capable o f additional lim b
induction), whilst FGF-7 (which cannot induce additional limb
development) only binds to FGFR-2. This might suggest, as
noted earlier, that the response needed for limb induction is
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receptor specific, and that it relies on the m esenchym ally
expressed receptor (Cohn et al., 1995).
1.3.4 Bone morphogenetic proteins
The Bone Morphogenetic Proteins (BMPs) are members of the
TGF-6 superfamily of growth factors (reviewed by Hogan et al.,
1994; M assagué et al., 1994). There are at least 8 family
members, initially isolated by their ability to induce ectopic bone
formation when purified protein was injected under the skin of
adult rodents (reviewed by Wozney et al., 1993). It has been
suggested, through careful exam ination of their predicted
structure, that they may be biologically active as hetero- or
homodimers (Hogan et al., 1994). Although Bmp-5 and Bmp-7
may be expressed at low levels in all limb mesenchyme during
development (Wozney et al., 1993), most attention has focused on
the intriguing patterns of expression o f B m p -2 and B m p -4
(reviewed by Tickle and Eichele, 1994).
Bmp-2
Bmp-2 first appears in the chick limb field at stage 16/17. Even
at this early stage it is restricted to the posterior half of the limb
m esenchym e, as well as being expressed in the overlying
ectoderm. This expression pattern is maintained until about stage
25/26 when a weak anterior/proximal domain of expression also
appears. By stage 28, this domain anteriorly has broadened and
intensified such that it covers most of the anterior margin o f the
lim b, excluding the hand plate.
E xpression by now has
disappeared from the AER. Finally, its later expression (stage 28
onw ards) is in the interdigital mesenchyme and around the
condensing cartilage elements (Francis et al., 1994).
This expression pattern is interesting because the posterior
dom ain essentially co-localises with the polarising region,
suggesting BMP-2 may be involved in the signalling pathway
from this region. Bm p-2 is also activated by anterior grafts of
either RA or the polarising region. However, it can not be the
primary polarising signal as beads containing recombinant BMP-2
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protein do not induce duplications when grafted anteriorly.
Interestingly, Bmp-2 is expressed slightly before Hoxd-13, which
is also known to be controlled by the polarising region, leading to
suggestions that it may be involved in that gene's activation
(Francis et al., 1994). Indirect support for the idea that Bmp-2 is
involved in the polarising region pathw ay com es from
comparison with Drosophila development. In Drosophila, one of
/i/i's actions is m ediated through d e c a p e n ta p le g ic (dpp\ for
example. Easier and Struhl, 1994), the vertebrate homologues o f
which are Bmp-2 and -4.
A study of the Talpid^ (ta^) polydactylous mutant in the
chick has suggested another possible role for Bmp-2. This mutant
has an anteroposterior axis with no asym m etry, generally
developing up to 8 unidentifiable digits. Expression of the HoxD
and Bmp genes is in a domain extending all the way across the
anteroposterior axis at a uniform depth from the AER, with none
of the asymmetries characteristic of the normal limb. However,
Shh is expressed in an essentially normal posteriorly-restricted
domain. The point of interest found was that polarising activity
in the ta^ limb was graded along the anteroposterior axis, with
weak activity at the anterior margin despite the absence of Shh
here. The presence of Bmp-2 all the way along the axis led to the
suggestion that this may be the signal endowing this tissue with
low polarising activity (Francis-West et al., 1995; However, see
Francis et al., 1994; Hardy et al., 1995).
A further role has been postulated for Bmp-2 in the AER.
W ork has been done with culture of whole mouse trunks where
one limb has its AER removed and different growth factors are
added to the medium (Niswander and Martin, 1993). Whereas,
FGF-4 added to this system encourages proliferation of the limb
m esenchym e, BM P-2 inhibits proliferation. This led to the
suggestion that FGF-4 and BMP-2 may act as two antagonistic
signals from the AER controlling the rate of outgrowth of the
limb (Niswander and Martin, 1993).
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Bmp-4
Although the expression pattern of Bmp-4 has been extensively
described, putative roles for the protein are not clear. It is
expressed slightly earlier that B m p-2, at stage 16, in all limb
mesenchyme and ectoderm. By stage 18 it is still on in all limb
mesenchyme, but the ectodermal domain is now exclusively in the
AER. At stages 19-24 it has a more complex expression pattern.
T here are strongly expressing m esenchym al dom ains both
anteriorly and posteriorly in the limb, although the anterior
domain is much larger than the posterior one. There is also weak
expression in the progress zone, and still strong expression the
AER. By stages 25-26, the posterior dom ain has all but
disappeared in the wing but persists in the leg. At stages 28-30 it
is expressed, like Bmp-2, in the interdigital areas and around the
condensing cartilage elements (Francis et al., 1994).
No clear roles for BM P-4 in the limb have been put
forward, but it has been linked with epithelial-m esenchym al
interactions due to its expression pattern and ability to induce
Msx-1 expression in teeth (Vainio et al., 1993), and to cell death
due to its observed effects on rhombomeres in culture (Graham et
al., 1994).
Bmp-7
Bmp-7 is a recently characterised member expressed in the limb.
Like Bmp-2 and Bmp-4, it is expressed in the AER. In the wing,
the mesenchymal expression pattern is very similar to Bmp-2, in
that it is confined to the polarising region. Whilst in the leg, the
m esenchym al expression pattern initially involves all limb
mesenchyme, and then consists of both anterior and posterior
dom ains (Francis-W est et al., 1995; Francis-W est, personal
communication).
Not enough work has been done to suggest a role for Bmp7 , although it has been suggested it may be involved in
heterodimerising with Bmp-2 as part of the signalling pathway
from the polarising region (Francis-West et al., 1995).
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1.3.5 Summary: A molecular model of limb development
Despite the fact that, traditionally, limb development has been
thought of as occurring along three independent, orthogonal axes,
recent molecular data has strongly suggested that the three axes
are intricately interdependent (see summary Figure 1.9).
The anteroposterior axis is controlled by a signal from the
polarising region, probably SHH. SHH both maintains, and is
maintained by, a signal from the AER, probably FGF-4. FGF-4
is probably one of a number of signals that maintain outgrowth of
the limb and allow for elaboration of the proxim odistal axis.
Thus, the relationship between SHH and FGF-4 (and/or FGF-2
and -8) links outgrowth and patterning along the anteroposterior
and proximodistal axes (Niswander et al., 1994; Laufer et al.,
1994; reviewed by Johnson et al., 1994).
Additionally, another signal (Wnt-7a), from the dorsal
ectoderm, is required both for dorsoventral patterning (Parr and
McMahon, 1995) and, in co-operation with FGF-4, maintenance
of Shh expression (Yang and Niswander, 1995). This provides a
link between all three developmental axes.

1.4

The aims of this thesis

Edgar Zw illing (1964) first described experim ents w ith a
reaggregate system. He took leg mesenchyme, disaggregated it to
single cells, pelleted it, placed it in a wing ectodermal jacket and
grafted it onto a host chick embryo. He noted that despite this
rough treatment, the mesenchymal cells were capable of retaining
th eir lim b p roperties and could form digits, although
morphogenesis was poor. He also noted that, "Typical pattern
asym m etries [of the limb] are not re-established under the
conditions of these experiments."
The main aims of this thesis were threefold. Firstly, to
describe the tissues present in reaggregated limbs and ascertain if
they were com parable to norm al lim bs (C hapter Three).
Secondly, to investigate whether different regions of mesenchyme
would all behave sim ilarly in the reaggregate system, using
cartilage pattern as a marker for pattern formation. This question
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WNT-7A

SHH

FGF-4

BMP-2
HOXD

Figure 1.9
Schematic depicting proposed interactions between molecules involved in
patterning the developing chick limb. Arrowheads indicate direction o f
interaction. Dotted lines indicate suggested, but unproven, interaction.
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was essentially one of whether these tissues would have positional
memory of where their origins were, or whether this information
would be lost and a ground state, or prepattern, would result
(Chapter Four). Finally, to examine the molecular mechanisms
underlying skeletal patterning in the reaggregate system, and to
determine whether these shed light on gene interactions in normal
hindlimb development (Chapter Five).
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Chapter Two
General Materials and Methods
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The following is an account of the general methods used
for the majority of operations. More specific methodologies are
given, where appropriate, in the relevant experimental chapters.
2.1

H an d lin g an d P re p a rin g E ggs

2.1.1 Chicken (Gallus domesticus)
Fertilised White Leghorn eggs were obtained weekly (from J.K.
Needle and Co. Ltd., Poyndon Farm, Silver Street, Goffs Oak,
H erts.) and kept at 12±CC for no more than a week. For
experimentation, they were incubated at 38±1°C in humidified
incubators with the long axis horizontal. At the third day of
incubation the eggs were windowed, as described below, staged
according to Hamburger and Hamilton (1951) and returned to the
incubator to reach the desired stage.
To make an operating window each egg was turned 180“ on
its long axis and swabbed with 70% alcohol. A pair of filed
number 3 forceps (A Dumont & Fils, Switzerland) was used to
puncture the blunt end of the egg. Pressure was gently applied,
with the side of one tine of these forceps, to a point along the long
axis of the egg, about 2/3 of the way to the blunt end, until a
sm all breach was made in the shell. The underlying shell
membrane was gently tom so the contents of the egg dropped into
the airspace. A piece of Sellotape was laid along the long axis of
the egg over the hole and a small circle of shell cut away with
fine scissors. A fter staging the embryo a further piece of
Sellotape was laid at 90“ to the first and the egg returned to the
incubator.
Eggs could be retarded, or stopped, in their
developm ent by leaving them at room temperature for varying
periods before re-incubating, up to about 24 hours.
Eggs that were infertile, or that contained embryos that
looked in any way abnormal were discarded.
2.1.2 Quail (Cotumix coturnix iaponica)
Japanese quail eggs were obtained from Mr. Potter (Rose Dean,
Woodhurst, Huntingdon, Cambridge) and incubated with the blunt
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end facing upwards. The embryo was revealed by picking away
the shell over the airspace at the blunt end and carefully peeling
back the shell membrane. After staging they were sealed with a
conical 'hat' made from Sellotape and returned to the incubator.
Quail eggs regularly had to be retarded as they were generally
two to three stages older than chick at equivalent incubation
periods.

2.2

Grafting Procedures

2.2.1 General
All operations were performed under a Zeiss binocular dissecting
m icroscope using a Schott KL1500 fibre optic lam p for
illumination. The top layer of Sellotape was removed and the
embryo made accessible by tearing the chorion and amnion with
two pairs of fine forceps.
Tissues were cut with electrolytically sharpened tungsten
needles and transferred where necessary on a flattened nickel
spatula (hammered flat and the edges turned up such that a drop
of solution was maintained with the tissue). Needles and the
spatula were embedded in glass capillary tubing using Araldite
resin.
W here grafts were pinned into hosts, the pins were cut
from 25 jim platinum wire (Goodfellow Metals, Cambridge) and
manipulated into place with fine forceps.
2.2.2 Preparation of reaggregates
In the majority of operations, leg bud mesenchyme and ectoderm
were used to make reaggregates (the reasons and exceptions will
be detailed later). Stage 19-21 embryos were used for the
mesenchyme donors and stage 22-24 embryos for the ectoderm
donors. These stages of mesenchyme were chosen because
preliminary work by Michael Richardson had suggested that they
were the best for optimal morphogenesis. His study included
different stage ectoderms also and, as the stage of the ectoderm
did not affect the outcome, these stages were selected based on
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ease of trypsinization and capacity to hold the maximum possible
amount of mesenchyme. Reaggregates were typically grafted to
the proximal-dorsal-anterior surface of a stage 22-24 host wing.
The complete procedure was as follows (Figure 2.1).
Embryos of the appropriate stage to be either mesenchyme
or ectoderm donors were removed from the egg into a 90 mm
plastic petri dish containing sterile phosphate buffered saline
(PBS; 1 tablet in 100 ml distilled water; Oxoid, Unipath Ltd,
Herts., England). About 8-16 mesenchyme donors were used and
8-10 ectoderm donors. Using a pair of fine forceps and a
tungsten needle the embryos were cleaned of their amnion and
any residual chorion and blastodisc. Hind limb buds were
dissected off with the tungsten needle and transferred into a 35
mm petri dish of PBS until all had been collected. The dishes
were kept on ice until ready for use.
It was then necessary to separate the ectoderm al and
m esenchym al com ponents o f the limb buds.
Firstly, the
mesenchyme donors were cut in half along the anteroposterior
axis to speed up removal of their ectoderms. The PBS was
removed and replaced with 2-3 ml of ice-cold 2% trypsin. The
dish was returned to ice for 10-15 minutes before a trypsinstopping medium (TSM), chilled to 4°C, was added (TSM = 88%
F12
M e d iu m ,
10%
fœ ta l c a lf se ru m
and
2%
antibiotics/antim icotics, all from Gibco). After two washes in
ice-cold TSM the ectoderms could readily be removed with fine
forceps and discarded.
The ectoderm-free mesenchyme buds were drawn up in
100 |ll with a Gilson pipette and transferred to an Eppendorf,
where 900 jll fresh TSM was added. The mesoblasts were then
separated by vigorous trituration through a fine bore pipette
(using a 200 )ll Gilson set to 100 |ll). To assure that the cells
w ere sufficiently separated from each other, 7-8 |ll of the
suspension were placed on a haematocytometer and the number of
cells counted. The suspension was inevitably very dense with
cells, thus an accurate count of the total number of cells was not
attempted. Instead, a count of 5 of the 25 marked squares was
made to ascertain the approximate ratios of single cells to those in
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Stage 23

stage 20

E ctoderm kept

M esoderm kept

Single cells

.$

#

Cell pellet

Recombination

Reaggregate

F igure 2.1
Schematic diagram depicting the protocol for making reaggregates. The
grey areas represent mesenchyme. Stage 20 leg buds are trypsinised and
the mesenchyme dissociated into single cells. These cells are pelleted and
placed inside the jacket trypsinised from a stage 23 leg bud. The resulting
recombinant can be grafted to a host to develop.
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clumps. A single cell count of <95% led to the suspension being
further triturated and re-counted.
W hen a satisfactory single-cell suspension had been
achieved, the cells were pelleted by mild centrifugation (6500
rpm, 4 minutes). The pellet of cells was scraped off the bottom
of the Eppendorf using a fine tungsten needle that had been bent
such that the tip formed a U-shape. This was found to be the best
manner of retrieving the pellet as it caused the least dissociation.
The pellet could then be sucked up in a large bore pipette and
transferred to a 35 mm petri dish containing fresh TSM. To
make the pellet solid enough to graft it was cut into sm all
fragments and placed in a 5%-C02 incubator at 3 7 ± rC for 40
minutes to 1 hour to allow the mesenchyme to consolidate.
Once the mesenchyme was in the incubator, the ectoderm
donors had their PBS removed, were washed twice in ice-cold 2%
trypsin and transferred to ice. They were left for varying times
depending on the batch of trypsin, ranging from 35 minutes to I
hour (typically, 45 minutes). The correct trypsinisation stage
could be recognised by the slight lifting of the apical ectodermal
ridge from the underlying mesenchyme. Once this was seen the
ectoderm donors were washed twice in ice-cold TSM and
replaced on ice.
The ectoderm donors were transferred individually into the
dish containing the fragments of mesenchyme. Two pairs of fine
forceps were used to tease the ectodermal jackets off o f the leg
buds, taking care not to rip the jackets or turn them inside out.
Once the jacket had been removed, one or more pieces of the
reaggregated mesenchyme were manoeuvred into the open end
and positioned underneath the AER. The jackets shrink as a
result of the protease treatment, so the procedure had to be
carried out swiftly before they were too wrinkled and small to
use. It appeared, at this macroscopic level, that the ectodermal
jackets were free from adherent mesenchyme, as they w ere
translucent and the mesenchyme appeared opaque in the TSM.
Any jackets that were seen to have mesenchymal cells adhering
were discarded.
Once the maximum number of reaggregates had been
made, they were placed back into the CO2 incubator for 1 hour to
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allow them to consolidate for grafting. During this tim e the
presumptive hosts were returned to the incubator to ensure they
would be warm when grafting. It was found that the grafting
procedure inevitably led to the host bleeding and grafts to a cold
host significantly increased the chances of forming a substantial
haematoma that prevented development.
To prepare a site for the reaggregate graft the embryo was
m ade accessible as previously described. Using a sharpened
tungsten needle, a cube of the host wing was removed from the
dorsal surface as far proximal and anterior as possible (to avoid
placing the graft near the host AER or polarising region). W ork
had already shown that reaggregates developed similarly whether
g ra fte d to th is site (M ich ael R ich ard so n , p e rso n a l
com m unication), pinned to the anterior border of the wing
(Michael Richardson, personal communication) or grafted to the
flank mesenchyme (Ros et al., 1994).
The reaggregate was transferred in by nickel spatula and
placed, open end of jacket down, into the trough. In the majority
of cases this was sufficient to hold the graft in place. However, in
cases where the host embryo was very deep in the egg, or where
the graft was very large, the graft was pinned in place using
platinum pins. This was not found to affect development of the
reaggregate.
The grafts w ere allow ed to sit on the bench for
approxim ately thirty minutes to start healing in place before
returning them to the incubator to develop. They were then
checked at 24 and 48 hours to ensure they were still in position
and healthy.

2.3

Processing and staining procedures

At appropriate times after grafting, embryos were harvested and
subjected to a variety of fixation and processing procedures. In
general, for either w holem ount staining for cartilage or
histology, embryos had their heads removed before processing.
The contralateral limbs served as natural controls.
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Embryos were harvested into PBS and then transferred into
7 ml glass bijou bottles where the following procedures were
carried out.
2.3.1 Wholemount staining for cartilage
Staining for cartilage was as follows:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

Fix in 5% (w/v) trichloroacetic
acid (TCA)
Rinse in 70% alcohol
Wash in acid alcohol (1% concentrated
HCl in 70% alcohol)
Stain with Alcian Green (0.1% in
acid alcohol; 2GX Gurr)
Differentiate in acid alcohol
Dehydrate in absolute alcohol
Clear in methyl salicylate

3 hours overnight
5 mins
2 x 10 mins
3 hours overnight
overnight
2 x 1 hour

Specimens stained for cartilage were photographed using
Ilford Pan F (50 ASA) film. On poorly stained specimens a red
filter was used to increase the contrast and the film overdeveloped.
2.3.2 Histology
Embryos stained for cartilage as above need only be rem oved
from methyl salicylate and washed twice for one hour each in
m olten wax before embedding. Harvested embryos processed
directly for histology were treated as follows:
a)
b)
c)

d)
e)

Fix in 4% buffered paraformaldehyde
(PFA) at 4°C
Dehydrate through sequential alcohols
(50%, 70%, 90%, 2 X 100%)
Clear in toluene
Wash in hot wax (60“C)
Embed in wax
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overnight
10-30 mins
each
2 X 20 mins
2-3 X 1 hour

Steps a) - c) were carried out in glass bijou bottles. The
specimens were then transferred into pre-warmed plastic moulds
for the wax washes. They were finally oriented in the moulds
using a heated pair of fine forceps and allowed to cool on the
bench. Sections were cut on an American Optical 820 Rotary
microtome at between 5 and 8 pm and dried onto glass slides. A
number of staining techniques were tried; the majority of staining
initially was Mallory's Triple Stain and Haematoxylin and Eosin
(H&E), and later this was switched in favour of Giemsa staining
which seemed to provide better resolution of tissues. Harris's
haem atoxylin was used for experim ents involving quail (see
Chapter 3).
2.3.2.1
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)
k)
1)
m)

Haematoxylin and Eosin (H&E)

Histoclear
100%, 90%, 70%, 50% alcohol
Distilled water
Haematoxylin
Tap water
1% concentrated HCl in 70% alcohol
Tap water
Saturated aqueous Lithium carbonate
Tap water
1% Eosin
Tap water
70%, 90%, 2 X 100% alcohol
Histoclear

5 mins
5 mins each
3 mins
10-15 mins
2 mins
30 secs - 1 min
2 mins
1 min
5 min
1-3 mins
30 secs - 1 min
10 secs each
5 mins

The specim ens were then coverslipped with DPX m ounting
medium.
2.3.2.2

Mallory's triple stain

a) - c)
as H&E
d)
Acid Fuchsin
e)
Distilled water

10 seconds
10 seconds
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f)
g)
h)
i)
j)
k)

Phosphomolybdic Acid
Distilled water
Mallory's Triple Stain
Distilled water
90%, 2 X 100% alcohol
Histoclear

60 seconds
10 seconds
75 seconds
10 seconds
10 seconds each
5 mins

Those specimens already stained with Alcian Green were
kept in M allory's T riple Stain only for about 30 seconds
(depending on the darkness of the Alcian staining).
2.3.2.3

Giemsa stain

a) - c)
as H&E
d)
Giemsa Stain
(pre-warmed to 60°C)
e)
Differentiate in very weak acetic acid
until sections pink.
(approx. 1/ 10,000 in water)
f)
70%, 90%, 2 X 100% alcohol
g)

Histoclear

2.3.2.4

6-12 seconds
each
5 mins

Harris's haematoxylin stain

a) - c)
as H&E
d)
Hydrolyse in 3.5 M hydrochloric
acid at 37°C
e)
Running tap water
f)
Distilled water
g)
Harris's Haematoxylin Stain
h)
Running tap water
i)
Dip in acid alcohol x 2
j)
Running tap water
h)
i)

30 mins
(approx. 6-12
seconds)

70%, 90%, 2 X 100% alcohol
Histoclear

45 mins
15-30 mins
3 mins
5 mins
until sections blue
2 seconds each
until sections
blue (-2 0 mins)
2 mins each
5 mins

All histology was photographed using Ilford Pan F film.
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Chapter Three

Characterisation of the Development of Reaggregates made with
Leg Mesenchyme
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3.1

Introduction

Experiments with reaggregated mesenchyme have been described
several times in the literature (Zwilling, 1964; Singer, 1972;
MacCabe, J. A. et al., 1973; Crosby and Fallon, 1975; Frederick
and Fallon, 1982; Ros et al., 1994). However, these studies have
m entioned only skeletal or integumentary patterns at advanced
stages of development. One aim of this study was to describe the
content, and where possible pattern, of some of the different
tissues within developing reaggregated mesenchyme. Cell death
and cell sorting were also examined.
The final skeletal pattern of the adult limb is established by
a series o f cartilage condensation and segm entation events
(H inchliffe, 1977; reviewed in, Shubin and Alberch, 1986).
Proximal elements (for example, femur) condense first, followed
by the other elements in a proximodistal sequence.
The fully differentiated muscles seen in an adult are
comprised of several tissue types, some of which have differing
origins. Experiments in chick (Chevallier et al., 1977), and very
recently in mouse (Sze et al., 1995), have shown that the
myoblasts, that go on to form muscle fibres, derive from the
somites. The muscle connective tissues, such as tendon and
perimysium, derive from the somatopleure.
Myoblasts migrate into the limbs from the somites as two
masses of cells, a ventral myogenic mass and a dorsal one. These
masses then undergo a series of binary splits until the final pattern
is established (for the hindlimb, see W ortham 1948). The
mechanism underlying the pattern of muscle splitting is unknown.
It is thought to be independent of innervation (Shellswell, 1977)
and tendon formation (Shellswell and Wolpert, 1977), although it
may depend on other somatopleure-derived muscle connective
tissues (the epi-, endo- and perimysium; Shellswell, 1977).
As muscle splitting is thought to be independent of tendon
formation, so tendon formation is though to be independent of the
presence of muscles (Shellswell and Wolpert, 1977; Kieny and
Chevallier, 1979). Tendons develop in a proximal to distal
sequence and are thought to derive from the mesenchymal lamina,
a collagenous, tenascin-rich structure running from the basement
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mem brane distally, back to the tips o f the myogenic m uscle
masses. It is a transient structure that disappears as tendons start
to condense, and may act to organise fibroblasts into pretendinous condensations (Hurle et al., 1989, 1990).
Sensory and motor innervation of the leg enters via two
nerve plexuses, the crural and the ischiadic (W ortham, 1948;
reviewed by Tosney, 1991), with only the ischiadic (sometimes
called the sciatic) plexus supplying structures distal to the knee
(Landmesser and Morris, 1975).
As it has never been published in detail before, this chapter
details an investigation of whether cartilage, muscle, tendon and
nerves were present in reaggregates.

3.2

Materials and Methods

3.2.1 Cell tracing experiments
3.2.1.1

Quail-chick chimeras

Q uail-chick chimeras have been much used in developm ental
biology due to the fact that the more dense packing of chromatin
in quail cell nuclei make them easily distinguishable from chick
cells in cell mixtures (Le Douarin, 1973).
The reaggregates were made as normal (Chapter Two),
except for the following (Figure 3.1). Quail and chick embryos
were harvested and a nick was made in the anterior margin of the
lim bs used for mesenchyme donors, to act as a marker. The
limbs were de-ectodermed as usual with 2% trypsin. A piece of
m esenchyme approximating to the polarising region was then
excised. The chick limb mesenchyme (without polarising region)
was then mixed with the quail polarising region. This effectively
substituted the chick polarising region for a quail one. The
chimeric mixture was triturated together and reaggregates made
as normal. Reaggregates were harvested at different time points
and the positions of the quail cells visualised with H arris's
haematoxylin (section 2.3.2.3).
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Quail

Chick

F ig u re 3.1
Schematic diagram showing experimental protocol for quail-chick
chimaeras. Em pty limb outline represents chick limb, grey limb
represents quail lim b. The delineated squares represent the
polarising regions. The polarising regions are excised from both
chick and quail, and that from the quail is mixed with the rest of the
limb from chick. T he resulting ch im a era is triturated and
reaggregated as normal.
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3.2.1.2

DU

The lipophilic dye, D il (M olecular Probes, UK), was used as
another way of visualising polarising region cells in the
reaggregate. This dye is incorporated into cell membranes, does
not spread to neighbouring cells, but is passed on to progeny.
The normal reaggregate procedure was followed, except,
once again, the polarising region was excised. In this experiment,
these cells were triturated out in a pre-spun (to remove crystals)
solution o f 0.002 mg ml-^ Dil in TSM (from 3 mg ml-^ stock in
dimethylformamide) and left to stand for 30 minutes. The cells
w ere centrifuged and washed in TSM twice to rem ove all
remaining crystals of Dil. The cells were reaggregated with the
rest of the limb cells and the whole mix triturated, spun and the
pellet incubated for 1 hour to consolidate.
Reaggregates were made and grafted as normal. They
w ere harvested at 24 and 48 hours and exam ined under
ep iflu o rescen ce m icroscopy to v isu alise lab elled cells.
Photographs were taken on 400X Tungsten colour slide film.
3.2.2 Wholemount staining for cell death
To visualise cell death, embryos were dissected out into a dish of
Tyrode's salt solution (137 mM NaCl; 2.68 mM KCl; 1.36 mM
C a C h ; 0.49 mM M gCli 6H 2O; 0.36 mM NaH2P 04 H 2O; 1%
glucose; 12 mM NaHCOs) and placed in 0.005% Nile Blue A in
Tyrode's for 20 minutes at 37 “C. Next they were washed 3 times
in fresh Tyrode's at room temperature, before storing at 4°C.
They were photographed on Kodak 64T colour slide film.
3.2.3 Wholemount staining for nerve supplv
Embryos with their reaggregates were harvested at varying times
after grafting and cleaned of their extraembryonic membranes
and viscera. The silver staining itself was kindly performed by
Steven Harsum, a postgraduate student with Jonathon Clarke and
Paul Martin (Anatomy and Developmental Biology, UCL). The
procedure for this was as follows.
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Embryos were fixed in Bodian’s fixative (75% absolute
alcohol, 15% distilled water, 5% formalin and 5% glacial acetic
acid) for 12 hours to 3 days and placed in 70% alcohol for 2 days
or more (at least four changes in this time). All further steps
involved agitating the embryos on a shaking platform. They were
washed for 1 hour in distilled water and incubated at 37°C for 36
hours in 1% protargol (a protein-silver conjugate) with 0.4 g of
copper wire per 20 mis of water. This step binds both silver and
copper onto the nerves to stain them. The next series of washes
were at 4°C. The stain was reduced and fixed on the nerves with
1% hydroquinone plus 7.5% anhydrous sodium sulphate in water
(made the previous night). There followed four 30 m inute
washes in water before transferring them to 1% gold chloride
(acidified with 3 drops acetic acid per 100 mis water) for 1 hour.
The gold chloride is drained and re-used. Again, they were
washed four times for 15 minutes each.
T he rest o f the procedure was perform ed at room
temperature, again with agitation. The embryos were bleached
in freshly prepared 5% potassium ferricyanide in w ater for 1
hour and washed a further four times, 15 minutes each, in water.
They were soaked for 30 minutes in freshly prepared 5% sodium
thiosulphate with 2% potassium hydroxide in water, followed by
a further four 15 minutes washes in water. The specimens were
dehydrated through sequential alcohols, cleared in m ethyl
salicylate for viewing and photographed on Kodak 64T tungsten
colour slide film.
3.2.4 Scanning electron microscopv
Embryos for scanning electron microscopy were harvested and
fixed in M odified Tyrode's fixative (941 mM NaCl, 2.68 mM
KCl, 1.36 mM CaCl, 0.49 mM M gCl2, 1% sucrose, 12 mM
NaHCO], 3.62 mM NaH2?04 H2O, 1% gluteraldehyde, in water).
They were washed through several changes of distilled water
lasting at least 2 hours (up to overnight) and several washes of
absolute alcohol lasting at least 2 hours (up to overnight) before
placing them in amylacetate for approximately 20 minutes.
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The specimens were dried on a Baltzer critical point dryer,
mounted on metal studs and sputter coated with gold in a Polaron
E5000. Specimens were examined on an Hitachi S-530 scanning
electron microscope and photographed on Ilford FP4 Plus film.
3.3

R e su lts

3.3.1 Early appearance and histology
3.3.1.1

General observations

Reaggregates were examined 24 and 48 hours after grafting. As
early as 24 hours it was usually easy to identify whether grafts
would develop or not. Grafts that would not go on to develop
generally failed for one of two reasons: firstly, the graft would
appear white and stunted, a result of its failure to vascularise;
secondly, the grafts would be swollen by massive haematomas that
could often encompass the whole reaggregate. As stated in
Chapter 2, the latter was more common in grafts to a cold host.
The reasons for the former are unclear, but may be due to
interference in the host-graft interface, perhaps by excess
ectoderm from the jacket interposing between the mesenchyme.
Grafts that did take grew little in the first 24 hours. The
beginnings o f vascularisation were visible, although no major
vessels were yet apparent. By 48 hours, growth was rapid. A
characteristic axe-head shape was often observed and a vascular
marginal sinus was visible. These were more pronounced by 72
hours (Figure 3.2).
Throughout these first 48 hours, an AER was alm ost
always apparent (Figure 3.3). It was som etim es uneven,
appearing ruffled or corrugated, although this did not appear to
have an effect on how well these grafts grew or patterned.
3.3.1.2

Early histology

The observations in this section are a combination of results from
reaggregates made specifically for histology and those specimens
used for in-situ hybridisation to tissue sections (Chapter Five).
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Figure 3.2
72 hour reaggregate graft in ovo. Open arrow indicates AER;
arrow indicates vascular marginal sinus. Proximal reaggregate is
right, with the anteroposterior axis running from the top to the
bottom of the page.

Each observation was based on specimens from at least three
separate experiments, and was seen in virtually all of those that
were judged to be developing well (i.e. showed polarised growth
and an AER, and not massive areas of mesenchymal necrosis or
haem atom as). In general, about 80% of reaggregate grafts
survived, with 70% of these showing good development.
At 24 hours after grafting, reaggregates tended to have a
rounded shape (Figure 3.4A). The m esenchym e appeared
generally homogeneous at this point, with some blood vessels
visible, but no vascular sinus. The AERs were generally in good
condition, appearing still pseudo-stratified where visible (Figure
3.4B).
By 48 hours after grafting, outgrowth was now apparent in
the proximodistal polarisation of the graft (Figure 3.4C). AERs
were almost invariably healthy looking, pseudo-stratified and a
marginal sinus had generally been established (Figure 3.4C, D).
In most grafts by this stage, proximal mesenchyme was now
distinct from distal as pre-cartilage condensations appear (Figure
3.4C). Note the ventral bias of the AER (Figure 3.4C, D),
characteristic of normal limbs.
By 72 hours, well defined cartilage was present, often
show ing a branched pattern (Figure 3.4E).
AERs had
disappeared and a good vascular network had been established.
At all these stages, the vasculature developing does so at a distance
o f roughly 75-100 pm from the ectoderm, leaving an avascular
m argin also characteristic of normal lim b developm ent (for
example. Figure 3.4C, D; Feinberg et al., 1983).
3.3.2 A description of tissues present
3.3.2.1

The development of the skeleton

Skeletal development in normal and reaggregated hind limb buds
was exam ined using Alcian green staining. A lthough pre
cartilage condensations are visible in section earlier than Alcian
green staining can be detected, the latter technique allows an easy
com parison of the tim ing of appearance of differentiating
cartilage in normal and reaggregated hindlimb mesenchyme.
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Figure 3.3
Scanning electron micrographs of reaggregates, 24 hours after
grafting. Arrows indicate AERs; scale bars indicate 100 pm. In
A, proximal reaggregate is down and the anteroposterior axis
runs left to right. In B, proximal reaggregate is left and the
anteroposterior axis runs in and out of the page.
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Figure 3.4
Histological preparations of reaggregate grafts.
A - 24 hour reaggregate, h, host; r, reaggregate; arrow
indicates AER. Proximal reaggregate is left. Scale bar = 1 0 0 |lm
B - 24 hour reaggregate. Short arrow indicates pseudo
stratified AER; long arrow indicates basement membrane. Scale
bar = 20 juim
C - 48 hour reaggregate. Short arrow indicates AER; long
arrow indicates vascular marginal sinus. Proximal reaggregate if
right, dorsal is up. Scale bar = 200 |im
D - 48 hour reaggregate. Arrows indicate AER, note the
ventral bias. Dorsal is up, anteroposterior is left/right. Scale bar
= 100 jiim
E - 72 hour reaggregate. Arrowhead indicates cartilage
bifurcation point. The thick black lines running through the
specimen are folds in the section. Proximal reaggregate is left,
anteroposterior is up/down. Scale bar = 400 [im
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Normal leg bud
Normal leg buds, stained with Alcian green, from stages 25 to
31/32 are shown in Figure 3.5. The stages shown cover a period
o f about 3 days o f development (from day 4.5 to day 7.5 of
incubation). They agree generally well with a sim ilar series
published by Hinchliffe (1977) using
uptake, although the
differing techniques result in the elements in this series appearing
one-half to one stage later than in Hinchliffe’s. The following is
an extension to Hinchliffe's description.
At stage 25 (Figure 3.5A), the condensations of the femur,
tibia and fibula are already clear, although they are not yet
proxim odistally distinct.
The foot plate is assum ing a
characteristic shape, but tarsal and metatarsal elements are not yet
clearly evident.
By stage 26, some elements of the developing ankle are
now apparent, although not yet distinct enough to identify. The
metatarsals for digits 3 and 4 are now apparent (mt 3 and mt 4
respectively; Figure 3.5B). Stage 27 shows very little change,
although a fibulare is now becoming distinct from a distal tarsal
(dt 2/3; Figure 3.5C; labels as 3.5D). Note that the femur still
does not appear proximodistally separated from the tibia and
fibula.
Stage 28 hindlimb buds show more distinct elem ents
(Figure 3.5D). The fibulare is now distinct from dt 2/3 and the,
now apparent, tibiale. The m etatarsals for digit 2 and the
redundant digit 5 (mt 2 and mt 5 respectively) are now visible.
The first phalanges can be seen starting to segment from mt 3 and
mt 4.
By stage 29, the femur is finally proximodistally distinct
from the tibia and fibula. The ankle elements of dt 2/3, fibulare
and tibiale are clearly distinct from the surrounding long bones
and digits. Proximodistal segmentation of the digits is now clear
and the metatarsal for digit 1 (mt 1) is visible anteriorly (Figure
3.5E).
Stage 31/32 hindlimb buds show most of the features of the
final limb. All the digits are now clearly visible, with mt 1
situated roughly halfway along mt 2. mt 5 has now virtually
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disappeared at the base of mt 4. The fibulare can be seen
beginning to fuse with the tibia and fibula, whilst the dt 2/3 is in
position to fuse with the bases of mts 2-4 (Figure 3.5F).

Reaggregated leg bud mesenchyme
At 2 days after grafting, no cartilage was apparent in the graft by
Alcian green staining (Figure 3.6A). By 2.5 days, a triangular
piece o f cartilage is visible that is unidentifiable, but probably
represents the first metatarsal and basal phalanges of the digits
(Figure 3.6B). 3 days after grafting, proximodistal segmentation
has occurred and a metatarsal and two basal phalanges are now
clearly visible (Figure 3.6C). This period represents the
branching event also visible in section (Figure 3.4E). Four days
after grafting an additional phalanx had been added to each digit
and a further one could be seen condensing (Figure 3.6D). The
same was true after 5 days (Figure 3.6E), with the final elements
generally being laid down by 6 days after grafting (Figure 3.6F).
There were two particularly noticeable things about the
cartilage pattern, both of which will be discussed in more detail in
Chapter Four. Firstly, when two digits arose in reaggregates,
they were symmetrical (Figure 3.6D, F). Secondly, only distal
structures developed in the grafts, with no skeletal elements
proximal to the metatarsals recognisable (Figure 3.6F).
3.3.2.2

Musculature

As reaggregates only develop morphologically well distal to the
ankle, and as the vast majority of leg musculature is found in the
thigh, reaggregates might not be expected to have a great deal of
muscle present. In fact this was commonly the case, with muscle
found only in the proximal parts of the reaggregate grafts, and
this only in about 60% of grafts. None of the muscles were ever
identifiable, by position or shape, as anything expected in
normally developing legs.
The muscle could be distinguished histologically by the
presence of striations (Figure 3.7A-D). In some reaggregates, the
directions of these striations were sometimes chaotic, running in
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Figure 3.5
Development of the normal chick hindlimb skeleton, from stages
25 to 31/32, visualised with Alcian Green staining. In all
specimens, proximal is left and anterior at the top.
A - Stage 25. t, tibia; f, fibula. Scale bar = 400 jim
B - Stage 26. mt, metatarsal. Scale bar = 400 pm
C - Stage 27. Scale bar = 400 pm
D - Stage 28. tb, tibiale; fb, fibulare; dt, distal tarsal.
Scale bar = 400 pm
E - Stage 29. Scale bar = 400 pm
F - Stage 31/32. Scale bar = 600 pm
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Figure 3.6
The development of the reaggregate skeleton from 2 to 6 days
after grafting, visualised by Alcian Green staining.
A - 2 days. Arrow indicates reaggregate. Proxim al
reaggregate is up and the anteroposterior axis is left to right.
Scale bar = 400 pm.
B - 2.5 days. Arrow indicates reaggregate. Proximal
reaggregate is down and the anteroposterior axis is left to right.
Scale bar = 400 pm.
C - 3 days. Arrowhead indicates bifurcation point of the
basal phalanges from the metatarsal. Proximal reaggregate is left
and the anteroposterior axis is up and down. Scale bar = 600 pm.
D - 4 days. Small arrows indicate condensing phalanges of
one o f the digits.
Proxim al reaggregate is up and the
anteroposterior axis is left to right. Scale bar = 600 pm.
E - 5 days. Proximal reaggregate is left. Scale bar = 600
pm.
F - 6 days. Proximal reaggregate is left and the antero
posterior axis is up and down. Scale bar = 1000 pm.
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Figure 3.7
Muscles in reaggregates. A, B are normal wing, stage 37. C-F
are from 72 hour reaggregates. B, D and F are high power
examinations of the boxes outlined in A, C and E respectively. In
A and E, proximal is left; in C, proximal is right. Scale bars =
200 pm.
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several different directions within one muscle block (Figure 3.7E,
F).
3.3.2.3

Tendon

Pre-tendinous condensations (ptcs) were found in all reaggregate
grafts sectioned at day 6 or 7 after grafting (see Figure 3.8 for
normal tendon patterns). Figure 3.9 shows the paths of the ptcs
in a two-digit reaggregate. Two ptcs can be seen adjacent to the
sub-terminal phalanx (Figure 3.9A, B). The next most proximal
phalanges of both digits are shown in Figure 3.9C. It is striking
that the two digits are mirror-image symmetrical, both in their
cartilage elements and in the positioning of their ptcs relative to
the cartilage. This was common in reaggregates with two digits.
The ptcs are also symmetrical within the digits, there being one
situated dorsally and one ventrally.
The dorsal tendon
corresponds to where an extensor digitorum longus would be
expected, and the ventral tendon to a flexor digitorum longus.
The vasculature does not seem to be symmetrical, and there is no
musculature at this level for comparison.
As the digits fuse proximally, the ptcs stay in remarkably
symmetrical positions (Figure 3.9D-F), through the fusion of the
epidermis, loose connective tissue and finally cartilage. At one
point (Figure 3.9D), the flexor digitorum longus splits briefly,
the new, more ventral ptc probably corresponding to the flexor
perforatus digiti. M ore proximally still, the ptcs themselves
finally fuse (Figure 3.9F).
At the metatarsal level, more ptcs are apparent, although
these are no longer internally symmetrical. Figure 3.9G shows
that the extensor digitorum longus now opposes at least three,
possibly four ptcs, on the ventral side. It is difficult to accurately
identify these (see Discussion). Where these ptcs end proximally
it has never been possible to ascertain, as they seem to tail-ouf
rather then connect with anything in the host. Definite contacts
between proximal muscle and ptc in the reaggregate were never
recognisable.
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Figure 3.8
Normal pattern of tendons in chick hindlimbs at stage 37. A - at
the level of the base of the digits. B - at the mid-metatarsal level.
Dorsal is up.
edl
extensor digitorum longus
fpepd
flexor perforans et perforatus digiti
arrowhead flexor digitorum longus
open arrow flexor perforatus digiti
arrow
flexor hallucis longus
Nomenclature after Wortham, 1948.
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Figure 3.9
Example of the pattern of pre-tendinous condensations (ptcs) in a
two-digit reaggregate 6 days after grafting. In C-G, dorsal is up.
Scale bars = 200 jim. c, cartilage. Arrows indicate ptcs. A to G
runs distal to proximal in sequence. Note, in D - ventral ptc splits
into two, probably the flexor digitorum longus (short arrow,
deep) and the flexor perforatus digiti (long arrow, superficial).
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3.3.2.4

Nerves

Reaggregate grafts were examined at between 72 hours and 6
days after grafting. All grafts used were either wide enough to
give rise to two digits (in the case of the young grafts), or already
visibly had two developing digits.
Nerves grew into the reaggregate grafts from the host wing
supply. The quality of staining was not sufficient to allow the
determ ination of the exact source of each ingrowth; that is,
exactly which branch of which host nerve gave rise to nerves in
the graft. As such, it was impossible to determine whether the
nerves found in the grafts were motor or sensory w ithout
complex surgical procedures that could not be performed in the
time available.
The presence of nerves in the reaggregate seemed to be a
m atter of chance. 4 of 9 grafts were aneural (Figure 3.10A),
whilst the other 5 showed nerves within the graft. O f the grafts
containing nerves, 4 of the 5 showed fairly symmetrical patterns
o f nerve pathways across their anteroposterior axis (Figure
3.1 OB, C; the asymmetric specimen is shown in. Figure 3.1 CD,
E).
3.3.3 Cell sorting experiments
Experiments were done to assess if cell sorting had a role in
reorganising areas of the reaggregate after grafting. As the
major mesenchymal signalling centre is the polarising region, this
was chosen as the sample tissue to study this process.
3.3.3.1

Quail-chick chimeras

Quail polarising region cells were substituted for chick and their
positions within reaggregates determined at 24 and 48 hours, and
6 days, after grafting. The Harris' H aem atoxylin staining
consistently allowed identification of quail cells within the grafts.
At 24 hours, quail cells could be seen scattered randomly
throughout the grafted m esenchym e (Figure 3.1 lA , B).
Generally, they were found in groups of between 4 and 12 cells
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Figure 3.10
Nerves in reaggregates, visualised by silver staining.
A - Aneural reaggregate 6 days after grafting. Proximal
reaggregate is left and the anteroposterior axis runs up and down.
Scale bar = 1000 pm.
B - 3 day reaggregate, dorsal aspect, showing symmetrical
nerve patterns across the anteroposterior axis.
Proxim al
reaggregate is down and the anteroposterior axis runs left to
right. Scale bar = 400 pm.
C - Ventral aspect of B.
D - 4 day reaggregate, dorsal aspect, showing asymmetrical
nerve patterns across the anteroposterior axis. Orientation as B.
Scale bar = 400 pm.
E - Ventral aspect of D.
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(4/4 cases). Few single cells were identified in the mesenchyme,
and the largest group consisted of 20 cells. No cells were found
in the host limb, although quail cells were found very proximally
in the graft.
In grafts harvested at 48 hours, a sim ilar picture em erged
(4/4 cases). One graft showed few quail cells in the mesenchyme,
with no large groups present. Another, however, showed many
quail cells, in groups of up to 30-40 cells. The largest groups
were found either ju st underneath the AER, or in mesenchyme
Just proximal to it (Figure 3.11C, D).
One graft was sectioned at 6 days after grafting to ascertain
w hether polarising region cells could still be found (Figure
3.1 IE). In fact, quail cells were visible in a number o f tissue
including, cartilage (Figure 3.1 IF), loose mesenchyme (Figure
3.1 IG) and muscle connective tissue (Figure 3.1 IH).
3.3.3.Z

DU

D il was also used to track the short-term fate of polarising region
cells in reaggregates. The technique was difficult to set up
satisfactorily. The main lim itation of this technique is that
fluorescent dyes are diluted by cell division, thus restricting the
length of time over which cells can be observed. Additionally,
care must be taken not to label so many cells throughout the
reaggregate that individual cells and their progeny can not be
recognised.
Some interesting data was obtained, however. The first
observation was that cells were evenly distributed throughout the
reaggregate at both 24 and 48 hours after grafting, with no
particular spatial bias in fluorescence (4/4 cases; Figure 3.12AC). An incidental point of interest was also noted at the graft-host
interface. In 3 of the 4 cases, very few fluorescent cells were
seen outside of the graft, suggesting that graft-host intermingling
of mesenchyme was a relatively rare event (Figure 3.12B, C).
Another noticeable feature in all of the specimens was that
the fluorescence was easily visible on low pow er in core
mesenchyme, yet the distal tips of the grafts showed very little
(for example. Figure 3.12B) until examined under high power.
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Figure 3.11
Tracking sub-populations of cells in reaggregates with quail-chick
chimaeras. r, reaggregate; h, host; arrows indicate quail cells.
A - 24 hour reaggregate. Proximal is right, dorsal is up..
Scale bar = 300 |im.
B - High power of A. Scale bar = 25 pm.
C - 48 hour reaggregate. The anteroposterior axis is
up/down, dorsoventral is left/right. Scale bar = 200 pm.
D - High power of C. Scale bar = 50 pm.
E - 6 day reaggregate. Proximal is right, anteroposterior
is up/down. Scale bar = 300 pm.
F - High power of E showing cartilage. Scale bar = 25 pm.
G - High power of E showing loose mesenchyme. Scale
bar = 25 pm.
H - High power of E showing muscle. Scale bar = 25 pm.
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A "

Figure 3.12
Tracking sub-populations of cells in reaggregates with Dil.
A - High power of a 48 hour reaggregate in a proximal
region of the graft. Note the even distribution of labelled cells.
B - Low power of 48 hour reaggregate showing host: graft
interface (top right).
Proxim al reaggregate is right, the
anteroposterior axis runs up/down.
C - Low power of 72 hour reaggregate showing host: graft
interface (middle of picture). Proximal reaggregate is down.
D - High power of 48 hour reaggregate underneath AER.
E - D viewed under epifluorescence, showing groups of
labelled cells underlying AER (arrowed).
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One specimen, 48 hours after grafting, showed possible
daughter colonies o f fluorescent cells underneath the AER,
surrounded by unlabelled cells (see the two colonies in Figure
3.12D, E).
3.3.4 Cell death
C ell death is an im portant and integral p art o f norm al
development of the limb (for reviews of cell death in the leg see
Saunders, 1967; Saunders and Fallon, 1967). Reaggregates were
examined at 24 hours and 6 days after grafting to assess if there
was any unusual, m assive cell death after the reaggregation
process.
Up until stage 25 in the developing leg bud, the only area
of necrosis visualised by Nile Blue staining was in the AER
(Saunders, 1967; Saunders and Fallon, 1967; data not shown).
After this stage there is also an anterior necrotic zone in the
m esenchym e, sim ilar to the wing (Figure 3.13A, B). The
posterior necrotic zone, also characteristic of the wing, was not
seen in these specimens (Figure 3.13A). This is in agreement
with work from John Saunders’ laboratory (Saunders, 1967;
Saunders and Fallon, 1967), but in disagreement with a paper by
Hinchliffe and Thorogood (1974). All these studies used Nile
Blue Sulphate to visualise cell death.
Reaggregates did show massive necrosis in the AER (5/5
cases; Figure 3.13C-E), similar to normal leg buds. No necrosis
was seen in the mesenchyme at the 24 hour time point in 4 out of
5 cases (Figure 3.13C, D), although one specimen did show
superficial necrosis on the dorsal surface (Figure 3.13E). As
noticeable in Figure 3.13E, a small piece of shell had attached
itself to the graft just proximal to the region of cell death, and
was removed for photography. It is conceivable that this may
have affected cells nearby, possibly by restricting vascularisation.
The 48 hour time point was not examined, but it would be
interesting to see if mesenchymal necrosis was apparent by this
time, and in what pattern.
The 6-day time point showed some intriguing features. In
the normal leg at this stage (around stage 35-37) cell death has
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been described in the interdigital mesenchyme, involved in the
regression of the interdigital webbing (Saunders and Fallon,
1967; Figure 3.14C). However, what was also seen, and to the
author's knowledge has not been described in the literature, was
that a line of cell death persisted at the dorsoventral boundary
(Figure 3.14A, B) along all of the digits. This line could be
envisaged as being the exact position from which the AER
disappeared some 6-8 stages earlier.
The same pattern of cell death along the dorsoventral
boundary was seen in the 6-day reaggregates (3/3 cases; Figure
3.14D, E).
3.4

D isc u ssio n

This study has shown, as had a previous study (Zwilling, 1964),
that disaggregated and reaggregated leg mesenchyme is capable of
growing and patterning. Such grafts typically give one or two
digits, metatarsals and phalanges, with no identifiable long bones.
An immediately noticeable feature of these grafts was that where
two digits were present, they were identical. This is essentially in
agreem ent with earlier work (Zwilling, 1964). However, no
study of reaggregates has ever described in detail the tissues
present in the developing graft, mostly just describing the final
cartilage pattern. The final cartilage pattern in reaggregates will
be described in more detail in Chapter Four.
3.4.1 Tissues present in reaggregates
3.4.1.1

Cartilage

The tissues normally found in chick hindlimbs were all found in
at least some of the reaggregates. The presence of cartilage has
been described previously (Zw illing, 1964; Singer, 1972;
MacCabe, J. A. et al., 1973; Crosby and Fallon, 1975; Frederick
and Fallon, 1982; Ros et al., 1994), although this was only several
days after grafting. The data here show that in reaggregates, as
in the normal limb, the cartilage elements are laid down in a
p roxim odistal sequence and undergo apparently norm al
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Figure 3.13
Cell death in reaggregates 24 after grafting, visualised by Nile
Blue Sulphate staining. Areas of necrosis stain dark blue.
A - Normal hindlimb, stage 27. Scale bar = 400 (Ltm.
B - Normal posterior region of embryo, stage 25. Scale
bar = 200 pm.
C-E - 24 hour reaggregates. The dorsoventral axis runs
left/right, and the anteroposterior axis runs up/down. Scale bars
= 400 pm.
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Figure 3.14
Cell death in normal hindlimbs and reaggregates at 10 days total
incubation and 6 days after grafting, repsectively.
Arrows
indicate some of the areas of cell death.
A-B - Normal hindlimb, stage 37. Proxim al is left,
anterior is down. Scale bar = 750 pm.
C - High power of specimen in A showing interdigital
necrosis.
D-E - 6 day reaggregates showing distal lines of cell death.
Scale bars = 400 pm.

D
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segmentation (Figure 3.6C-F). One difference noted was that in
the developing distal elements of the reaggregate, segmentation
events were apparent, but also, commonly, a branching event
from a single metatarsal to two digits (Figures 3.4E, 3.6B-D).
This branching was never seen in the distal regions of normal
hindlimb skeletal development (Figure 3.5C-F), where each digit
formed discretely from the others.
No specific elements are recognisable in cartilage found
proxim al to the metatarsals, although much cartilage is often
present (also reported by Zwilling, 1964). It is interesting that,
in histological section, there was often a series of condensations
tightly packed together in the proximal part o f reaggregates
exam ined at 48 hours (for exam ple. Figure 3.4C). It is
conceivable that these series of condensations go on to form the
misshapen masses of proximal cartilage.
3.4.1.2

Muscle and tendon

Muscles were present only proximally in reaggregates, consistent
with the fact that there are very few muscles in the distal part of
the chick hindlimb. None of those formed were recognisable, by
position or shape, as those normally present in the foot.
Although it has been shown that myoblasts can form
myotubes in reaggregate grafts after the disaggregation procedure
(Kieny et al., 1981), it would be interesting to determine whether
the majority of muscles found came from these initial myoblasts,
or from myoblasts migrating in from the host limb. This could
easily be done by making quail reaggregates, grafting them onto
chick hosts and determining whether the final muscles constituted
prim arily chick or quail cells. One could envisage that the
organised muscle bellies found proximally in some specimens (for
example, Figure 3.7C) might have come from the host, whereas
the more disorganised arrangements of myotubes (for example.
Figure 3.7F) might be from those myoblasts included in the initial
graft.
Tendons were seen in all reaggregate grafts sectioned.
Distally, they were always paired along the dorsoventral axis,
probably corresponding to the extensor digitorum longus (dorsal)
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and the flexor digitorum longus (ventral). It is unclear why ptcs
corresponding to the flexor perforatus and the flexor perforans et
perforatus were not seen (except possibly the flexor perforatus
briefly in one of the digits; Figure 3.9D). The dorsoventral axis
of the graft was suggested by the uneven distribution of tendons
proximally, with the greater number being on the ventral side.
T he v entral tendons w ere u n id en tifiab le due to th e ir
uncharacteristic spatial arrangements (compare Figure 3.9G with
3.8B) and lack of proximal attachments.
It is interesting that there is a dorsoventral asymmetry in
the reaggregate grafts. D orsoventral asym m etry in the
integum entary structures in reaggregates has already been
reported (Pautou, 1977). The fact that some m esenchym al
structures maintain dorsoventral polarity suggests one o f two
things: firstly, that the dorsoventral axis is unaffected by
m esenchym al reaggregation; or secondly, that the ectoderm ,
who's dorsoventral axis is not affected (Pautou, 1977), controls
the dorsoventral polarity of some mesenchymal structures. The
former seems very unlikely, whilst some evidence is provided for
the latter from at least three classes of experiments: ectoderm
rotations have been shown to have an effect on mesenchymal
structures (Geduspan and MacCabe, 1987; Keiichi Akita, personal
communication); a knockout of a gene expressed in the dorsal
ectoderm {W n t-7 a ) gave double-ventral lim bs (Parr and
M cMahon, 1995); and misexpression of a dorsal mesenchyme
gene, Lmxl, controlled by Wnt-7a, in ventral mesenchyme causes
double-dorsal limbs (Riddle et al., 1995; Vogel et al., 1995b).
3.4.1.3

Nerves

The presence of nerves in reaggregates appeared to be a random
event, with around half the grafts being aneural. This suggests
that the exact site of the graft might be responsible for bringing
the open edge close to endogenous nerve tracts. This was an
essentially random event as the exact dimensions of the trough
made for each graft were not tightly controlled. The question
then is why do nerves enter the graft at all?
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One possibility could be that nerves are likely to grow into
any spare area of mesenchyme they find (cf. Swanson, 1985).
Thereby, as just suggested, reaggregates would be innervated if a
branch happened to pass near enough to the base of the graft.
A second possibility would be that the reaggregate
mesenchyme provided a preferential substrate. One conceivable
reason for this could be that there is a loss of ECM components
during the trituration and centrifugation of the reaggregation
procedure, specifically glycosaminoglycans (GAGs). It has been
suggested that areas of low GAG concentration may be preferred
substrates for neurite outgrowth (Tosney and Landmesser, 1985).
However, the problem with this model is that ECM components
were not examined in this study, and so there is no evidence that
they may be lost. The potential presence of ECM molecules in
reaggregates would make a valuable follow-up study.
3.4.2 Cell sorting and death in reaggregates
3.4.2.1

Cell sorting

The data from both quail-chick chim eras and D il labelling
provide no evidence for cell sorting in reaggregate development.
Random distribution of cells was found at all stages assayed by
both methods.
The potential significance is that this makes it unlikely that
either a new polarising region is formed by polarising region
cells sorting out, or that a new progress zone is established by old
progress zone cells migrating to underneath the AER. W hat this
might mean in terms of the requirements for a polarising region
in growth and patterning is further addressed in Chapter Four.
It is likely that a new progress zone is form ed in
reaggregates (see also Chapter 5). However, it is unclear as to
which cells make up this new zone, and how they participate in
further development. That a new zone is not formed entirely
from cells that were already progress zone cells at the time of
reaggregation is suggested by the absence of overt cell sorting.
This would conceivably mean that the new progress zone
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comprised cells that were from both proximal and distal regions
in the original hind limb buds.
W hether cells that were originally proximal in the limb bud
could then go on to give rise to distal structures in reaggregates
was not addressed by this study, although presumably one could
do so using quail-chick chimeras. However, Singer (1972)
showed that proximal cells from stage 23 onwards (he did not use
the earlier stages used in these studies) were incapable of good
morphogenesis when used in reaggregates. This suggests that, by
this stage, proxim al cells have already reached a level o f
com mitm ent, and cannot re-establish the level of cell lability
characteristic of progress zone cells.
A feature of reaggregates is that only distal elements form
in the grafts, w ith nothing proxim al to m etatarsals ever
recognisable. Why this should be is unclear, however, one can
envisage a model whereby reaggregates show a phenotype that
may be considered analogous to that seen in X-irradiated limbs
(W olpert et al., 1979), in that both produce limbs showing only
distal pattern. In the X-irradiated specimens, the hypothesis is
that many cells in the progress zone are killed by the treatment,
such that the first few waves of cells leaving this zone do not
contain enough live cells for form ation of skeletal elements.
Proliferation of the live cells remaining in the progress zone
gradually repopulates this region. By a certain time, enough live
cells will be leaving the progress zone for distal elements to form.
In reaggregates, the initial progress zone consists o f a
number of cells that probably do not behave like normal progress
zone cells (the initially proximal cells). One can imagine that all
these cells are capable of forming cartilage as they leave the
progress zone, but the ones that were initially proximal can not be
involved in pattern formation. This is because their positional
values were already fixed prior to reaggregation and could not be
changed. The failure of recognisable proximal elements to form
would be a consequence of many cells with slightly different
positional values coming out of the progress zone.
It is here that an important, and largely unsubstantiated,
assumption must be made. It is that, for the two systems to be
analogous, the progress zone must be repopulated, over time, by
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cells of like positional value. There are at least two foreseeable
ways for this to be achieved. Firstly, cells that were proximal,
and are now in the new progress zone, divide less quickly than
cells that were distal. Some supporting evidence for this is that,
in the normal limb, proximal cells may not divide as quickly as
distal ones (Hombruch and Wolpert, 1970). However, the rate of
division of proximal cells has not been examined if they are
moved distally. Secondly, it is possible that proximal cells that
rem ain in the progress zone may gradually undergo some
dedifferentiation as a result of prolonged exposure to a signal
from the AER. That dedifferentiation of proximal cells can
occur under the influence of the AER was shown by grafting
ectopic AERs proxim ally on the dorsal surface of the lim b
(Hampe, 1960; cited in Tabin, 1991).
If one can move forward with this assumption, then distal
elements may have better morphogenesis because the progress
zone is gradually repopulated with cells that are labile (i.e.
derived from distal cells, or cells becoming more distal-like).
This would mean that, at a certain level, enough cells with
equivalent positional values would leave the progress zone to
form a morphologically good skeletal element.
3.4.2.2

Cell death

The pattern of cell death in the reaggregates was not noticeably
different from that in normal hindlimb development at the two
stages examined. The main site of necrosis in both is initially the
AER, although the later mesenchymal necrosis in the hindlimb
was not examined in reaggregates. The main reason to look for
cell death was to ascertain whether many, or most, cells would die
following the procedure, such that only a small sub-population
would actually go on to form the reaggregate. This does not
appear to be the case.
One unexpected finding of this study was the line of cell
death along the dorsoventral boundary in the nine day normal
fore- and hindlimbs. This had not been previously described in
the literature. Whether this line of cell death has a specific role
this late in development is unclear.
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Chapter Four

The Development of Reaggregates Made from Different Regions
of Leg Mesenchyme
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4.1

Introduction

Previous work on reaggregates made from wing mesenchyme
dem onstrated that the presence of dispersed polarising region
cells has a deleterious effect on m orphogenesis (Crosby and
Fallon, 1975, Frederick and Fallon, 1982). However, work done
on leg reaggregates (Zwilling, 1964; MacCabe, J. A. et al., 1973;
Chapter 3) using whole leg mesenchyme (which would include
polarising region cells) resulted in reasonably good digits. This
difference in leg and wing responsiveness to dissociated polarising
region cells is not understood. The fact that leg reaggregates can
grow in the presence of polarising region cells, and that anterior
wing reaggregates give digits only in the absence of these cells,
led to the investigation, detailed below, of whether different
regions of mesenchyme along the anteroposterior axis of the leg
(containing polarising region cells or not) could all successfully
form digits.
A part from co n tro llin g the p attern in g along the
anteroposterior axis o f the limb, another role suggested for
posterior limb mesenchyme is that of maintaining the AER in a
thickened state (reviewed in Zwilling, 1961). The presence of
such an apical ectoderm m aintenance factor (AEMF) is not
proven; nor is it sure if it would be a separate signal to that of the
polarising signal itself (Todt and Fallon, 1987). It is interesting
that in the leg, the AER is not posteriorly biased in its thickening
as the wing is, but is uniformly thickened throughout its length
(Rowe and Fallon, 1981). W hether this reflects a functional
difference has never been rigorously addressed, although at least
one piece of evidence has shown that anterior AER in the leg, but
not the wing, can survive in the absence of posterior AER (Rowe
and Fallon, 1981).
Although detailed fate maps exist for the development of
the wing skeleton (Stark and Searls, 1973; Bowen et al., 1989), no
such study has been published for the chick leg. The only
suggestion of where along the anteroposterior axis skeletal
elem ents may arise in the leg can be gained from the data
published by Rowe and Fallon (1981, 1982b). They removed
small pieces of AER in the wing and leg and showed that specific
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structures could be lost. They used their wing data to construct a
fate map of which region of the AER the digits would arise
under. This fitted previous reports fairly well in that the digits
seemed to arise from mesenchyme in the posterior half of the
limb bud. Their similar fate map for the leg also suggests that all
the leg digits arise from posterior half tissue (Rowe and Fallon,
1982b; data from Rowe and Fallon, 1981). The most anterior
digit I, would thus arise in the region of mesenchyme from m id
somite 29 to the 29/30 inter-somite boundary.
The ability of leg reaggregates to grow in the presence of
dissociated polarising region cells has allowed a com parative
study o f reaggregates made from different regions o f leg
mesenchyme. The data in this chapter will show that mesenchyme
from anterior third leg only, whole leg and posterior third leg
only, can all give rise to m orphologically good digits.
Furthermore, the digits formed are appropriate to the origin of
the mesenchyme. The presence of polarising activity was tested
in the three types of reaggregate, and the condition of the AER in
each described. In addition, a variety of manipulations were
performed to investigate the morphogenetic potential of anterior
third leg mesenchyme, a region which normally might not be
expected to give rise to distal skeletal structures (Rowe and
Fallon, 1982b).

4.2

Materials and methods

4.2.1 Making reaggregates from different regions of leg
mesenchyme
Reaggregates were made essentially as section 2.2.2. The only
difference was that in addition to using the w hole leg,
experiments were done where only specific regions of the leg
were excised (Figure 4.1). For anterior third reaggregates, a cut
at the level of the inter-somite border between somites 27 and 28
was made at right angles to the main body axis. A further cut
was made to separate the anterior mesenchyme from the trunk
and the roughly triangular piece of tissue removed to sterile PBS.
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26
Anterior
third

Whole
leg

Posterior
third

32

Figure 4.1
Schematic diagram o f the leg at around stage 20, showing the regions of
mesenchyme taken to make each type o f reaggregate. The dotted lines
indicate the levels o f incision made with reference to the level o f the
somites. The square bracket indicates the mesenchyme used for whole leg
reaggregates.
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For posterior third reaggregates, the same procedure was
follow ed with a cut at the 30/31 inter-somite boundary. The
thirds o f limb bud thus collected were trypsinised for 10 minutes
and the subsequent procedure was as normal.
4.2.2 Assigning digit identity
The criterion for identifying the digits of the normal foot is
phalanx number (Figure 4.2). Discounting digit I, which was
alm ost never seen in reaggregates, the other three digits each
consist of a long metatarsal, topped by a differing num ber of
phalanges. Digit I I has three phalanges, digit I I I has four and
digit IV has five.
The same criteria were used for identifying the digits in
reaggregates, however, a number of problems were encountered.
Therefore, reaggregate digits could only be assigned an identity if
the follow ing criteria were met. The digit should have: an
elongated metatarsal, to identify the basal phalanx; a terminal,
claw -shaped phalanx, to ensure the digit was not distally
tru n ca ted ; and the p h alanges in the d ig it should be
proximodistally distinct from each other.
Som etim es, a jo in t sw elling developed betw een two
phalanges, but no joint space was visible. It was impossible to
determine whether this was indicative of two fused phalanges, or
a single phalanx with abnormal morphology. As the aim of this
w ork was to determ ine if anterior mesenchyme gave rise to
anterior-type digits rather than posterior, and vice versa, these
digits could be assigned a rough identity based on the number of
other phalanges in the digit, as long as the other conditions for
identity were met. Thus, if there were two other phalanges in the
digit it was scored as I I/I I I, whereas if there were three other
phalanges it was scored as III/IV .
Cartilage growths not meeting the above criteria, but
showing some evidence of proxim odistal segmentation, were
scored as U (unidentifiable). Cartilage nodules, or spikes, not
showing any evidence of segmentation were scored as O.
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Figure 4.2
Normal chick hindlimb at stage 37, stained with Alcian Green to
visualise cartilage. Roman numerals indicate digit number, mts,
metatarsals; fe, femur; f, fibula; t, tibia. Proximal is up, anterior
is right. Scale bar = 2000 |im.

fe

/

mts
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4.2.3 Morphometric analysis of digit identity
To further investigate w hether reaggregate digits could be
properly assigned an 'identity' corresponding to those of normal
digits, a morphometric assessment of selected aspects o f digit
morphology was performed. It can readily be seen that the digits
of the normal chick foot, at ten days of incubation, do not vary
enorm ously in length or width, yet each contains a different
number of phalanges. Each of these phalanges has a characteristic
shape that differs between the digits, such that digit Ils phalanges
are relatively long and thin com pared to the short, thick
phalanges of digit IV (Figure 4.2). The ratio of length:width is
therefore greater in the phalanges of digit II than IV. The idea,
then, was to determine if the ratios were comparable between
normal and reaggregate digits.
The lengths and widths of phalanges in the toes was
measured, and the ratios worked out for each phalanx in each
digit. Length was measured as the maximum proxim odistal
length of the phalanx. Width was measured perpendicular to
length, at the thinnest part of the phalanx (generally midway
along the length). The same was then done for the phalanges in
reaggregate digits.
Some problems were encountered in determ ining how
exactly to com pare the ratios found betw een norm als and
reaggregates. W ith each digit having a different num ber of
phalanges, it was not clear which phalanx to compare with which
(Figure 4.3). The protocol adopted was as follows.
Reaggregates were harvested at 6.5 days after grafting, a
total of 10 days incubation of their mesenchyme. As reaggregates
could not be accurately staged, control eggs were windowed at
3.5 days and further incubated to a total 10 days and then
harvested also. As each egg does not age at precisely the same
speed in the incubator, the aim was to get a spread of ages of
normals to compensate for the expected spread of ages of the
reaggregates. One slight problem was that there may have been a
developmental retardation of reaggregates compared to normals.
Therefore the absolute values of the ratios obtained were not
compared between reaggregate and normal. Instead, the trends
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F igure 4.3
Figures illustrating the problem of the possible combinations of phalanges
for comparison. Roman numerals indicate digit type. Em pty triangles
indicate term inal phalanges, closed squares and rectangles indicate
phalanges, and open rectangles indicate metatarsals. Similarly patterned
shapes indicate phalanges for comparison. A - phalanges compared in distal
-> proximal sequence. B - phalanges com pared in proxim al -> distal
sequence. C - digit I I lacks basal and sub-terminal phalanges; digit I I I
lacks sub-terminal phalanx. D - basal and terminal phalanges com pared,
different phalanges added on in centre.
11

w ithin the control group were com pared to those w ithin the
reaggregate group.
Terminal, claw-shaped, elements were completely excluded
from the analysis as distal digital elements tended to suffer most
from poor morphology. Basal phalanges were excluded from the
main web o f analysis to allow a relatively simple picture to be
obtained, although the results were com parable w ith them
included. The length:width ratio of each remaining phalanx (1
from digit I I, 2 from digit I I I and 3 from digit IV ) was then
com pared to each phalanx in each of the other digits and the
significance calculated using an unpaired, two-tailed student f-test.
4.2.4 Assessing the polarising activity of reaggregated
mesenchyme
A nterior third reaggregates and whole leg reaggregates were
assessed for polarising activity as detailed below (Figure 4.4).
Reaggregates were allowed to develop from 0-48 hours and
were harvested into PBS. They were placed in 2% trypsin at 4°C
for between 5 and 10 minutes, TSM added and the ectoderm
removed. The resulting piece of mesenchyme was incubated at
37°C for 1 hour to allow it to consolidate.
Once the m esenchym e was sufficiently firm , it was
dissected into four along the proximodistal and anteroposterior
axes; giving proximal right, proximal left, distal right and distal
left quadrants. The distal pieces were transferred to separate
dishes of TSM and dissected further to a suitable size for grafting.
The proximal were not used as other data strongly suggested
polarising activity would be found only distally (see Chapter
Five).
A tungsten needle was used to lift the anterior AER on a
stage 18-20 host chick right wing, such that a loop was made. A
piece of reaggregate mesenchyme was transferred into the egg
with a nickel spatula and manoeuvred into place underneath the
AER. The loop contracted back into place over the graft and held
it in place.
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D

F igure 4.4
Schematic diagram illustrating the experimental regime for testing polarising
activity in reaggregates. A - reaggregate graft (shaded) growing on host wing
bud, thick black line represents AER. 1 - dissection of the reaggregate from the
host. B - reaggregate m esenchym e and ectoderm . 2 - trypsinise. C ectoderm al jacket removed and discarded. 3 - reaggregate divided up, black
lines indicate incisions. D - piece of reaggregate further dissected to graftable
pellet. 4 - graft under host anterior AER. E - allow to develop for 6-7 days,
harvest and check for skeletal patterns.
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Embryos were returned to the incubator and left to develop
for a further 6-7 days. They were harvested, stained and
examined as section 2.3.1.
4.2.5 Measuring the height of reaggregate AERs
Reaggregates were harvested between 24 and 72 hours after
grafting to examine their AERs. Two methods were used to
process reaggregates for measurement: one, normal paraffin wax
histology; and two, Araldite embedded specimens. All Araldite
sections were processed and cut by Christopher Gooding as part
of a BSc project.
Embryos were processed for semi-thin Araldite sectioning
as follows:
1)
Fix in half-strength Kamovsky's
overnight
2)
Distilled water
5 minutes
3)
25%, 50% alcohol
5 minutes each
4)
0.1% Alcian Green to visualise
20 minutes
5)
70% alcohol
5 minutes
6)
Absolute alcohol
6 x 5 minutes
1 X 10 minutes
7)
Propylene oxide
3 x 10 minutes
8)
50:50 Araldite resin:propylene oxide 45 minutes
9)
Araldite resin
overnight
10) Fresh Araldite resin
overnight
11) Place into oven to harden
Specimens were cut at 1 pm using a glass knife and stained
with Toluidine Blue.
The height of the AER was assessed with a calibrated eye
piece graticule, using maximum magnification. H eight was
determ ined as the distance between the outermost tip of the
periderm and the basal lamina. The vast majority of sections
were cut transversely, and obviously oblique sections were not
measured.
As the AER was sometimes not uniform along its length,
the recorded height for each specimen was a mean value of three
measurements taken at least 40 pm apart.
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26

#

32

F ig u re 4.5
Schematic diagram of the leg at around stage 20. The grey dots represent
the positions at which Dil was injected along the 27/28 inter-som ite
boundary. An example is included of an injection made anterior to this line.
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4.2.6 Dil labelling of anterior third leg
Chick embryos of stages 19-21 had their amnion and chorion tom
to expose the leg bud. A micropipette, mounted in a Newport
MX 11 OR micromanipulator, was then manoeuvred into position
such that the tip would enter the leg bud either at the 27/28 inter
somite boundary, or in regions anterior to this. The micropipette
was lowered into the egg, such that it ju st pierced the dorsal
surface, and a small dot of Dil (3 mgml-i in dimethylformamide)
was delivered by between one and four 8 msec blasts (50 pounds
psi) from a General Valve Picospritzer II. This was repeated 3-5
times within a leg bud to define the anterior third (Figure 4.5).
Embryos were incubated for a further two days before
harvesting into 4% PFA and observing the leg buds under
epifluorescence. Photographs were taken on Kodak 64T tungsten
colour slide film.
4.3

R e su lts

4.3.1 Reaggregates made from different regions of leg
mesenchyme give rise to different digits
4.3.1.1

Digits obtained from different types of reaggregate

The numbers of reaggregate grafts made, and the outcome o f
these grafts, are shown in Table 4.1.
Of all surviving reaggregate grafts, 71% (72 from 102)
gave rise to segmented cartilage. Of 106 reaggregate digits
examined, 76 (72%) could be assigned an identity based on
phalanx count. In reaggregates developing a pair o f clearly
identifiable digits (i.e. not including digits I I / I I I o r l l l / I V ) ,
11/12 showed an identical pair in which each digit had the same
number of phalanges. The number of reaggregate grafts of each
type that gave rise to digits is illustrated in Table 4.2.
Of reaggregates made with whole leg bud mesenchyme, the
majority of recognisable digits (20/31) were identified as digit
I l l s (Figures 4.6, 4.7B). Only 2 anterior digits (II and I I/I I I)
out of 31 were seen, and a number (9/31) of posterior digits
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Type of
Reaggregate

Grafts

D igits

U

O

Anterior

33

20

4

9

W hole

43

21

7

15

Posterior

26

15

5

6

Table 4.1
Number o f each type o f reaggregate graft performed and the results. Grafts
- number o f grafts done. Digits - number o f grafts giving rise to identifiable
digits, U - number o f grafts giving rise to only unidentifiable segmented
cartilage, O - number o f grafts giving rise to no segmented cartilage.
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Anterior

W hole

P osterior

Single Digit

15 (63%)

9 (32%)

15 (75%)

Pair of Digits

9 (38%)

19 (68%)

5 (25%)

Table 4.2
Number o f reaggregate grafts o f each type that gave rise to either
a single digit, or a pair o f digits.

Anterior

W hole

Posterior

Metatarsal

14 (100%)

7 (88%)

5 (28%)

Truncated

0

1 (13%)

13 (72%)

Table 4.3
Condition o f metatarsals in the different types o f reaggregate.
Metatarsal, indicates that a complete metatarsal was present;
Truncated, indicates that at least the proximal half o f the
m etatarsal was m issin g, m aking length m easurem ents
impossible.
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Figure 4.6
The percentage distribution of digit types, and unrecognisable digits (U),
arising from

anterior, whole

and posterior leg

reaggregates.

As

reaggregates typically form 1 or 2 digits, numbers above the bars refer to
the number o f digits and not the number of grafts.

Note that anterior

reaggregates do not give rise to posterior digits and vice versa
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(III/IV and IV; Figure 4.7C, D respectively).

In contrast,
reaggregates made from anterior m esenchym e gave rise to
roughly equal numbers of digit II (9/28; Figures 4.6, 4 .SB, C),
digit II/III (7/28; Figure 4.8D [lower digit]) and digit III (11/28;
Figure 4.8D [upper digit], E). In no anterior reaggregates were
digits with an identity posterior to digit III seen. A single digit I
developed, in the only asym m etric pair of digits seen, in
association with a digit II (Figure 4.SB).
Reaggregates made from posterior leg mesenchyme gave
predominantly digits III/IV (11/17; Figures 4.6, 4.9C), with the
rest being either digits III (2/17; Figure 4.9B) or IV (4/17;
Figure 4.9D).
All types o f reaggregate gave rise to a num ber o f
unidentifiable digits (for example. Figures 4.7E, 4.8F, 4.9E).
Anterior third reaggregates gave 18% unidentifiable, whole leg
and posterior thirds gave approxim ately 33% (these are
segmented cartilage and do not include O classifications).
In anterior third and whole leg reaggregates, com plete
metatarsal elements were common, with only occasional proximal
truncation (Table 4.3). Conversely, posterior third reaggregates
m uch less com m only form ed a m orphologically com plete
metatarsal (28% of cases). Structures proximal to m etatarsals
were represented only by mis-shapen masses of cartilage in all
types o f reaggregate; good m orphogenesis o f elem ents
corresponding to tibia, fibula or femur were never seen.
4.3.1.2

A morphometric assessment of digit identity

The m ean lengths and w idths of norm al and reaggregate
phalanges are detailed in Table 4.4. The ages of normal embryos
harvested at 10 days total incubation varied from between stage
35 to stage 37/38. The data illustrate that, in normal legs, the
phalanges o f digit II (terminal element excepted) tend to be
longer and slightly thinner than those of digits III and IV. Digit
III, in turn, has considerably longer phalanges than digit IV, but
they are of roughly equivalent width. A similar picture emerges
for reaggregate digits.
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Figure 4.7
Digits obtained from whole leg reaggregates. In all specimens,
proximal is left and the anteroposterior axis runs up/down.
A - Normal foot, stage 37. Scale bar = 1500 pm.
B - Reaggregate digits scored as III, III. Scale bar = 1500
pm
C - Reaggregate digit scored as III/IV. Scale bar = 1500
pm
D - Reaggregate digits scored as IV, IV. Scale bar = 1500
pm
E - Reaggregate digits scored as U, U. Scale bar = 750 pm
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Figure 4.8
Digits obtained from anterior third leg reaggregates. In all
specimens (except E), proximal is left and the anteroposterior
axis runs up/dow n.
In E, proxim al is dow n and the
anteroposterior axis runs left/right. Scale bars = 1000 pm.
A - Normal foot, stage 37.
B - Reaggregate digits scored as I, II.
C - Reaggregate digits scored as II, II.
D - Reaggregate digits scored as III, II/III. The lower of
the two reaggregate digits is the I I /I I I . The reaggregate is
everything below the dotted line.
E - Reaggregate digits scored as III, III.
F - Reaggregate digit scored as U.

B

722

Figure 4.9
D igits obtained from posterior third leg reaggregates.
specimens, proxim al is left. Scale bars = 1000 pm.
A - Normal foot, stage 37.
B - Reaggregate digit scored as III.
C - Reaggregate digit scored as III/IV.
D - Reaggregate digit scored as IV.
E - Reaggregate digit scored as U.

In all

B
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On average, the phalanges of reaggregate digit Ils are only
63% the length of normals, yet 94% of the width. Reaggregate
digit I l l s are 60% the length of normals, and 84% the width.
Reaggregate digit IVs are 74% the length of normals and 85% of
the width.
The length .-width ratios were examined in detail and the
results summarised in Figure 4.10. As anticipated in the normal
leg, the lengthiwidth ratio decreases from digit I I (6.56) to digit
I I I (4.84, 3.47) to digit IV (3.27, 1.84, 1.98), in both the
phalanges distal to the basal phalanges (except the term inal
phalanges, data not shown), and in the basal phalanges themselves.
All the comparisons achieve a degree of significance of p<0.01 or
greater.
The same picture was true for the reaggregate digits.
Com parisons of the phalanges showed that digit I I had the
greatest lengthiwidth ratio (5.23), followed by digit I I I (3.25,
2.45), and digit IV (2.66, 1.85, 2.18). Again, this was true for
all the phalanges examined, including basal phalanges. In
addition, general trends within digits were preserved. For
example, within a normal digit IV, the sub-terminal phalanx has a
greater ratio than the next most proximal phalanx (3.27>1.84),
which in turn has a slightly smaller ratio than the next most
proxim al( 1.84< 1.98).
The same pattern can be seen in
reaggregate digit IVs (2.66>1.85<2.18).
4.3.2 Polarising activity in reaggregated mesenchyme
The presence of polarising region cells has been deemed essential
for normal limb development (however see Fallon and Crosby,
1975) and yet inhibitory, when dispersed, for wing reaggregate
development (Crosby and Fallon, 1975; Frederick and Fallon
1982). One possibility in leg reaggregates could be that anterior
reaggregates develop because they do not have any polarising
region cells, and that posterior and whole leg reaggregates
develop because they do not maintain them in an active state.
Based on the finding that anterior cells can, under certain
circumstances, behave like polarising region cells (Anderson et
al., 1994), another possibility would be that polarising activity is
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Digit II

Digit III

Digit IV

Normals
1)

Length
Width

0.8610.05 (10)
0.38+0.02(10)

1.0110.07 (8)
0.4510.02 (10)

0.6810.05 (10)
0.3910.02(10)

2)

Length
Width

1.26+0.06 (10)
0.2010.01 (10)

1.2310.08(10)
0.2610.01 (10)

0.7710.05 (10)
0.2410.01 (10)

3)

Length
Width

1.6810.06(10)
0.2610.01 (10)

1.2510.05 (10)
0.3610.01 (10)

0.6210.02 (10)
0.3410.02 (10)

4)

Length
Width

1.6410.05 (10)
0.3910.01 (10)

0.7510.03 (10)
0.3810.01 (10)

5)

Length
Width

1.2110.03(10)
0.3410.01 (10)

Reaegreeates
1)

Length
Width

0.4310.04 (6)
0.2510.01 (6)

0.4810.02 (6)
0.2510.02 (6)

0.4710.08 (6)
0.2510.03 (6)

2)

Length
Width

0.8310.05 (6)
0.1610.01 (6)

0.6910.03 (6)
0.2210.01 (6)

0.49+0.06 (6)
0.2010.02 (6)

3)

Length
Width

1.0110.05 (6)
0.2710.01 (6)

0.7310.03 (6)
0.2710.01 (6)

0.5010.04 (6)
0.2910.02 (6)

4)

Length
Width

1.0510.06 (6)
0.3610.02 (6)

0.6410.05 (6)
0.3310.02 (6)

5)

Length
W im

0.8510.02 (6)
0.3810.03 (6)

TABLE 4.4
Lengths and widths o f the phalanges o f normal and reaggregate digits.
Length was taken as the proximodistal length o f the phalange; width was
measured, perpendicular to length, at the thinnest part o f the phalange.
Numbers in left column o f table correspond to the phalanges stylised in the
cartoon at the foot o f the table, where 1 is the terminal phalanx (most distal)
and the block without a number represents the metatarsal. Values are
expressed as mean (mm) ± s.e.m. Numbers in parentheses indicate number
o f cases examined.
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Figure 4.10
M orphometric ratio statistics in normal and reaggregate digits.
The reaggregated digits 10 days total incubation is with respect to
the age of the mesenchyme used to make reaggregates. Figures
are expressed as mean ratios ± s.e.m., and the lines joining them
indicate statistical comparisons that were made. The bottom
figures refer to basal phalanges, and the rest refer to the other
phalanges in a proximal to distal sequence from the bottom of the
page up. The reasons for the web of comparisons can be found in
the text and Figure 4.3.

R eaggregated D ig its 10
D ays Total Incubation

Norm al Legs 10 D ays Incubation

D igit II

D igit III

D igit IV

D igit II

D igit III

2.66 ± 0.19

3.27 ± 0.21

3.25 ± 0.16:

4.84 ± 0.34

to

0

1.84 ± 0.06

6.56 ± 0.41

D igit IV

1.85 ± 0.11

5.23 ± 0.27

\

2.45 ± 0.11

3.47 ± 0.13

2.18 ± 0.19

1.98 ± 0.03

6.49 ± 0.30

4.20 ± 0.19

3.54 ± 0.08

3.51 ± 0.24 -------

2.80 ± 0.10

2.28 ± 0.09

essential in leg reaggregates (the opposite of wing) and that
anterior reaggregates gain it during their development. Finally,
it is possible that the development of leg reaggregates is not
affected by the presence, or absence, of polarising activity.
To test these possibilities, polarising activity was examined
in anterior and whole leg reaggregates between 0 and 48 hours.
The results of these experiments are detailed in Table 4.5. Whole
leg reaggregate mesenchyme showed polarising activity at 0 (5/6
cases; Figure 4.1 IB) and 24 hours after grafting, as might be
expected with polarising region cells being included in the initial
aggregate. The assay at 24 hours gave a 23234 wing pattern (1/2
cases; Figure 4.11C). Anterior reaggregates, however, exhibited
very weak or no polarising activity. At 0 hours (0/3 cases;
Figure 4.1 ID ) and 24 hours (0/17 cases; Figure 4 .H E ), no
evidence of polarising activity could be detected. At 48 hours,
again almost no activity was detected (Figure 4.1 IF); only one of
sixteen grafts show ed any evidence o f polarising activity,
inducing an extra digit 2 (Figure 4.11G).
4.3.3 The AER in reaggregates made from different regions of
mesenchvme
The AER was present in all types of reaggregate for at least 48
hours. Despite the lack of polarising activity in anterior third
reaggregates, they did maintain an AER. The mean values of the
height of the AERs are shown in Table 4.6.
The AERs in whole leg reaggregates went from an average
height of 42 pm at 24 hours, to 30 pm at 48 hours. By 72 hours
the AER was no longer visible. Anterior reaggregate AERs went
from 48 pm at 24 hours, to 34 pm at 48 hours, with none visible
at 72 hours. The AERs in posterior reaggregates measured 31
pm at 24 hours and 29 pm at 48 hours, again with no AER visible
at 72 hours.
In general, there was a trend for reaggregate AERs to be
higher than normal (Table 4.6), especially for the first 24 hours.
Their height had decreased by 48 hours and AERs were not
visible by 72 hours.
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Graft Result
Type of
Reaggregate

Hours after
Grafting

Whole Leg

Oh
24h

Anterior Third

Oh
24h
48h

2234

22234

23234

No
Duplication

3

1

1
1

1
1

1

Table 4.5
Polarising activity o f whole leg and anterior third reaggregated
mesenchyme at different stages before and after grafting.
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3
17
15

Figure 4.11
The results o f grafting 0, 24 and 48 hour reaggregate
mesenchyme, from whole leg and anterior third reaggregates,
onto the anterior margin of a host chick wing. In all specimens,
proximal is left and anterior up. Scale bars = 1000 pm.
A - Normal chick wing, stage 37.
B - 0 hour graft from whole leg reaggregated mesenchyme.
C - 24 hour graft from whole leg reaggregated
mesenchyme.
D - 0 hour graft from anterior third leg reaggregated
mesenchyme.
E - 24 hour graft from anterior third leg reaggregated
mesenchyme.
F - 48 hour graft from anterior third leg reaggregated
mesenchyme.
G - 48 hour graft from anterior third leg reaggregated
mesenchyme.
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All types of reaggregate showed a degree of loss o f form,
possibly a result of the protease treatment. The AER typically
lost its pseudo-stratified colum nar appearance (norm al AER
represented in Figure 4 .1 2 A), becom ing stratified cuboidal
(Figure 4.12B). Cells of the periderm, with some underlying
cuboidal cells, often assum ed a rounded and extensively
vacuolated appearance (Figure 4.12B), typical of dead cells (Todt
and Fallon, 1986). By 48 hours, a pseudo-stratified colum nar
epithelium had typically been re-established, and there was less
evidence of cell death (Figure 4.12C).
4.3.4 Morphogenetic potential of anterior third mesenchyme
The formation of digits from reaggregates made from anterior
third mesenchyme was surprising considering that the skeleton is
thought to form from the posterior half of the limb (see Chapter
Four, Introduction). In light of these results, the morphogenetic
potential of anterior third mesenchyme was tested in a series of
experiments to see if this was peculiar to the reaggregate system.
4.3.4.1

D il labelling o f anterior third leg

Small deposits of Dil w er^ made in a proximodistal line along the
border*between somites 2^ and JfT On some occasions, extra dots
were made underneath the AER anterior to this.
O f six specimens injected at stages 19-20, none showed any
brightly labelled cells in the handplate. The cells were typically
seen in a triangle shape covering much of the condensing tibia
(Figure 4.13A-C). Three of the six specim ens showed some
labelled cells as far distal as the base of the metatarsal for digit 2
(see particularly. Figure 4.13C), but none o f these had cells
actually in, or overlying, this condensation. One specimen was
injected at stage 21, and this showed a finger-like projection of
labelled cells in the condensation of the digit 2 metatarsal (Figure
4.13D).
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Height (p.m)

Normal
Whole leg
Anterior third
Posterior third

24 hours

48 hours

24 .3 4± 0.24
42.94+3.51
4 8 .1 8 + 8 .5 0
31.61±2.18

18.74+0.21
30.05+ 3.52
3 4 .0 8± 2.76
2 9 .3 1± 0.69

72 hours

-

-

-

Table 4.6
The mean height ± s.e.m. o f AERs in reaggregates at
differing times after grafting. The times for normals refer
to the number o f hours post-stage 23.
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Figure 4.12
Condition o f the AERs in reaggregates. Scale bars = 25 |Xm.
A - N orm al lim b bud, stage 23.
A rrow in d icates
periderm al layer o f AER.
B - W hole leg reaggregate, 24 hours after grafting. Arrow
indicates dead cells o f the periderm.
C - A nterior third reaggregate, 48 hours after grafting.
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4.3.4.2

Intact anterior third leg

The anterior third of the leg at stages 19-20 was excised and
grafted, w ithout further treatm ent, to the dorsal-proxim alanterior surface of a host wing. As would be expected from fate
maps (previous section; Rowe and Fallon, 1981, 1982b), no digits
were form ed from these grafts (5/5 cases; Figure 4.14A-C).
Typically, cartilage rods, and often nodules, formed proximally
in the host wing. One case gave rise to two long bone-like
structures resembling the tibia and fibula (Figure 4.14D).
For comparison, intact posterior thirds were used in the
same procedure. These grafts gave rise to segmented structures
in 6 of 9 cases, often giving well formed toes (4/9 cases; Figure
4.15).
4.3.4.3

Anterior third recombinants

The anterior third leg was again excised, but this tim e the
ectoderm was trypsinised off as for reaggregation. Ectodermal
jackets were also prepared as for reaggregation, but the two were
combined without the mesenchyme being disaggregated. This was
to check whether a whole AER (present on the donor jacket),
rather than just anterior third AER (as in section 4.3.4.2), could
maintain development of the mesenchyme.
Again, no grafts gave rise to any digit-like structures (5/5
cases; Figure 4.16), mainly giving rods and nodules.
4.3.4.4

Fragmented anterior third recombinants

The same procedure was carried out as in section 4.3.4.3, except
that the mesenchyme was dissected into small cubes w ith a
tungsten needle. This was done to see if fragmentation was
sufficient to obtain similar results to reaggregation. The pieces
were left to consolidate for 1 hour, measured for size and then as
many as possible stuffed inside an ectodermal jacket. Two sizes
of mesenchyme cube were tried; 100 pm per side cubes and 50-75
pm per side.
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Figure 4.13
Position of D il labelled cells of the anterior third hindlimb
mesenchyme, 48 hours after injection at stage 19/20 (A-C) and 21
(D). The numbers 2, 3 and 4 indicate the positions of the
condensing cartilage elements for the metatarsals of digits I I IV Note the single labelled cell at the base of 2 in C; also the
presence of labeled cells in position 2 in the single specimen
injected at stage 21.

u
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Figure 4.14
Results of grafting intact anterior third hindlimbs, from stage
19/20 donors, to the dorsal surface of a host wing. Scale bars =
1500 jim. Arrows indicate position of resulting skeletal elements,
t, possible tibia; f, possible fibula.
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Figure 4.15
R esults of grafting intact posterior third hindlim bs, from stage
19/20 donors, to the dorsal surface o f a host wing. Scale bars =
1500 \xm.
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Figure 4.16
R esults o f grafting intact anterior third hindlim b m esenchym e
(from stage 19/20 donors), encased in an intact ectodermal jacket,
to the dorsal surface of a host wing. Scale bars = 750 |im.

B
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100 |im fragments
As w ith the other treatm ents of anterior third m esenchym e, these
grafts did not give rise to segm ented cartilage (3/3 cases; Figure
4.17). Again, unidentifiable rods and nodules o f cartilage w ere
typical.

50-75 |Lim fragments
A slight difference was noted when the fragm ents w ere reduced
in size. A lthough two o f four grafts still only gave nodules o f
cartilage, one graft gave extensive extra cartilage, w ith a possible
attem pt at segm entation distally (Figure 4 .ISA). The final graft
gave rise to a clearly segmented structure, sim ilar to the toes with
very poor m orphogenesis sometimes seen in reaggregates (Figure
4.18B).

4.4

D iscussion

4.4.1 D ifferent digits from different regions o f reaggregated leg
mesenchyme
A fascinating finding of this investigation was that reaggregates
m ade from different regions o f leg m esenchym e, give rise to
digits th at corresp o n d in term s o f th eir p o sitio n along the
an teroposterio r axis (Figure 4.6). R eaggregates m ade from
anterior m esenchym e give rise to m ore anterior digits (toes I I
and III) than those made with posterior m esenchym e (toes III/IV
and IV ), w ith w hole leg reaggregates giving p redom inantly
m iddle digits (toe I lls ) . The m esenchym e m ight not, how ever,
be giving rise to structures directly appropriate to its origin.
This is particularly the case in anterior third reaggregates, w here
the m esenchym e does not norm ally give rise to distal structures
(Rowe and Fallon, 1981, 1982b).
To further assess whether reaggregate digits could properly
be a ssig n ed id e n titie s, a m o rp h o m etric c o m p ariso n w as
perform ed. This clearly showed that the shapes o f the phalanges
in each digit of the norm al foot are unique to that digit. The
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Figure 4.17
R e su lts o f g ra ftin g frag m en ted a n te rio r th ird h in d lim b
m esenchym e (100 jim fragm ents; from stage 19/20 donors),
encased in an intact ectodermal jacket, to the dorsal surface o f a
host wing. Scale bars = 750 |im .

B
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Figure 4.18
R e su lts o f g ra ftin g fra g m en te d a n te rio r th ird h in d lim b
m esenchym e (50-75 (im fragm ents; from stage 19/20 donors),
encased in an intact ectoderm al jacket, to the dorsal surface o f a
host wing. Scale bars = 750 |Xm.
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phalanges o f reaggregate digits showed rem arkable sim ilarities to
those o f the corresponding norm al digits. In all cases the lengths
and w idths, and th e le n g th :w id th ratio , w ere sm a lle r in
reag g reg ate phalanges, w ith length being m ore red u ced by
reaggregation than width. This m ight suggest that lengths o f the
phalanges are m ore susceptible to p erturbation th an w idths.
A lternatively, w idth could be acquired m ore quickly than length
(Rooney et al., 1984) and the grafts developm entally retarded.
These com parisons o f phalanx shape show ed that general
trends w ere preserved both betw een digits, and w ithin digits. It
thus seem ed appropriate and correct, that reaggregate digits could
m eaningfully be assigned identities w ith respect to the digits o f
the norm al foot.
4.4.2 Polarising activitv in reaggregates
T he data here show that leg m esenchym e behaves differently
from wing m esenchym e when reaggregated. Reaggregates m ade
from w ing m esenchym e do not develop or pattern w ell in the
presen ce o f d isso ciated polarising region cells (C rosby and
Fallon, 1975; Frederick and Fallon, 1982; A.H. data not shown).
R e a g g re g a te s m ade fro m w h o le o r p o s te rio r th ird leg
m esenchym e, however, can develop and pattern well, even though
they contain m any polarising region cells. The data obtained
from w hole leg reaggregates also suggest that these cells rem ain
active in the reaggregate, in that they are still able to polarise
w ing tissue at least 24 hours after reaggregation. These data do
not, how ever, suggest any m echanism for w hy leg and w ing
m esenchym e behave differently in this system.
Som e o f the evidence does indicate, how ever, th at leg
reaggregates may be affected to some extent by the presence o f
dispersed polarising region cells. Both w hole leg and posterior
reaggregates gave rise to a higher proportion o f unidentifiable
digits (each 33% ) than did anterior thirds (18% ). P osterior
thirds, w hich should contain proportionately the m ost polarising
region cells, also showed another difference that m ight be related
to inhibition of morphogenesis. They tended to show m uch less
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proximal elaboration of skeletal structures, even to the extent that
the proximal half of the metatarsals was commonly absent.
It has been suggested that the polarising region is essential
for proper outgrowth and patterning of the limb (however, see
Fallon and Crosby, 1975). It is surprising, therefore, that
anterior third reaggregates can both grow and pattern in the
absence of any polarising region cells. Furthermore, anterior leg
reaggregate mesenchyme does not gain polarising activity in vivo,
unlike in vitro (Anderson et al., 1994), as evidenced by its
inability to polarise a chick wing bud when serially grafted.
All three types of reaggregate are capable of maintaining
an AER in a thickened state for at least 48 hours after grafting,
regardless of whether the mesenchyme has polarising activity or
not. This is in agreement with Rowe and Fallon's work (1981,
1982b) suggesting that anterior leg AER may be m aintained
independently of posterior mesenchyme. As maintenance of a
thickened AER has been shown to be dependent upon the presence
of specifically limb mesenchyme (Searls and Zwilling, 1964), this
would suggest that an AEMF produced by this mesenchyme is
independent of the polarising region.
4.4.3 The morphogenetic potential of anterior third mesenchyme
The fate map of anterior third leg mesenchyme presented in
section 4.3.4.1 agrees with Rowe and Fallon (1981, 1982b) in
suggesting that this mesenchyme normally does not produce distal
skeletal structures. W ork also done in our laboratory by Neil
Vargesson, fate mapping the chick wing with Dil, further agrees
with these findings. In these maps the anterior third is not
involved in distal skeletal structures, giving rise instead to parts
of the humerus and radius. However, anterior mesenchyme quite
clearly has the capacity form complete digits in the wing and leg
reaggregate system (this chapter; Ros et al., 1994).
When a stage 20 anterior third leg bud was excised and
grafted, without further treatment, to a host wing bud, no
recognisable skeletal structures were formed. Providing an entire
AER, in the form of an intact ectodermal jacket, also failed to
produce distal structures. The same was true of fragmenting the
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mesenchyme except when the fragments were very small (on the
contrary, w hole leg fragm ents do produce distal structures;
Zwilling, 1964). With fragments of 50-75 jim per side, the first
signs of segmented cartilage were visible.
The results from anterior reaggregates suggest that anterior
third m esenchym e has the m orphogenetic potential to form
metatarsals and digits, and yet they do not do so in normal leg
bud developm ent. This, in turn, m ight indicate that this
mesenchyme is normally prevented from doing so, either by the
adjacent posterior mesenchyme, or by something intrinsic to the
anterior mesenchyme. The former of these seems unlikely in that
anterior mesenchyme separated from posterior still, under most
circumstances, does not form distal structures. If the latter is
correct, then fine fragm entation and reaggregation m ust be
disrupting this inherent inhibition in some way. A third
possibility would be that severe disruption of the mesenchyme
creates, or releases from ruptured cells, signals that anterior
mesenchyme would not normally be exposed to, and this results in
distal elaboration. Two possibilities are outlined below.
F irstly , there may be a sub stan ce, in h ib ito ry to
chondrogenesis, bound in the extracellular matrix (ECM) o f
anterior mesenchyme. Reaggregation o f this mesenchyme, or
sufficiently fine fragmentation, could conceivably result in the
loss of ECM com ponents, and thus the putative inhibitor.
However, although some ECM components are known to inhibit
chondrogenesis (for example, hyaluronan; reviewed in Shubin
and Alberch, 1986), none have been reported as particularly
abundant anteriorly. As suggested in Chapter Three, it would be
useful to examine reaggregates further with the many antibodies
known to recognise ECM components.
A second possibility is that very disruptive procedures may
release large amounts of growth factors (such as FGF-2) from
damaged cells, and that these can then help to promote growth.
That anterior cells are very sensitive to FGF-2 as a growth
prom oter has been proven in vitro (Aono and Ide, 1988).
Presumably then, the greater the amount of perturbation, the
greater the growth. It has been suggested that distal elaboration
of pattern is only possible in cells that are rapidly dividing
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(review ed in Duboule, 1995). It may thus be that anterior
mesenchyme is less rapid in its division than other regions of limb
mesenchyme, and therefore normally produces no distal elements.
A lthough this has not been directly reported, the perceived
posterior bias of the limb bud after stage 22 provides some
support for this. The distal patterning of reaggregated, and finely
fragm ented, anterior mesenchyme could thus be a result of
increased growth rates in response to growth factor release from
injured cells. Some support for this may come from work by
Riley et al. (1993). They over-expressed FGF-2 at the anterior
m argin of the limb, using a retrovirus, and achieved distal
structures from anterior mesenchyme. It would be interesting to
exam ine the effect of providing a source of growth factor to
anterior mesenchyme under the experimental conditions used
above.
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Chapter Five

Gene Expression in Reaggregates
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5.1

Introduction

The unique ability of leg reaggregates made from different
regions of mesenchyme to form m orphologically good, and
characteristically distinct, digits gives a system in which discrete
regions of limb mesenchyme can be correlated with expected digit
phenotype in a model system. The expression patterns of a
number of genes thought to be involved in patterning of the limb
was therefore examined to see if they correlated with, and/or
gave insights into, how final digit phenotype is achieved.
A com binatorial role has been proposed for the H ox D
genes in determining digit type (Morgan et al., 1992). Since
different regions of mesenchyme give rise to characteristic digits
in reaggregates (see Chapter Four), it is possible to compare
directly the pattern of H o x D expression in each type of
reaggregate with the final phenotype. Furthermore, as Shh from
the p o larisin g reg io n has been p o stu lated to co n tro l
anteroposterior patterning of the developing limb (Riddle et al.,
1993; Chang et al., 1994; Laufer et al., 1994; Niswander et al.,
1994; Lôpez-Martmez et al., 1995), possibly through controlling
the expression of the H oxD genes (Riddle et al., 1993), its
expression pattern was exam ined in the three types of
reaggregate.
FGF-4 has been implicated both in maintaining outgrowth
of the lim b and in m aintaining im portant patterns of gene
expression (Niswander and Martin, 1992, 1993; Niswander et al.,
1993; 1994; Laufer et al., 1994). Fgf-4 expression was examined
in all types of reaggregate to assess its relationship with other
genes, particularly Shh.
BMP-2 may act downstream of the polarising region signal,
possibly to activate the 5' HoxD genes (Francis et al., 1994). The
position of this gene in the signalling pathway was examined using
the reaggregate system.
Finally, the possible roles of some of these genes were
examined using an avian retrovirus to effect over-expression.
Replication-competent and -defective viruses have already been
used successfully in limb development to effect pattern changes.
Morgan et al. (1992) used a replication-competent virus carrying
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H ox d - 11 to effect an apparent hom eotic transform ation of
anterior digits into more posterior ones. Riley et al. (1993)
observed extra cartilaginous elements pre-axially when they
injected the limb with replication-defective virus encoding FGF2. Finally, grafts of cells transfected with virus carrying the Shh
gene, were able to fully duplicate the limb in the same way as a
polarising region graft (Riddle et al., 1993).
In the following studies, three constructs were used, all in
the RCAS BP(A) retroviral vector: Hoxd-11 (a gift from Bruce
M organ); human Bmp-2 (cDNA from Elizabeth Wang; viral
construct made by Delphine Duprez); and murine Fgf-4 (cDNA
from Ivor Mason; viral construct made by Delphine Duprez).
W hilst the work for this thesis was in progress, an account
was published by Maria Ros and colleagues (1994), detailing the
expression patterns of the HoxD and Msx genes in reaggregates
made from anterior third wing mesenchyme. This work agreed,
in general, with the data already obtained in our laboratory on leg
reaggregates, and will be referred to in the appropriate sections.

5.2

Materials and Methods

5.2.1 In-situ hvbridisation
Grafts were processed for in-situ hybridisation to either whole
embryos or tissue sections.
5.2.1.1

Wholemount in-situ hybridisation

The whole mount in situ method for chicks described here was
adapted from Wilkinson (1992) with modifications as described in
Izpisua-Belmonte et al. (1993) and Francis-W est et al. (1995).
Details of all solutions and buffers used can be found at the end of
this section.

Riboprobe synthesis
All riboprobes were made from DNA in Bluescript plasmids,
kindly gifted by various people: Shh and Hoxd-9 to -13 by Juan-
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C arlos Izp isu a-B elm o n te; F gf-4 by Gail M artin and Lee
Niswander; Bmp-2 and -4 by Philippa Francis-West; Msx-1 and
-2 by Sarah Wedden and Robert Hill.
Firstly, the plasmid was linearised, to allow transcription,
using an appropriate restriction endonuclease. 50 jig of DNA was
digested in a final volume of 100 pi, made with 10 pi of the
appropriate buffer, 2-3 pi of restriction endonuclease and the rest
autoclaved water. This was incubated at 37°C for at least 1 hour
(up to overnight) before running an aliquot on a 1% agarose gel
containing 0.5 pgm l-i ethidium brom ide to check it was
completely linearised.
The linearised DNA was cleaned by phenol-chloroform
extraction. The solution was vortexed for around 30 seconds
with an equal volume of 1:1 phenol :chloroform, and the resultant
mix spun in a microcentrifuge at 13000 rpm for 2 minutes. The
top of the two resultant layers was removed to a new Eppendorf,
taking care to avoid the interface. The top layer had chloroform
added in a 1:1 ratio, the mixture vortexed well again and spun
down as before. The second step was repeated to ensure that all
phenol had been removed.
The DNA was precipitated out of solution using sodium
acetate. The solution had 3 M sodium acetate and ethanol added
in a 1:0.1:2 ratio and the mixture incubated at either -20°C for at
least one hour or -70°C for 15 minutes (the solution may be
stored at -20“C this point). The resultant solution was spun at
13000 rpm for 20 minutes to pellet the precipitate, the ethanol
decanted off, 400 pi fresh ethanol added, decanted off and the
pellet dried (either bench dried under a strong lamp or vacuum
dried). Once all the ethanol had evaporated, the pellet was
resuspended in an appropriate volume of autoclaved w ater
(generally ~1 pgpl'O and stored at -20°C until needed.
Riboprobes were made in batches of 20 pi as follows:
4 pi nucleotide cocktail
4 pi buffer (the same buffer was used for T3 and T7)
1 pi 0.2 M DTT
X pi linearised DNA (to give approximately 5 pg
DNA present)
Make to 20 pi with autoclaved water, then add:
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0.5 \l\ RNAsin
0.5 lull polymerase enzyme (T3, T7 or SP6)
The mixture was incubated in a 37“C water bath for at least
1 hour (up to overnight) before running out an aliquot on a 1%
agarose gel to check for the presence of an RNA band. If a
satisfactory RNA band was present, then 0.5 |ll of DNAse was
added and the mixture put at 37°C for 15 minutes. After this
time the riboprobe was precipitated out as above (except that the
ratio was 1:0.1:2.5) and stored at -20°C.

Embryo Processing
Em bryos were cleaned of all extraem bryonic m em branes,
decapitated and fixed in 4% ice-cold PFA for 16-36 hours. They
were dehydrated by washing successively for 10 minutes each in
PB ST twice (PBS + 0.1% [v/v] Tween 20), 25% methanol/PB ST,
50% methanol/PB ST, 75% methanol/PB ST and 100% methanol
twice. They were stored in absolute methanol at -20°C until
required.

Preparation of chicken embryo powder
For most of the wholemount in situ hybridisations done, chicken
embryo powder was used. However, quality and clarity of the
hybridisation did not seem to be affected by omitting this step.
To make the embryo powder, chicken embryos of 6-7 days
of incubation were homogenised in a minimum volume of icecold PBS. Four volumes of ice-cold acetone were added to this
and the em bryos incubated on ice for 30 m inutes.
The
homogenate was centrifuged at 4000 rpm for 10 minutes, the
supernatant removed and the pellet washed with ice-cold acetone
before re-spinning under the same conditions. The pellet was
spread out onto Whatman course filter paper and ground into fine
powder. It was left to air-dry and stored at 4°C in an Eppendorf
until required.
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Pre-hybridisation treatment and hybridisation
The embryos were taken from 100% methanol and rehydrated,
for 5 m inutes each,
through 75% m ethanol/PB ST, 50%
methanol/PB ST, 25% methanol/PBST and finally PB ST three
tim es. After rehydration the embryos were bleached in 6%
hydrogen peroxide in PB ST for 1 hour and washed, three times
for 5 minutes each, in PBST. The embryos were washed for 30
m inutes (or approximately 1 minute per stage of the harvested
embryo) in 10 pgml-i proteinase K in PBST and twice, 5 minutes
each, in PBST. The embryos were refixed in 4% PFA in PBST
for 30 minutes to 1 hour and washed twice in PBST. Embryos
were incubated twice in prehybridisation solution for 1-2 hours
each at 70°C. Finally, fresh prehybridisation solution was added
containing 1 p.gml * digoxigenin-labelled riboprobe and the
mixture left overnight at 70°C.

Post-hybridisation treatment
E m bryos w ere w ashed, for five m inutes each, in 75%
p re h y b rid isa tio n so lu tio n /2 5 % 2x SSC pH 4 .5 , 50%
prehybridisatio n solution/50% 2x SSC pH 4.5 and 25%
prehybridisation solution/75% 2x SSC pH 4.5. The 2x SSC could
be added progressively to the prehybridisation solution in the
vials rather than adding fresh mixtures. The embryos then had
two 30 minute washes in 2x SSC pH 4.5/0.1% CHAPS at 37°C
before one 5 minute and two thirty minute washes in 0.2x SSC pH
4.5/0.1% CHAPS at 60°C. There followed two 5 minute washes
in PBS and one 5 minute wash in PBST.
Embryos were pre-blocked to prevent non-specific binding
of the antibody. Blocking was achieved by placing the embryos
in a solution containing PBST and 15% heat-inactivated (at 65°C
for 30 m inutes prior to use to destroy any native alkaline
phosphatases) lamb serum (GIBCO) at 4°C for at least 2 hours.
They were then transferred to a mixture of blocking solution and
1/2000 (v/v) pre-absorbed anti-digoxigenin antibody (Boehringer
Mannheim) and left rotating overnight at 4°C.
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The antibody was pre-absorbed by adding the appropriate
volume to 10 mis of blocking solution containing 3 mg of beatinactivated em bryo pow der (where used) for every ml of
working solution. The solution was cooled on ice before adding
the antibody and rocking the mixture gently for 1 hour at 4°C.
The mixture was pelleted by centrifugation and the supernatant
added to the appropriate volume of blocking solution.

Post-antibody washes
On the final day, all solutions used bad levamisole added (final
concentration 1 mM) to minimise the background staining and
were kept rocking throughout all washes. Firstly, the embryos
were washed four times for 1 hour each and twice for 30 minutes
each in PBST. They were then washed three times, for 10
minutes each, in alkaline phosphatase (A?) buffer before adding
fresh AP buffer containing 4.5 pi NET per ml and 3.5 pi BCIP
per ml to effect the colour reaction. The colour reaction was
done in the dark and allowed to develop to the required extent
before stopping with 2 washes, of 5 minutes each, with PBS.
Embryos were photographed using Kodak 64T tungsten colour
slide film and kept in the dark at 4°C.

Sectioning wholemount
embryos

in -situ

hybridisation stained

Embryos were refixed in 4% PFA at 4°C for 20 minutes before
placing in 30% sucrose in PBS overnight at 4°C. The embryos
were embedded in O.C.T. (Tissue-Tek; Miles Inc., Diagnostics
Division) and frozen using liquid nitrogen before wrapping in
foil and keeping at 4°C. Blocks were sectioned within 2 days of
embedding on a Reichert-Jung 2800 Frigocut E cryostat at 12-16
pm and photographed on Kodak 64T colour slide film.
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Solutions and buffers for wholemount
hybridisation

in -situ

All solutions were autoclaved where appropriate.
Nucleotide cocktail:

PBST:
Prehybridisation solution:
(for 50 ml)

20x SSC:
Blocking solution:
Alkaline phosphatase buffer:

10 mM ATP, 10 mM GTP, 10
mM GTP, 6 mM UTP, 4 mM
digoxigenin-UTP (all from
BRL)
PBS, 0.1% (v/v) Tween-20
25 ml formamide (50% final)
12.5 ml 20x SSC, pH 4.5 (25%
final)
1 g Boehringer Blocking Powder
(2% final)
200 pi Tween-20 (0.4% final)
250 pi heparin (50 pgml-i final;
10 mgml-i stock in H2O)
250 pi t-RNA (50 pgml-i final;
10 mgml-i stock)
0.5 ml EDTA (5 mM final;
ethylenediamine tetra acetic
acid; 0.5 M stock in H2O)
0.5 ml CHAPS (0.1% final; 10%
stock in H2O), filter sterilised
H2O to 50 ml
3 M NaCl, 0.3 M Sodium citrate,
pH 4.5 with citric acid
PBST, 15% heat-inactivated lamb
serum
0.1 M Tris pH 9.5 (1 M stock)
0.05 M MgCl2(l M stock)
0.1 M NaCl (5 M stock)
0.1% Tween-20
1 mM (final) levamisole (12 mg
solid per 50 ml) H2O, filter
sterilised
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NBT:

75 mgml * nitroblue tétrazolium
salt in 70% dimethylformamide
50 mgml * 5-bromo-4-chloro-3indolyl-phosphate in 100%
dimethyl-formamide

BCIP:

5.2.1.2

In-situ hybridisation to tissue sections

The in-situ hybridisation technique used was Dr Annie Rowe's
adaptation of Angerer and Angerer (1992). The majority of the
radioactive in-situ hybridisation was carried out by Dr Philippa
Francis-W est on specimens prepared and cut by myself and Dr
Michael Richardson.

Riboprobe synthesis
Riboprobe was made in batches of -2 5 pi reaction mixture as
follows:
5 pi 5 X reaction buffer (T7)
0.5 pi 1 M DTT (dithiothreitol)
1.2
pi each of 10 mM GTP, 10 mM ATP and 10 mM UTP
1 pi 50 pM GTP
2-3 pg linearised DNA
Add ddH20 to 25 pi and then add:
7 pi 35S-CTP (-1100 Ci/mmol)
0.5 pi RNAsin
1 pi polymerase enzyme
The m ixture was incubated at 37°C in a water bath for 40
minutes. A further 1 pi of enzyme was added and the mixture re
incubated for 30-60 minutes. Acid precipitation of the mixture
was not carried out to monitor the reaction as the probes used
were under constant use in the laboratory and these conditions
were known to be sufficient.
The DNA template was removed by adding 0.5 pi RNAsin,
1 pi 10 mgml-i tRNA, 0.5 pi 1 M DTT and 0.5 pi RNAse-free
DNAse I and incubating the mixture for 10 minutes at 37 °C.
The mixture was then extracted using phenol-chloroform and
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ethanol precipitated as described previously. The pellet was
resuspended in 50 pi of ddH20 containing 50 mM DTT.
For in situ hybridisation to tissue sections, probes with
lengths of 200-300 bp were required. Therefore the transcripts
were hydrolysed according to the following protocol. To the 50
p i of probe was added 50 pi of hydrolysis buffer (80 mM
NaHCO], 120 mM Na2C03 pH 10.2, 10 mM DTT). The mixture
was incubated for the required time (T - see below) at 60°C and
the hydrolysis stopped by adding 50 pi neutralising buffer (0.2 M
Sodium acetate, 1% glacial acetic acid, 10 mM DTT). 15 pi 3M
Sodium acetate, pH 5.2, were added, the mixture was precipitated
with ethanol and the pellet resuspended in 50 pi ddH20 containing
50 mM DTT.
Time for hydrolysis (T) is calculated thus:
T = (Lo - Lf) / KLoLf
Lo - original transcript length (kb)
Lf - required transcript length (kb)
K - 0.11
The probes could be stored for up to four weeks at -70°C.

Embryo processing
Embryos were beheaded and eviscerated and fixed in ice-cold 4%
PFA. They were processed into wax as already described (see
section 2.3.2) and cut at 8 pm. Dried down sections were baked
onto TES PA (Sigma) coated slides at 60°C overnight and could
then be stored at 4°C (in boxes with desiccant). For TESPA
coating, slides were first acid washed; 10 seconds each in 10%
concentrated HCl in 70% alcohol, distilled w ater and 95%
alcohol, followed by 1 hour in a 150°C oven to dry. They were
allow ed to cool and dipped for 10 seconds in a 2% TESPA
solution in acetone, twice more in acetone and finally once in
ddH 20 (10 seconds each). The slides were drained of excess
water and baked at 42°C for at least 1 hour (until dry). They
were used within four days, or re-coated with TESPA without
cleaning after this.
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Pre-hybridisation treatment and hybridisation
Sections were warmed up to room temperature from 4°C in their
sealed boxes before dewaxing them in fresh toluene for 15
minutes and dehydrating them through graded ethanols (95, 90,
80, 60, 30% ethanol, 2 minutes each). For all subsequent steps,
all buffers were pre-autoclaved (except TEA) and the procedures
carried out in glass dishes that had been baked at 180°C overnight
to remove RNAses.
Firstly, sections were washed twice, 2 minutes each, in
d d H iO and placed for 20 minutes in 1/49 HCl (made up in
autoclaved water). They were washed for 5 minutes in 2x SSC
and placed for 10 minutes at 37°C in 5 |igm l-‘ proteinase K (in
100 mM Tris pH7.5, 50 mM EDTA).
Slides were placed for 2
minutes in 2 mg ml-i glycine (in sterile PBS) and twice in PBS
for 1 minute each. They were fixed for 15-20 minutes in 4%
PFA in PBS and washed again in PBS for 2 minutes.
The tissues were acetylated to prevent non-specific binding
of the probe to positively-charged amino groups. This was done
by continuously stirring 0.1 M TEA in a fume hood, adding
1/400 acetic anhydride, mixing well (as it forms ’beads' at the
bottom of the dish), immersing slides immediately (within 30
seconds) and leaving for 10 m inutes.
The slides w ere
subsequently washed for 5 minutes in PBS and 2 minutes in
ddH iO before dehydrating through ethanols (30, 60, 80, 95%,
absolute - 2 minutes each). The sections were air-dried overnight
under a dust cover.
Hybridisation was performed in hybridisation chambers,
sealable plastic boxes with dry Whatman paper in the lid, to
prevent condensation, and paper in the base saturated with 2x
SSC, 50% formamide. Pasteur pipettes were placed in the bottom
as slide rests.
Hybridisation mix was freshly prepared (see follow ing
section) with probe at 5x10^-1x105 counts m i n j u l L The mixture
was briefly centrifuged, vortexed and centrifuged again before
heating to 80°C for 2-3 minutes (to ensure a uniform solution)
and cooling on ice for 2 minutes. This was applied directly to the
dry tissue sections and the slides covered with clean coverslips.
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The slides were placed in the hybridisation cham bers and
incubated overnight at 55°C.

Post-hybridisation treatment
Slides were rapidly transferred to a slide rack and washed, with
agitation, in a post-hybridisation solution (PHS) containing 2x
SSC, 50% formamide, 10 mM DTT for 15 minutes. The slides
were transferred to a second rack in fresh PHS at 55°C, taking
care not to allow the slides to dry at all. During this first wash,
the cover slips usually fell off the slides. If they had not, they
were carefully removed at this stage with forceps. This was
followed with a further wash in PHS for 20 minutes, during
which time the solutions were warmed to 65°C. There was a
further 20 minute was in fresh PHS at 65 °C before the slides were
rinsed twice, for 15 minutes each, in RNAse buffer (recipe
below) at 37“C. This was to remove the DTT, which may inhibit
the action of RNase.
The sections were then incubated for 30 minutes in 40
jLigml-i RNase A in RNase buffer at 37“C, followed by 15 minutes
more in RNase buffer at 37°C. They were again washed twice in
PHS at 65“C, for 20 minutes each. Subsequently, they were
rinsed in O.lx SSC (with 10 mM DTT) at 65°C for 20 minutes,
and in O.lx SSC at room temperature for 5 minutes. Finally, they
w ere dehydrated, for 2 m inutes each, through 300 mM
ammonium acetate in 70% ethanol, 95% ethanol and absolute
ethanol before air-drying them for at least 1 hour (up to a week).

Autoradiography
The slides were taped out in an autoradiography box and covered
with Kodak fast film. They were left to expose for 2-3 days at
room temperature and the film developed. The signal could thus
be checked and the strength taken as an indication of how long an
exposure would be necessary (anywhere from 5 days to 5 weeks).
Ilford K5 emulsion, diluted in 2% glycerol in ddH20, was
used to expose the slides. Dipping and developing procedures
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w ere carried out in a dark room w ith Ilford safelight
illumination.
The 2% glycerol was pre-heated to 42°C in a plastic slide
tube (BDH) and solid shreds of K5 emulsion added. Once the
emulsion had melted the tube was gently inverted to mix. A
blank slide was dipped to ensure no bubbles were present, and
that the emulsion had formed a uniform suspension, and the slides
dipped in turn. Excess emulsion was drained off by standing the
slides vertically on paper towels and they were placed upright in a
slide rack to cool and dry. Slides were air-dried for at least 2
hours before packing in an light-tight container with silica gel.
Slides were exposed at 4°C.
After a suitable length of time, the slides were developed.
They were warmed to room tem perature for 30-60 m inutes,
developed with Kodak D19 developer for 5 minutes and briefly
rinsed in water followed by 5 minutes in Kodak Unifix. After
washing in running water for 10-15 minutes, they were rinsed in
ddHzO.
Sections were stained with 0.5% Malachite Green for not
longer than 5 minutes before rinsing with tap water until the
correct staining was achieved. The slides were dried overnight
and the back of the slides air-blasted to remove dust. They were
finally coverslipped with DPX and examined under light- and
dark-field illum ination. Excess dry em ulsion was carefully
scraped off with a scalpel blade and the specimens photographed
on Ilford Pan-F.

Solutions and buffers for i n - s i t u hybridisation to
tissue sections
Hybridisation mixture:

1 X 'salts' (see below)
50% de-ionised formamide
10% dextran sulphate
50 mM DTT (dithiothreitol)
500 jigml ’ yeast total RNA (20 mgml '
stock in ddH20)
50 jlgm l' poly A RNA
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20 X 'salts':

PHS:

RNase buffer:

TEA:
TESPA :

35S riboprobe, diluted to suitable
counts |ll-*
20 X Denhardts
400 mM Tris pH8.0
100 mM EDTA
200 mM phosphate pH6.8
2 X SSC (standard saline citrate buffer)
pH 7
50% formamide
10 mM DTT
500 mM NaCl
10 mM Tris, pH8.0
1 mM EDTA
Triethanolamine
3- aminopropyl-triethoxy saline

5.2.2 The use of a retroviral vector to effect gene over
expression in reaggregates
5.2.2.1

Background

The virus used in all of these studies was the replicationcompetent retrovirus RCAS BP(A) (for review see Odorizzi and
Trowbridge, 1994; for structure of construct, see Figure 5.1).
Construction of the viral constructs, transfection, harvesting of
viral supernatant and calculation of the viral titre were all
performed in the laboratory by Esther Bell and Delphine Duprez.
The viral supernatant was then concentrated, to achieve a higher
titre, as explained in the following section.
The viral studies comprise a preliminary series and there
was insufficient time to do all the necessary controls. Further
suggestions and controls will be discussed in the relevant sections.
5.2.2.2

Concentrating viral supernatant by ultra
centrifugation

At all stages of the procedure, wherever possible, the supernatant
was kept on ice. Medium containing viral particles was placed
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Figure 5.1
Map o f the provirus of RCAS, showing the three mRNAs spliced from the
primary transcript, gag, pol and env are viral genes: SD, splice donor site:
SA, splice acceptor site: insert, region where gene o f interest is inserted:
LTR, long terminal repeats. Arrowed lines indicate the three splice
products, with the depression indicating which parts are m issing in each
transcript.
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into B eckm an ultracentrifuge tubes, at 10-12 ml per tube. The
rotor tubes and caps from a SW41 Beckm an rotor w ere w ashed
thoroughly w ith 70% ethanol and the tubes placed inside. The
viral supernatant was centrifuged at 20000 r.p.m. for 2 hours at
4°C and the m edium decanted off. The decanting procedure left
50-100 |il of m edium in the bottom of each tube and this was used
to resuspend the viral pellet. Each tube w as placed inside a
Falcon tube and shaken gently on ice for 1 hour, after w hich tim e
the m edium was gently pipetted to achieve full resuspension. The
supernatant was then pooled (generally, around 60 m l o f initial
m edium was reduced to 300-600 pi concentrate) and aliquoted at
50 pi per Eppendorf. The aliquots w ere frozen on dry ice and
stored at -70°C (adapted from Bell, 1994).
5.2.2.3

Infecting mesenchyme fo r reaggregation

R eaggregates were m ade as already described (see C hapter Two)
until the stage w here they w ere triturated to single cells. The
cells w ere pelleted as usual, but then resuspended in 950 p i o f
fresh m edium containing 50 pi o f concentrated viral supernatant
(titres used w ere betw een 5.52x10^ and 6x10^; E sther Bell and
D elphine D uprez, personal com m unications). The cells w ere
incubated, in suspension, for 1 hour at 37°C. A fter they were re
pelleted, the procedure again was as previously described.
5.2.2.4

Control studies

To ascertain the extent of viral spread in reaggregates, and to
ensure that the RCAS B P(A ) virus itse lf had no effect on
reaggregate developm ent, a control was used. This consisted of
an RCAS BP(A) construct containing the alkaline phosphatase
gene to act as a m arker (Fekete and Cepko, 1993). The virus
could then be visualised at any stage by heating the specim en to
70°C in PBST for 30 m inutes (to inactivate endogenous alkaline
ph o sp h atases), and carry in g out the p o st-an tib o d y w ashes
described in section 5.2.1.1 (except that no levamisole was used).
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5.3

Results

5.3.1 Gene expression in reaggregated leg mesenchyme
5.3.1.1

Expression of HoxD genes in reaggregates

The HoxD genes were examined in the normal leg and in the
different types of reaggregate by radioactive in-situ hybridisation
to tissue sections.

The normal leg bud
The HoxD genes are expressed in overlapping, nested, domains in
the wing bud (Dollé et al., 1989a; Izpisua-Belmonte et al., 1991b;
Mackem and Mahon, 1991; Nohno et al., 1991; Yokouchi et al.,
1991b). The pattern of HoxD expression in the developing leg
bud has not been described in detail, although some partial
descriptions are available (Dollé et al., 1989; M ackem and
Mahon, 1991).
Figure 5.2 shows the expression patterns of Hoxd-9, -11
and -73 in normal leg buds. At stages 19 and 21, the domains are
nested along the anteroposterior axis, com parable to those
described for the wing (Figure 5.2A-H). At later stages (stage
31-35) all the limb H o x D genes w ere expressed in the
p e ric h o n d ria l tissu es, the in te rd ig ita l reg io n s and in
undifferentiated mesenchym e at the tips of the digits (for
example. Figure 5.2I-L). These expression patterns were also
comparable to those already described for the wing.

Whole leg reaggregates
The expression of the H o x D genes in all three types of
reaggregate is summarised in Table 5.1.
At 0 hours (i.e. before grafting), Hoxd-9, -11 and -13 were
expressed uniformly in the reaggregated mesenchyme (24/24
cases; for example. Figure 5.3A, B). Between 24 and 48 hours,
all the three HoxD genes examined were expressed in a sub-ridge
domain, with no expression in core mesenchyme (36/37 cases; see
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Figure 5.2
HoxD gene expression in normal chick hindiimbs at stages 19, 21
and 35. mRNA was detected using in situ hybridisation, to tissue
sections. Areas of gene expression are visible, under darkfield
illumination, as white signal grains. Scale bars: A, E = 200 |xm ; I
= 500 jLlm. In all specimens, proximal is left and anterior up.
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F igure 5.4 for w holem ount clearly show ing the characteristic
expression domain). The m ost notable feature o f their expression
d o m a in s w as th a t th ey w ere n o t p o la ris e d a lo n g th e
anteroposterior axis; that is, they did not display the characteristic
n e ste d ex p ressio n dom ains.
In fact, all th ree genes w ere
ex p ressed in essen tially the sam e dom ain, p ro x im o d istally
restricted but extending all the w ay across the anteroposterior
axis underneath the A ER (Figures 5.3C-F, 5.4).
By 96 hours after grafting, the genes exam ined w ere
expressed in the m esenchym e surrounding the cartilage elem ents,
the interdigital regions (where m ore than one digit was present)
and in the undifferentiated tips o f the graft (3/3 cases; Figure
5.3G, H). This is essentially the same pattern, at this stage, as that
seen in norm al limbs.

Posterior third reaggregates
P osterior third reaggregates displayed exactly the sam e patterns
o f expression o f HoxD genes, at all tim es exam ined, as those of
w h o le leg reag g reg a tes (F igure 5.5A -F ; T ab le 5.1).
T he
exception w as that H oxd-9 may not have been present in the 0
hour reaggregates (expression detected in 1/3 cases; d ata not
show n). At 24-48 hours, again transcripts were found in the sub
ridge m esenchym e (12/12 cases; Figure 5.5B-D ), uniform along
the anteroposterior axis. By 96 hours, expression w as in the
m e se n c h y m e aro u n d the c a rtila g e e le m e n ts and in th e
undifferentiated tips o f the graft (4/4 cases; Figure 5.5E, F).

Anterior third reaggregates
E x p re ssio n p attern s o f the H o x D genes in an terio r th ird
reaggregates differed in a num ber o f respects from those seen in
w hole leg and posterior third reaggregates.
Sim ilarly to the other types o f reaggregate, H o xd -9 was
detected at all tim es from 0-96 hours (12/13 cases; Table 5.1). In
one respect, this differs from the report on w ing reaggregates
published by Ros et al. (1994). They found, with anterior w ing
m esen ch y m e, th at H o x d - 9 expression w as lo st during the
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Type o f
Reaggregrate

H ours after
Grafting

W hole Leg

Oh
24h
36h
48h
96h

H oxD G ene

Hoxd-9

Ho xd- 11

Hoxd-13

+ (8)

+ (8)

+ (8)

+ (7)

+ (7)

+ (7)

+ (3)
+ (1) - d )
+ (1)

+ (3)
+ (3 )
+ d)

+ (2)
+ (3)
+ d)

+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+

Posterior Third

Oh
24h
48h
96h

+ (1) -(2 )
+ (2)

A nterior Third

Oh
24h
48h
96h

+ (2)
+ (7)
+ (3) - d )

(3)
(2)
(3)
(2)

+ ( 1) - ( 1)
+ (5) -(2 )
+ d)
+ (4 )

(3 )
(2)
(3 )
(2)

-(2 )
-(6 )
+ (4) - (2)
+ (4 )

w

Table 5.1
Summary o f the expression o f the exam ined HoxD genes in the three different
types o f reaggregate. +, indicates expression detected. -, indicates expression
not detected. Num bers in parentheses indicate the number o f cases. A ll the
data in this table are derived from in situ hybridisation to tissue sections.
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Figure 5.3
H oxD gene expression in w hole leg reaggregates at different
stages after grafting. O pen arrows indicate AERs. h, host; r,
reaggregate.
A - 0 hour reaggregate, H&E stained. Scale bar = 1 0 0 |Xm.
B - D arkfield view of specimen in A, probed for Hoxd-13.
C - 24 h o u r reag g reg ate, H & E stained.
P ro x im al
reaggregate is left. The section is slightly oblique through the
anteroposterior axis. Scale bar = 200 |Llm.
D - D arkfield view o f specimen in C, probed for Hoxd-9.
E - D arkfield view o f specimen in C, probed for Hoxd-11.
F - D arkfield view o f specimen in C, probed for Hoxd-13.
G - 96 hour reaggregate, H&E stained. Scale bar = 500
jLim.
H - D arkfield view o f specimen in G, probed for Hoxd-13.

’-mm
g/
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Figure 5.4
W holem ount in situ hybridisation of 24 hour whole leg
reaggregate, probed for Ho x d - 1 3 mRNA. Areas of gene
expression are stained purple. Arrow indicates AER. Proximal
is up and the anteroposterior axis runs left/right.
Note that the gene is expressed uniform ly across the
anteroposterior axis, at an even depth from the AER.

Figure 5.5
HoxD gene expression in posterior third reaggregates at different
times after grafting, h, host; r, reaggregate; open arrow indicates
AER.
A - 0 hour reaggregate, probed for Hoxd-13,
B - 24 hour reaggregate, stained with H&E. Proximal is
down, the anteroposterior axis runs left/right. Scale bar = 200
pm.
C - Darkfield view of specimen in B, probed for Hoxd-9.
D - Darkfield view of specimen in B, probed for Hoxd-13.
E - 96 hour reaggregate, stained with H&E. Proximal is
left, the anteroposterior axis runs up/down. Scale bar = 400 pm.
F - Darkfield view of specimen in E, probed for Hoxd-13.
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Figure 5.6
HoxD gene expression in anterior third reaggregates at different
tim es after grafting, r, reaggregate; open arrows indicate AER.
A - H igh pow er lightfield view o f hybridisation grains.
Hoxd-9 expressing tissue (normal limb).
B - Same as A, but non-expressing flank tissue.
C - Same as A, but 0 hour reaggregate mesenchyme.
D - 24 hour reaggregate, H&E stained. Proxim al is down,
the anteroposterior axis is left/right. Scale bar = 100 pm.
E - D arkfield view of D, probed for Hoxd-9.
F - D arkfield view of D, probed for Hoxd-11.
G - D arkfield view of D, probed for Hoxd-13.
H - 48 hour reaggregate, H&E stained. Proxim al is left,
dorsal is up. Scale bar = 400 pm .
I - D arkfield view of H, probed for Hoxd-13.
J - 96 hour reaggregate, H& E stained. Proxim al is down,
the anteroposterior axis is left/right. Scale bar = 400 pm.
K - D arkfield view of J, probed for Hoxd-13.
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reaggregation procedure and could not be detected at 0 hours.
However, in leg reaggregates, the expression of the 3’ H oxD
genes was detectable immediately after reaggregation (Figure
5.6A-C).
Grain densities were used to ascertain expression of Hoxd-9
because the probe produced fairly high background. This, and
the fact that 0 hour reaggregates were not attached to hosts that
would provide comparisons, meant that gross observations of the
sections did not give a clear result. The grain density in
reaggregate mesenchyme (Figure 5.6C) was compared to normal
lim b m esenchym e (expressing; F igure 5.6A ) and trunk
mesenchyme anterior to the leg (non-expressing; Figure 5.6B). It
is clear that the reaggregate mesenchyme shows grain densities
more similar to the expressing than the non-expressing regions,
and is thus considered to be expressing Hoxd-9. It is not clear
whether the difference between the results presented here and
those of Ros et al. (1994) may be due to slightly different
treatm ents o f the mesenchyme used in each laboratory, or
whether it reflects an inherent difference between leg and wing
mesenchyme.
The difference between anterior third reaggregates and the
other types, was apparent when examining the more 5' members
of the HoxD cluster. Hoxd-11 transcripts were only detected in 1
out of 2 cases at 0 hours, and in 5 out of 7 cases at 24 hours after
grafting. Once again, by 24 hours, in those specimens that were
expressing, the expression pattern was symmetric along the
anteroposterior axis in the sub-ridge mesenchyme (Figure 5.6DF).
Furthermore, Hoxd-13 was not detectable at 0 hours (2/2
cases) or at 24 hours (6/6 cases; Figure 5 .6 0 ), although
expression could be seen in the host limb in the same specimen
(data not shown). Only at 48 hours after grafting could Hoxd-13
transcripts be detected in anterior third reaggregates (4/6 cases;
Figure 5.6H, I), and they were in the sub-ridge mesenchyme.
At later stages, anterior third reaggregates showed the same
patterns of HoxD expression as those already described for whole
leg and posterior third reaggregates (11/12 cases; for example.
Figure 5.6J, K). The patterns of expression from 24-96 hours,
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and particularly the turning on of expression of the 5' H o x D
genes, are comparable to those published for anterior third wing
reaggregates (Ros et aL, 1994).
5.3.1.2

Expression o/B m p-2 and Bmp-4 in reaggregates

The expression patterns of Bmp-2 and Bmp-4 were examined in
the different types o f reaggregate by radioactive in -s itu
hybridisation to tissue sections.
Bmp-2
Francis et al. (1994) had shown that Bmp-2 was expressed at the
posterior margin of the limb, in a domain slightly smaller than
that of Hoxd-13, and that the gene was normally activated slightly
before H oxd-13 in normal development. A tim e-course of
expression was thus determined for all types of reaggregate, to
investigate the relationship between Bmp-2 and the HoxD genes.
The results are summarised in Table 5.2.
In w hole leg reaggregates. B m p -2 was found to be
expressed in the mesenchyme at all stages examined from 0-96
hours (17/17 cases; Table 5.2; Figure 5.7A-D). Transcripts were
found evenly distributed in the early reaggregates, and restricted
to the sub-ridge mesenchyme by 24 hours (Figure 5.7A, B). This
sub-ridge domain resembled that seen for HoxD genes, in that it
was across the entire width of the anteroposterior axis. In the
normal limb, the Bmp-2 domain is contained within that of Hoxd13 (Francis et al., 1994). This did not seem to be the case in
reaggregates, where the domains seemed to be more sim ilar in
size. At 96 hours, the expression was again similar to the HoxD
genes, in undifferentiated tissue distally and in the mesenchyme
surrounding condensing cartilage. Posterior third reaggregates
showed exactly the same pattern of expression, at all time points,
as whole leg reaggregates (9/9 cases; Table 5.2; Figure 5.7E, F),
except that expression in core mesenchyme was higher than in
sub-ridge in one case (Figure 5.7F). This was not unexpected,
considering that both types of reaggregates should include Bmp-2
expressing cells when they are first made.
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A nterior reaggregates once again differed in their
expression patterns. Bmp-2 was not detected in the mesenchyme
at 0 hours (2/2 cases; Figure 5.7G, H). Transcripts were
detected, however, in about half the specimens at 24 hours (3/5
cases; Figure 5.71, J) in the sub-ridge mesenchyme. By 48 hours,
most specimens (5/6 cases) were clearly expressing Bmp-2, in a
similar domain to the HoxD genes. At 96 hours, the expression
pattern was comparable to those seen for whole leg and posterior
third reaggregates (4/4 cases).
One slight difference noted between the expression of Bmp2, as opposed to the HoxD genes, was that whole leg reaggregates
sometimes showed a 'clumpy' expression pattern in the first 36
hours (Figure 5.7B). This was not particularly noticeable in
posterior and anterior third reaggregates where expression
seemed fairly uniform (compare with Figure 5.7F, J). Like the
HoxD genes, the expression extended the full anteroposterior
width of the reaggregate, but the HoxD genes had apparently
uniform expression within this region.
The expression of Bmp-2 in the AER was also noted. This
was treated separately because it should be present in the AERs
used to make all types of reaggregate (whereas anterior third
mesenchyme does not express Bmp-2 initially; Figure 5.7H).
AER expression was technically more difficult to detect than
mesenchymal expression as sections directly through the AER
were more rare than sections containing at least some of the sub
ridge mesenchyme. The results are summarised in Table 5.3.
Posterior third reaggregates maintained the expression of
Bmp-2 in their AERs, though sometimes at low levels (4/4 cases;
Table 5.3), as, generally, did whole leg reaggregates (on in 6/8
cases; Table 5.3). The AERs of anterior third reaggregates
showed clear expression in 2 from 4 cases at 24 hours. All three
specimens examined at 48 hours showed detectable levels of Bmp2 expression.
Bmp-4
The expression of Bmp-4 was not examined in as much detail as
Bmp-2 in reaggregates since no convincing function has been
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Table 5.2
Summary of Bmp-2 expression in reaggregates. +, indicates
expression detected; -, indicates expression not detected.
Numbers in parentheses indicates number of cases.

Table 5.3
Summary of Bmp-2 and Bmp-4 expression in reaggregate AERs.
+, indicates expression detected; -, indicates expression not
detected. Numbers in parentheses indicates number of cases.

Table 5.4
Summary of Bmp-4 expression in reaggregates. +, indicates
expression detected; -, indicates expression not detected.
Numbers in parentheses indicates number of cases.

Time After
Grafting

Anterior Third

Whole Leg

Posterior Third

Oh

-(2 )

+ (2)
+ (2)

24 h

+ (3) -(2)

+ (6)
+ (7)

48 h

+ (5) - d )

+ (3)

+ (3)

96 h

+ (4)

+ (1)

+ (2)

Anterior Third
Time After
Grafting
24 h
48 h

Bmp~2
+ (2)

-(2 )

+ (3)

Whole Leg

Posterior Third

Bmp-4

Bmp-2

Bmp-4

Bmp-2

+ (2)
+ (4)

+ (4) - (2 )

+ (6)

+ (2)

+ (2)

+ (3)

+ (2)

Time After
Grafting

Anterior Third

Whole Leg

24 h

+ (3)

+ (6)

48 h

+ (4)

+ (3)

+ (3)

96 h

+ (1)

+ (1)

+ (2)
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Bmp-4

+ (2)

Posterior Third

Figure 5.7
Bmp-2 expression in reaggregates, h, host; r, reaggregate; open
arrow indicates AER.
A - 24 hour w hole leg reaggregate, H&E stained.
Proximal reaggregate is up/left, dorsal is up/right. Scale bar =
100 pm.
B - Darkfield view of specimen in A.
C - 96 hour whole leg reaggregate, H&E stained. Proximal
is left, the anteroposterior axis runs up/down. Scale bar = 400
pm.
D - Darkfield view of specimen in C.
E - 24 hour posterior third reaggregate, stained with H&E.
Proxim al reaggregate is down, the anteroposterior axis runs
left/right. Scale bar = 1 0 0 pm.
F - Darkfield view of specimen in E.
G - 0 hour anterior third reaggregate, stained with H&E.
Proximal is left, dorsal is up. Scale bar = 50 pm.
H - Darkfield view of specimen in G. Note that expression
is visible in the AER, but not in the mesenchyme. The large
white strip proximally is an artefact.
1 - 2 4 hour anterior third reaggregate, stained with H&E.
Proximal is left, the section is oblique along the anteroposterior
and dorsoventral axes. Scale bar = 1 0 0 pm.
J - Darkfield view of specimen in I.
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Figure 5.8
Bmp-4 expression in reaggregates, h, host; r, reaggregate.
A - 24 hour w hole leg reaggregate, stained w ith H&E.
Proxim al reaggregate is top left, dorsal is top/right. Scale bar =
100 fim.
B - Darkfield view o f specimen in A.
C - 48 hour posterior third reaggregate, stained w ith H&E.
Proxim al reaggregate is right, the section is oblique through the
anteroposterior and dorsoventral axes. Scale bar = 250 |Lim.
D - Darkfield view o f specimen in C.
E - 24 hour anterior third reaggregate, stained w ith H&E.
Proxim al reaggregate is down, dorsal is up. Scale bar = 1 0 0 |Llm.
F - Darkfield view o f specimen in E.
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forw arded for this gene in the limb. M oreover, it is norm ally
expressed in both anterior and posterior lim b bud m esenchym e
(Francis et aL, 1994). The results are sum m arised in T able 5.4
and Figure 5.8.
Transcripts o f the gene w ere essentially found in all types
o f reaggregate at all tim e points exam ined (23/23 cases; T able
5.4; Figure 5.8). The m esenchym al expression dom ains w ere
generally com parable to those already reported fo r B m p -2 and
the H oxD genes, although the dom ains often extended further
proxim ally and along the anteroposterior axis, into regions not
underneath the A ER (for example. Figure 5.8B).
All types o f reaggregate showed detectable levels o f Bmp-4
transcripts in their AERs at all stages exam ined (17/17 cases;
Table 5.3).
5.3.1.3

Expression o f Shh in reaggregates

Sonic hedgehog, possibly the polarising region signal, has been
proposed to control the growth and anteroposterior patterning of
the lim b (Riddle et al., 1993; Laufer et al., 1994; N isw ander et
al., 1994), probably through activation and control o f sets o f
responding genes. Shh expression was examined, by w holem ount
i n - s i t u h y b rid isa tio n (F igure 5.9), in the th ree ty p es o f
reaggregate and the results sum m arised in Table 5.5.
W hole leg and posterior third reaggregates both expressed
Shh across their anteroposterior w idth at 24 and 48 hours (8/8
cases; Table 5.5; Figure 5.9B, C). Again, this was not unexpected
w ith p o la risin g reg io n cells being in clu d ed in the in itia l
reaggregates. The expression was tightly restricted to very distal
m esenchym e, m uch m ore so than the other genes already
described, lying only im m ediately subjacent to the AER. The
expression pattern also differed from the HoxD genes exam ined
in that it appeared punctate, with regions of non-expressing cells
in te rsp ersed w ith reg io n s o f ex p ressin g cells.
T his w as
com pletely different from the hom ogenous pattern seen for HoxD
genes (contrast Figure 5.9B with Figure 5.4), and generally for
the Bmps.
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Time After
Grafting

Anterior Third

Whole Leg

Posterior Third

24 h

-(2)

+ (2)

+ (2)

48 h

-(4)

+ (2)

+ (2)

72 h

-(3)

TABLE 5.5
Expression o f Shh in the m esenchym e o f the three different types o f
reaggregate at 24, 48 and 72 hours. +, indicates expression detected. -,
indicates expression not detected. Numbers in parentheses indicate number o f
cases. These data were entirely from wholemount in situ hybridisation.
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Figure 5.9
Shh expression in reaggregates, assayed by wholemount in situ
hybridisation to mRNA. r, reaggregate. Scale bars = 400 jim.
A - Normal chick hindlimb, stage 24/25.
B - 24 hour whole leg reaggregate. Proximal reaggregate
is down, the anteroposterior axis is left/right. Note the punctate
expression pattern underneath the AER.
C - 48 hour posterior third reaggregate.
Proxim al
reaggregate is down, the anteroposterior axis is left/right.
D - 24 hour anterior third reaggregate. Note, the darkened
sides of the reaggregate graft is an edge effect also seen in
anterior regions of the host wing, and does not indicate
expression.
E - 48 hour anterior third reaggregate.
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Anterior third reaggregates do not contain cells from the
polarising region when they are made. Coincident with this, Shh
expression was never detected in any part of anterior third
reaggregates at 24, 48 or 72 hours (9/9 cases; Table 5.5; Figure
5.9D, E). This is in contrast to other genes found posteriorly in
the normal limb; Bmp-2 is expressed by 24 hours, and Hoxd-13
by 48 hours.
5.3.1.4

Expression of Fgf-4 in reaggregates

The Fgf-4 gene has been found to be expressed in the posterior
h alf of the m urine AER during early lim b developm ent
(Niswander and Martin, 1992). FGF-4 protein can functionally
replace the AER if applied, on a bead, to a limb denuded of its
AER (Niswander et al., 1993). It is thought it may interact,
directly or indirectly, with the Shh, Bmp-2 and Hox-D genes
(Niswander et al., 1993, 1994; Francis-W est et al., 1995) to
m aintain polarising activity and outgrow th in the lim b.
Wholemount in-situ hybridisation was performed on reaggregates
of each type and the results summarised in Table 5.6.
In whole leg and posterior third reaggregates, virtually all
cases showed expression of Fgf-4 throughout the AER at both 24
and 48 hours (10/11 cases; Table 5.6; Figure 5.1GB), although it
was not always uniform in intensity throughout (Figure 5.1GB).
In anterior third reaggregates, Fgf-4 expression was not detected
in any specimens at either 24 or 48 hours (9/9 cases; Table 5.6;
Figure 5.1GA). As the AER normally does express Fgf-4, it
seems the endogenous expression has been downregulated within
the first 24 hours in anterior reaggregates, and is not recovered.
5.3.1.5

Expression o/M sx-1 and Msx-2 in reaggregates

Although they have not been convincingly implicated in limb
patterning (however, see Coelho et al., 1991b, 1992), expression
of Msx-I and Msx-2 was examined in reaggregates for a number
of reasons. Firstly, they have been implicated in epithelialm esenchym al interactions controlling limb outgrowth. Since
reaggregates grow out fairly well, the expression of these genes
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Time After
Grafting

Anterior Third

Whole Leg

Posterior Third

24 h

-(4)

+ (5)

+ (1)

48 h

-(5)

+ (3) -(1)

+ (1)

TABLE 5.6
Expression o f Fgf-4 in the AER o f the three different types o f reaggregate at
24 and 48 hours after grafting. +, indicates expression detected. -, indicates
expression not detected. Numbers in parentheses indicate number o f cases.
These data were entirely from wholemount in situ hybridisation.
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Figure 5.10
Fgf-4 expression in reaggregates.
Open arrows indicate
reaggregate AER; thick, curved arrow indicates expression in
host AER. Scale bars = 400 \im.
A - 24 hour anterior third reaggregate. Note, there is no
expression in the reaggregate AER.
B - 24 hour whole leg reaggregate.
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in this system might prove informative. Secondly, the expression
of Msx-1 and Msx-2 provide good markers for the presence of a
progress zone and an AER respectively. A summary of the Msx
expression data for reaggregate m esenchym e and AER is
provided in Tables 5.7, 5.8 and 5.9.
Msx-1 transcripts were detectable in the mesenchyme, in all
types of reaggregate, at all times examined (40/40 cases; Table
5.7; Figure 5.11A, B, D, E, G, H). They were also detectable at
all times in the AER, although levels here were much low er
(21/21 cases; Table 5.8; Figure 5.1 IB, E, H).
Msx-2 transcripts were also seen in whole leg and anterior
third reaggregate mesenchyme in all cases, at all times examined
(14/14 cases; Table 5.9; Figure 5.11C, F). However, posterior
third reaggregates did not have detectable levels of M s x - 2
transcripts in the mesenchyme at the 24 hour time point (2/2
cases; Figure 5.111), although expression in the AER in these
specimens was intense (Table 5.8; Figure 5.111). By 48 hours,
posterior third reaggregate mesenchyme did have detectable
levels of transcripts (4/4 cases; Table 5.9; Figure 5.1 IJ, K). In
virtually all cases, the levels of transcripts in the AER were more
intense than in the mesenchyme (cases were found where the
em ulsion was too saturated to distinguish between levels in
ectoderm and mesenchyme).
5.3.2 Over-expression of selected genes using an avian retrovirus
Ectopic expression of selected genes in the developing limb using
avian retroviruses has produced some startling effects on
patterning (Morgan et al., 1992; Riddle et al., 1993; Riley et al.,
1993). As the development of the reaggregate system has already
been well characterised (see Chapters Three and Four), any
effects of gene over-expression could be usefully analysed.
Possible roles of BMP-2, FGF-4 and HOXD-11 might thus be
elucidated.
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Table 5.7
Summary of Msx-1 expression in reaggregates. +, indicates
expression detected; -, indicates expression not detected.
Numbers in parentheses indicates number of cases.

Table 5.8
Summary of Msx-1 and Msx-2 expression in reaggregate AERs.
+, indicates expression detected; -, indicates expression not
detected. Numbers in parentheses indicates number of cases.

Table 5.9
Summary of Msx-2 expression in reaggregates. +, indicates
expression detected; -, indicates expression not detected.
Numbers in parentheses indicates number of cases.

Time After
Grafting

Anterior Third

Whole Leg

Posterior Third

Oh

+ (2)

+ (8)

+ (3)
+ (2)

24 h

+ (8)

+ (7)

48 h

+ (2)

+ (3)

96 h

+ (4)

+ (1)

Anterior Third
Time After
Grafting

Msx-1

Oh

+ (1)

24 h

+ (4)

Posterior Third

Whole Leg

Msx-2

Msx-1

+ (4)

+ (6)

Msx-2

Msx-1

Msx-2

+ (2)

+ (2)

+ (2)

36 h

+ (3)

48 h

+ (2)

+ (1)

+ (3)
+ (2)

+ 0)

Time After
Grafting

Anterior Third

Whole Leg

Posterior Third

24 h

+ (5)

+ (1)
+ (3)

-(2)
+ (4)

+ (4)

+ (1)

+ (1)

48 h
96 h
i
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Figure 5.11
Msx-1 and -2 expression in reaggregates. Open arrows indicate
AERs; h, host; r, reaggregate.
A - 24 hour w hole leg reaggregate, stained w ith H&E.
Proxim al reaggregate is right, dorsal is up. Scale bar = 200 )Lim.
B - D arkfield view o f specimen in A, probed with Msx-1.
C - D arkfield view of specimen in A, probed with Msx-2.
D - 24 hour anterior third reaggregate, stained with H&E.
Proxim al reaggregate is down, dorsal is top/left. Scale bar = 200
pm .
E - Darkfield view of specimen in D, probed with Msx-1.
F - D arkfield view of specimen in D, probed with Msx-2.
G - 24 hour posterior third reaggregate, stained with H&E.
Proxim al reaggregate is dow n, the anteroposterior axis runs
left/right. Scale bar = 200 pm.
H - Darkfield view of specimen in G, probed with Msx-1.
I - D arkfield view of specimen in G, probed with Msx-2.
J - 48 hour posterior third reaggregate, stained with H&E.
P roxim al reag g reg ate is left, the an tero p o sterio r axis runs
up/down. Scale bar = 400 pm .
K - Darkfield view o f specimen in J, probed with Msx-2.
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Figure 5.12
S keletal preparations o f reaggregates infected w ith BM P-2
encoding retrovirus. Scale bars = 1500 [Xm.
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Figure 5.13
H istology o f BM P-2-encoding virus infected reaggregate, R1166.
The sections run from proximal (A) to distal (F), in sequence.
A - Low pow er view of base o f reaggregate show ing
uneven cartilage outline, c, cartilage; m, muscle. Scale bar = 200
|im .
B - H igh pow er o f A showing the disorganisation o f the
chondroblasts. h, hypertrophic cells; r, rounded cells.
C - R egion w here cartilage thins, and the predom inant
tissue is muscle. Scale bar = 200 |Lim.
D - High power in this region showing vasculature.
E - Section show ing cartilage taking up alm ost the entire
mesenchyme. Scale bar = 300 jLtm.
F - Section again showing cartilage taking up m ost o f the
m esenchym e. O pen arrow n indicates tendon. Solid arrow
indicates region o f fibroblastic cells em bedded within cartilage.
Scale bar = 200 pm .
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Figure 5.14
H istology of BM P-2-encoding virus infected reaggregate, R1167.
The sections run from proxim al (A) to distal (F), in sequence.
Scale bars = 300 jim.
A - Proxim al section showing central cartilage, uneven in
outline. Also, note the extensive vasculature.
B - Section show ing that the predom inant m ass o f the
m esenchyme is cartilage. Also, a number o f tendons are visible.
C - H igh pow er o f B, show ing tendons m ore clearly
(arrow ed).
D - Section showing fibroblastic cells embeded in cartilage
(arrow ).
E - High pow er o f D.
F - D istal section showing the region ju st distal to where
the tw o digits branch from each other. The region betw een the
digits shows massive vascularisation (arrow).
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5.3.2.1

Over-expression of BMP-2 in reaggregates using
RCAS BP(A)

Cartilage pattern
W hole leg reaggregates w ere incubated w ith virus encoding
B M P-2. T hey w ere h arv ested after 6 days and stained for
cartilage pattern. Exam ples o f the final phenotype are show n in
Figure 5.12.
T here are several intriguing effects o f excess B M P-2 in
reaggregates. F irstly, the reaggregates, w hen h arv ested and
before staining, looked essentially norm al. A thick, proxim al
section w ith one, or tw o, digit-like elem ents distally. A lcian
G reen staining, how ever, revealed that the grafts appeared to
have alm ost no proxim al-distal segm entation (Figure 5.12A -E).
Only 2 o f 8 cases showed any overt attem pt at segm entation, and
this was only in the most distal, digit-like, elements (for exam ple.
Figure 5.12F).
W hat many of the grafts did show, was branching typical of
re a g g re g a te d e v e lo p m e n t (6/9 c a ses; F ig u re 5 .1 2 A -E ).
U nfortunately, none o f the skeletal elem ents in the graft w ere
identifiable. A lthough one could im agine the distally branched
elem ents w ould correspond to digits, there w ere none o f the
typical, recognisable m orphologies (for exam ple, m etatarsals and
phalanges). A nother noticeable feature o f the distal cartilage was
that at least one of the two digit-like elements was bent over in all
five reaggregates that gave tw o digits, and in tw o o f the three
grafts that gave one digit. This was very rare in distal elem ents
in non-infected reaggregates.
Proxim ally, the cartilage produced was very u neven in
outline, w ith protuberances extending in all directions. In distal
regions, the cartilage sm oothed out' and becam e m ore even in
outline.
A nother striking feature o f the reaggregates, w as the
am ount o f cartilage produced. In most specim ens alm ost all o f
the m esenchym e had form ed cartilage (for exam ple. F igure
5.12A-F), with alm ost no loose mesenchym e surrounding it. To
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Figure 5.15
S keletal p reparations o f reaggregates in fected w ith FG F-4encoding retrovirus. Scale bars = 750 [Xm, except B = 1500 |Xm.
In A, the reaggregate is everything above the two dotted lines; the
arrowheads indicate mesenchymal bulges. In D, the reaggregate
is everything above the dotted line.
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Figure 5.16
Histology of FGF-4-encoding virus infected reaggregates. A-D
are from one specimen; E-G are from a second specimen.
A - Low power of first specimen. Scale bar = 400 pm.
B - M edium power view of specimen in A. Note the
homogenous nature of the mesenchyme, with no differentiated
tissues (other than vasculature) visible. Scale bar = 1 0 0 pm.
C - High power view of specimen in A, showing the
unidentified tissue at the edge of the reaggregate. Scale bar = 25
pm.
D - High power view of specimen in A, showing the dense
packing of the mesenchyme cells. Scale bar = 25 pm.
E - Low power montage of the second specimen. Scale bar
= 400 pm.
F - Low power view of the distal tip of the specimen in E.
Note the highly convoluted appearance. Scale bar = 400 pm.
G - High power of the specimen in E. Note the dense
mesenchyme, although not as dense as in D. Scale bar = 25 pm.
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investigate this further, two of the grafts were sectioned and
stained with Mallory's Triple stain for histological examination.

Histology
The uneven outline of proximal cartilage was clear in section
(Figures 5.13A, 5.14A). Distally, the cartilage element tended to
be more circular in outline, and to occupy almost all of the
available space inside the ectoderm (Figure 5.13E, F). The
different cellular arrangements usually found in cartilage were
present in graft cartilage; for example, rounded cells (Figures
5.13B, 5.14B, C) and hypertrophic cells (Figure 5.13B).
M uscle was sporadically present proxim ally (present.
Figure 5.13A-C; absent. Figure 5.14A-D), but rarely extended
far distally. Tendons, however, were very common throughout
the lengths of the grafts. In one specimen they were particularly
prevalent, with more tendons seen than in any other infected, or
uninfected, specimens (Figure 5.14B-D).
A particularly intriguing observation was made with regard
to the graft vasculature. Both showed extensive vascularisation,
but one in particular appeared hypervascularised. A good
exam ple is in Figure 5.14F, where alm ost the entire space
between the two cartilage elements is given over to blood vessels.
A final interesting observation was seen in both sectioned
specimens. Although neither contained joints along the lengths of
their cartilage, both had small regions em bedded w ithin the
cartilage where non-cartilage cells were present (Figures 5.13E,
F, 5.14D, E). The appearance of these cells was fibroblastic,
surrounded by rounded cartilage cells.
5.3.2.2

Over-expression of FGF-4 in reaggregates using
RCAS BP(A)

Cartilage pattern
Reaggregates infected with FGF-4-encoding virus were harvested
at two time points, 5 and 6 days, because examination of a
number of grafts at 5 days showed the hosts looking severely ill.
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Type of
Reaggregate

u

0

II/III

III

T

Anterior Third
Whole Leg

5

3

0

1
2

10

4

2
1

5

TABLE 5.10
Results o f grafting anterior third and whole leg reaggregates infected with a
Hoxd-11 viral construct. U - unidentifiable digit; 0 - no cartilage formed;
II/III and III - digit formed; T - total number o f grafts. Numbers in table
indicate number o f digits, not number o f grafts (except 0 and T).
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Figure 5.17
Skeletal preparations of whole leg reaggregates infected with
HOXD-11-encoding retrovirus. Scale bars = 750 pm. Arrows
indicate reaggregate graft. In B, only the reaggregate is shown;
in E, the reaggregate is everything below the dotted line.
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Figure 5.18
Skeletal preparations of anterior third leg reaggregates infected
with HOXD-11-encoding retrovirus. Scale bars = 750 pm. In D,
the reaggregate is everything above the dotted lines.
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To prevent them dying before harvesting, and thus making the
data unusable, they were harvested early. It was not known why
some grafts with this virus made host survival more difficult.
Four grafts were harvested at 5 days, and ten at 6 days.
The most striking feature of excess FGF-4, was the huge
reduction in the amount of cartilage in the grafts (12/14 grafts;
Figure 5.15) com pared to that expected from a w hole leg
reaggregate. The most common phenotype was the development
of a wide, 'bag' of m esenchyme from the graft. C artilage
elements were poorly defined within, often being no more than
wisps (Figure 5.15A-E). In one case, the direction of outgrowth
o f the graft appeared random, w ith protuberances in m any
directions (Figure 5.15A).
In none of the grafts were recognisable digits formed, with
only tw o giving anything resem bling a m orphologically
reasonable m etatarsal. Surprisingly, one reaggregate gave
something resembling a long bone (Figure 5.15F).

Histology
W ith the marked reduction in cartilage formation, a histological
examination was undertaken to attempt to establish what, if any,
tissues had been formed. The two cases sectioned were both from
6-day reaggregates.
The most striking feature of excess FGF 4 was the almost
com plete absence of any recognisably differentiated tissues.
Except very proximally, no cartilage, muscle or pre-tendinous
condensations were found in the reaggregates (Figure 5.16).
Random blood islands, m inor haem atom as, were com m on,
particularly peripherally (Figure 5.16A, B, E).
The organisation of the mesenchyme was slightly different
in the two specimens. One had very dense, uniform mesenchyme,
consisting of very small, tightly packed cells (Figure 5.16C). The
other had a central core consisting of fairly dense cells arranged
in whorls (Figure 5.16D, F), with a looser periphery. It is
p o ssib le th at these w horls could be p re-cartilag en o u s
condensations. In the denser reaggregate, roughly two to three
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Figure 5.19
24 hour reaggregates infected with alkaline phosphatase-encoding
retrovirus. A and B are wholemount reactions to visualise the
alkaline phosphatase (blue stain indicates alkaline phosphatase
producing cells); C and D are sections of one of the wholemount
specimens. Arrows in B indicate infected cells in the reaggregate
AER.
Note in C and D that the predominance of blue staining is
in the ectoderm.
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Figure 5.20
72 hour reaggregates infected with alkaline phosphatase-encoding
retrovirus. A and B are wholemount reactions to visualise the
alkaline phosphatase; C and D are sections of the wholemount
specimens. Note, again, in C and D that the predominance of blue
staining is in the ectoderm. Note also, in B, that the host wing
shows signs of infection.
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Figure 5.21
6 day reaggregates infected with alkaline phosphatase-encoding
retrovirus. Note extensive infection of host visible in A.
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Figure 5.22
Skeletal preparations of 6 day reaggregates infected with alkaline
phosphatase-encoding retrovirus. Scale bars = 1000 |Lim.
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times as many cells were found per unit area as in uninfected
reaggregates or normals (data not shown).
The overall shape of the specimens differed also. One was
fairly spherical, with an unidentifiable tissue distally (Figure
5.16A). The other had a distal tip consisting of many lobules,
giving it a very irregular outline (Figure 5.16E).
The
unidentifiable tissue in Figure 5.16A and C may be the epidermis
sectioned obliquely.
5.3.2.3

Over-expression of HOXD-11 in reaggregates using
RCAS BP(A)

The results o f over-expressing HOXD-11 in anterior third
reaggregates are summarised in Table 5.10. Anterior thirds were
used as the possible effect of this gene might have been to induce
anterior to posterior homeotic transformations (M organ et al.,
1992). An anterior reaggregate thus producing a digit IV , or a
shift in the percentage of grafts giving digit I lls , might indicate
som e degree of transform ation. A num ber of w hole leg
reaggregates were also done (Table 5.10), as no effect might be
expected in these ( H o x d - l l is expressed from time 0 in these
reaggregates).
Whole leg reaggregates infected with this virus did develop
as expected, with 3 of 5 grafts giving recognisable digits (one
II/I I I, two I lls ; Table 5.10; Figure 5.17). All these grafts gave
rise to segmented cartilage.
Anterior third reaggregates with HOXD-11 over-expressed
(Figure 5.18) did not develop proportionally more posterior
digits (Table 5.10). In fact, although 7/10 grafts gave rise to
segmented cartilage, only one managed to produce a digit which
could be assigned an identity. Morphogenesis of even this was
poor (Figure 5 .ISA).
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5.3.2.4

Control Studies with RCAS BP(A) encoding alkaline
phosphatase

W hole leg reaggregates were infected with RCAS BP(A)
encoding alkaline phosphatase and harvested at 24 and 72 hours,
and 6 days after grafting.
It was surprising to find that, although the mesenchyme had
been incubated with the virus, the majority of the staining at 24
hours, and especially at 72 hours, was ectodermal (Figures 5.19,
5.20). By 72 hours, no gaps in staining were seen, in the
majority of the reaggregate ectoderm. In contrast, stained cells
appeared in the mesenchyme of both 24 and 72 hour reaggregates
with a frequency of only about 1% (for example. Figures 5.19D,
5.20C, D). Stained cells in the host at this point were rare, except
in ectodermal cells immediately proximal to the graft.
6 day reaggregates also stained strongly in the epidermis
(Figure 5.21). Staining in the host was now widespread, with the
majority of the host wing infected epidermally. Staining was also
found as far away as the epidermis of the contralateral limb.
These reaggregates were further stained with Alcian green
to visualise the cartilage pattern (Figure 5.22). Although none of
them gave clearly identifiable digits, all three gave segmented,
digit-like cartilage. Metatarsal elements were fairly clear in all
three cases and there was a considerable amount o f proximal
cartilage, although none of it was recognisable as long bones.
Interestingly, one of the grafts seems to have four 'digits' (Figure
5.22A, B), the most ever seen from a reaggregate.

5.4

Discussion

5.4.1 HoxD genes in reaggregated leg mesenchvme
In the normal limb bud, the anteroposterior axis is thought to be
controlled by the polarising region at the posterior margin of the
bud.
This region was autom atically incorporated into
reaggregates made from w hole and p o sterio r third leg
mesenchyme but not into anterior third reaggregates. Whole leg
and posterior third reaggregates continued to express all the 3'
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and 5' H oxD genes they were expressing at the tim e of the
operation across their anteroposterior axis in the sub-ridge
m esenchym e.
R eaggregates m ade from an terio r th ird
mesenchyme, which are not normally expressing the 5' members
o f the H o x D complex at the time the reaggregate is made,
nevertheless sequentially activated the progressively more 5'
members (up to and including Hoxd-13) over a period of about
48 hours. This is in agreement with work done on anterior third
wing reaggregates (Ros et al., 1994).
One model for the specification of the identity o f the
cartilaginous elements in general, and the digits in particular, is
based on the combination of HoxD gene expression (IzpisuaBelmonte et al., 1991b; Yokouchi et al., 1991b; M organ et al.,
1992; Davis et al., 1995). Posterior digits, for example, would be
specified by the 5' members of the complex. HoxD expression at
the time the reaggregates are made provide a good predictor of
the digits that develop. Posterior buds express all the limb HoxD
genes. Reaggregates of these express all these genes from the
time they are made and give rise predominantly to posterior digit
III/IV s. Whole limb buds only express the 5’ HoxD genes in the
posterior half. When reaggregates are made of these, again all
the limb HoxD genes are expressed from the start, but they give
rise to predom inantly digit I l l s . This difference betw een
posterior and whole leg reaggregates could possibly be due to the
effects of dilution of the whole limb reaggregates by anterior
cells. Anterior third reaggregates are not expressing the 5' HoxD
genes at the time they are made, they only express them at a later
stage, and so develop more anterior digits.
Recently it has been found that a certain degree of
functional redundancy may exist between Hox genes (Davis et al.,
1995; Horan et al., 1995). The phenotype achieved if only
individual genes are eliminated (for example Hoxd-ll\ Davis and
Capecchi, 1994) appears considerably different than if multiple
paralogous genes are knocked-out (i.e. H o x d - l l and H o x a - l l \
Davis et al., 1995). The former had raised serious doubts as to
whether Hox genes would be involved in specifying cartilage
rudiments in a combinatorial fashion, whilst the latter provided
strong support for the idea. It remains to be seen whether this
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may hold true for digit specification in the limb where the
elim ination of individual H oxD genes has argued against a
com binatorial determ ination of digit phenotype (Dollé et al.,
1993; Davis and Capecchi, 1994).
5.4.2 HoxD and shh expression in reaggregates
Recent work has shown that expression of the HoxD genes in the
norm al limb can be controlled by the expression of S o n ic
hedgehog, the putative polarising region signal (Riddle et al.,
1993; Laufer et al., 1994; Lôpez-M artm ez et al. 1995). I
therefore assayed for expression of shh and polarising activity in
the reaggregate system. A surprising finding was that, during the
activation of the 5' HoxD genes in anterior reaggregates, no shh
expression or polarising activity could be detected. This would
suggest that although the polarising region, probably through shh,
can activate the HoxD complex, there may be other mechanisms
in the limb that also share this capacity. One recent suggestion is
that activation of these genes is an intrinsic property of rapidly
dividing mesenchyme cells (Duboule, 1994; Ros et al., 1994). An
alternative could be that the activation of the most 5' HoxD genes
at later stages is a consequence of the time a cell spends in the
progress zone, activation of the complex being associated with
cells becoming more distal (Morgan and Tabin, 1994). This
im plies that there are two separate mechanism s controlling
activation of the HoxD complex, one polarising region-dependent
and one independent.
Another interesting finding was the punctate nature of the
shh expression directly underneath the AER. Interestingly, Dillabelled polarising region cells (see Chapter Three), could also be
seen in discrete clumps underneath the AER in one specimen
(Figure 3.1 ID , E), and may represent exactly those cells that
would be shh expressing.
A likely explanation for why shh is expressed in this way
could be that only cells that were expressing shh at the time the
reaggregate was made, and that came by chance to directly
underlie the AER, continue to express shh in the developing
reaggregate. These expressing cells then divide under the
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influence of the AER, giving daughter cells that also express, but
seem unable to induce their neighbouring cells to express the shh
gene, thus giving the punctate pattern. There is evidence that the
polarising region is unable to induce adjacent cells to be
polarising region cells (Smith, 1979). The results also suggest
that shh expressing cells may be unable to induce their neighbours
to express shh.
5.4.3 HoxD and Bmp-2 expression in reaggregates
It has been suggested that activation o f H o x d - 1 3 may be
dependent, in part at least, upon the presence of Bmp-2 (Francis
et al., 1994), itself possibly dependent upon shh. In anterior
reaggregates Bmp-2 was expressed at 24 hours at about the time
H ox d -ll was activated, but before Hoxd-13. When expression of
B m p -2 and Hoxd-13 was examined in the same specimen, no
expression of Hoxd-13 was seen in any specimen not already
expressing Bmp-2. Its expression in this system before Hoxd-13
is therefore consistent with Bmp-2 having a role in the activation
of Hoxd-13.
5.4.4 The relationship between Fgf-4 and shh in reaggregates
The expression of Fgf-4 in this system is consistent with it having
an interdependent relationship with shh (Laufer et al., 1994;
Niswander et al., 1994). In whole leg and posterior reaggregates
where shh expression is strong, Fgf-4 is expressed in the ridge.
In anterior reaggregates, where no shh expression is detected,
Fgf-4 expression is also undetectable. This might suggest that the
presence of shh is essential to maintain Fgf-4 expression. The
absence of Fgf-4 expression in anterior reaggregates would also
suggest that another ridge signal is responsible in these
reaggregates for maintaining outgrowth. Strong contenders for
this ridge signal would be other FGFs. Two obvious candidates
would be FGF-8, a member of the fibroblast growth factor
family which is localised throughout the ridge of normal limb
buds (Crossley and Martin, 1995; M ahmood et al., 1995) and
FGF-2, which is also expressed in the ridge (Savage et al., 1993)
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and has been shown to be able to direct outgrowth (Riley et al.,
1993).
5.4.5 Reaggregates have similarities to known chicken mutations
that affect the limbs
S everal aspects o f reaggregate developm ent bear som e
resemblance to the development of limb buds in the polydactylous
chicken mutant, talpid^ {ta^\Vv3ncis-^tsi et al., 1995). Both
express genes that would normally be found anteroposteriorly
polarised, all across their anteroposterior axis (for example,
H o x D genes and B m p - 2) and give rise to a num ber of
symm etrical digits (although in ta^ they are unrecognisable).
There are, however, a number of differences. In ta^,shh is
localised to the posterior margin of the limb as normal, yet low
polarising activity is found in anterior mesenchyme. It was
suggested that this may be related to the presence of Hoxd-13 and
B m p-2 anteriorly (Francis-W est et al., 1995). The lack of
p o larisin g activ ity in m esenchym e from an terio r third
reaggregates, that also express Hoxd-13 and Bm p-2, w o u ld
suggest that these genes are not responsible for the polarising
activity found in the anterior of the ta^ limb.
Also, the
interdependence of Fgf-4 and shh expression seen in reaggregates
was not seen in ta^, where shh is localised to the posterior and yet
Fgf-4 is expressed throughout the AER (Francis-W est et al.,
1995).
More recently, a study of the mutant diplopodia^ has
provided further interesting observations. In this mutant the
normal digits II, I I I and IV of the foot are present and digit I is
usually replaced by an approximately mirror image of these
digits, resem bling the phenotype obtained after grafting a
polarising region to the anterior margin. However, at the
anterior m argin no evidence has been found of any sh h
expression, despite the fact that Bmp-2 and the full complement
of Ho x D genes are expressed anteriorly in addition to their
norm al posterior dom ains (Juan-C arlos Izpisua-B elm onte,
personal communication). This contrasts with several published
mouse mutants, where preaxial polydactyly is associated with
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ectopic shh domains at the anterior margin (Chan et al., 1995;
M asuya et al., 1995). The activation of posterior genes in the
absence of shh in diplopodia"^ reflects, to some extent, the data
from anterior reaggregates.
5.4.6 Other gene expression in reaggregates
Bmp-4, having expression both posteriorly and anteriorly in the
normal leg bud, was expressed at all times in all three types of
reaggregate. This is in keeping with its expression patterns in the
normal limb, and its proposed role in ectodermal-mesenchymal
signalling.
Msx-1 was also expressed throughout the anteroposterior
extent of the limb bud, and was expressed distally in all types of
reaggregate. This was again consistent with its' expression in the
normal limb and its suggested role in defining a progress zone
underneath the AER.
The Msx-2 data were intriguing. Posterior mesenchyme in
the normal leg bud does not normally express Msx-2 (see general
introduction), although it is expressed in the entire length of the
AER. Reaggregates made from posterior mesenchyme also do
not express Msx-2 initially in their mesenchyme, yet by 48 hours
the mesenchyme did show expression. This might argue against
its role in specifying anterior structures (contrary to, Coelho et
al., 1992), unless one envisages that specification o f skeletal
structures has been completed by 48 hours. It is unclear why
ectopic expression of Msx-2 was seen in posterior reaggregates,
but it w ould be interesting to exam ine cell death in these
reaggregates to ascertain if it is at higher levels than in the other
types of reaggregate.
5.4.7 The effects of gene over-expression using an avian
retrovirus
5.4.7.1

BMP-2

The main results of an excess of BMP-2 in this system were a
large increase in cartilage, compared to uninfected reaggregates.
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and a lack of segmentation in that cartilage. The symmetrical
nature of reaggregates, and the lack of recognisable skeletal
elements in these grafts, meant that no inferences about BMP-2's
role in the polarising pathway could be deduced from this
experiment. However, the remarkable effects on the shape and
segmentation of skeletal elements, did suggest that BMP-2 might
have a late role in cartilage morphogenesis. This late role of
BMP-2 during cartilage morphogenesis is supported by BMPs'
ability to induce ectopic cartilage in adult rats (Urist, 1965).
5.4.T.2

FGF-4

In total contrast to the effects of excess BMP-2, excess FGF-4
severely reduced the amount of cartilage formed. In addition to
this, no other differentiated tissues were found in the grafts other
than vasculature. These findings fit well with the concept that a
signal from the AER, possibly an FGF, maintains progress zone
cells in a labile, undifferentiated state. The constant presence of
an FGF throughout the mesenchyme could thus conceivably
prevent differentiation in reaggregates. However, this contrasts
slightly with previously published work using a retroviral vector
encoding FGF-2.
R iley et al. (1993) found that local
overexpression of FGF-2 anteriorly in chick wings, using a
retrovirus, stim ulated pattern duplications.
One possible
explanation for the difference between the results may lie in what
may be relatively small amounts of local ectopic FGF-2 in Riley's
study, compared to the potentially large amounts achieved with
infecting reaggregates in a more wholesale manner. However,
neither study give an indication of exactly how much excess FGF
is present.
Additionally, the greatly increased density of cell nuclei in
one of the specimens is also coincident with a role for FGFs from
the AER in m aintaining the progress zone in a highly
proliferative state. Further experiments with this viral construct
may help to illuminate this possible role of FGF.
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5A .I.3

HOXD-11

As stated earlier, H oxd-ll was present in all types of reaggregate
from the earliest of stages, and so an excess of H O X D -11 might
not be expected to have an effect on the digit patterns seen in
reaggregates.
The absence of any strong phenotype on
m orphogenesis of skeletal elem ents (in contrast to BM P-2
particularly), might suggest that the late expression of Ho x D
genes around these elem ents, in normal developm ent and
reaggregates, is not involved in morphogenesis. Alternatively,
their late roles are not sensitive to an excess of protein.
Particularly from the patterning point of view, a more interesting
alternative to attempt (which was not available at that time) would
be to infect anterior reaggregates with a Hoxd-13-encoding virus.
5.4.7.4

Further viral work

The strong ectodermal staining and low mesenchymal staining
seen in reaggregates infected with the RCAS BP(A) encoding
alkaline phosphatase, were surprising considering it was the
mesenchyme that had initially been exposed to virus. However,
the ectodermal infection must have come from mesenchymal cells
producing virus, as the ectoderm was never incubated with virus.
At least two possibilities could account for this anomalous
pattern. Firstly, it could be that only -1% of mesenchyme was
infected, but that some of these cells were able to infect the
ectoderm, which is then very efficient at producing virus, and in
infecting other ectodermal cells. Secondly, it could be that many
of the mesenchyme cells were infected, and were able to infect
m uch of the ectoderm , but that they were preferentially
producing full-length viral mRNA and not the spliced mRNA
encoding alkaline phosphatase (Figure 5.1). The inability of
certain cell-types (for example, mesenchyme) to produce the viral
splice product encoding the insert protein, whilst producing the
full-length viral mRNA, has been postulated before for viral
work in chick limb bud (Bell, 1994). A combination of the above
may be possible, and certainly the spread of virus in the host
epidermis would suggest that it is very infectious in this tissue.
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The lim itations of using alkaline phosphatase-encoding
virus as a control for different inserts suggests that further
controls are needed. One such control would be to perform
northern hybridisation with a probe for the insert mRNA in each
case. This would show whether the cells produced spliced insert
mRNA as well as viral RNA.
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Chapter Six

General Discussion
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This thesis provides the first full description of the tissues present
in grafts made from reaggregated mesenchyme. The data show
that all the tissues present in the normal hindlimb are present in
reaggregates, although the patterns o f the tissues are generally
abnormal. The use of the reaggregate system has provided
several useful insights into problems in limb development.
6.1

Mechanisms of digit formation

W hat the mechanism is for digit formation in the normal limb is
still a fundam ental problem in developm ental biology. An
enduring, though often challenged, model for digit formation has
been that a morphogen from the polarising region diffuses across
the limb and specifies the positioning and type of digits formed at
specific thresholds of morphogen (Tickle et al., 1975). It is
difficult to reconcile this model with the data gained from
reaggregates, particularly those m ade from anterior third
mesenchyme.
Reaggregates made from anterior third mesenchyme do not
show any polarising activity, as evidenced by serially
transplanting the tissue into the anterior margin of chick wings.
Despite this, these grafts do give rise to recognisable digits. With
no polarising region or signal in evidence, the strong suggestion
would be that some other mechanism is responsible for specifying
where digits form.
One such mechanism might be that of prepattern (Turing,
1952; Wolpert and Stein, 1984). Rather than a localised source of
morphogen determining where digits form, this model suggests
that m olecules present throughout the limb might interact to
achieve this. These molecules would presumably also be present
throughout the reaggregate and could still determine where digits
w ill form.
The apparent hom ogeneity o f signals w ithin
reaggregates (as indicated by homogenous gene expression) would
suggest that a system such as prepattem would be more likely to
be active in digit form ation than one dependent on discrete
signalling centres.
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6.2

The role of the polarising region

It has been argued that the polarising region is essential for
proper development of the chick limb. Furthermore, this has
been suggested also for the putative polarising region signal, shh
(Riddle et al., 1993). Many papers have now postulated a positive
feedback loop between shh and the fibroblast growth factor, Fgf4, expressed in the AER, as a means of controlling both the
growth and patterning of the chick limb (for example; Laufer et
al., 1994; Niswander et al., 1994).
The anterior third reaggregate data provide the first direct
evidence that growth and patterning of hindlimb mesenchyme can
be effected in the absence of these two molecules. These grafts
express neither shh or Fgf-4 and yet they grow out and form
digits. This is in agreement with the observation that removal of
the posterior half of the leg bud AER at an early stage results in
the maintenance of the remaining AER and the form ation of
anterior digits (Rowe and Fallon, 1981; A. H. data not presented).
It may be, then, that shh is necessary to initiate the AER, in
conjunction with an FGF (Cohn et al., 1995), but that it may not
be required for maintenance of the AER and continued growth
and development of the limb after this time.
A second aspect of this is the postulated role of the
polarising region, and shh, in controlling the expression of the
HoxD genes (Izpisua-Belmonte et al, 1991b; Riddle et al., 1993).
A nterior reaggregates sequentially activate these genes in the
absence of either polarising activity or shh expression. This
might suggest either of two things: firstly, neither the polarising
region, or SHH, are responsible for controlling H oxD gene
expression in normal limb development; or secondly, that the
expression of the HoxD genes is multi-phasic, with only the initial
phase controlled by the polarising region, and a secondary
mechanism of activation is evident in anterior reaggregates. The
latter hypothesis is more attractive, and has some support from
the fact that anterior limb tissue does eventually express the 5'
HoxD genes in normal development, despite the fact that neither
polarising activity nor SHH have been found anteriorly.
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6.3

Use of a retrovirus to effect a gene over-expression

The over-expression of both BM P-2 and FGF-4 had drastic
effects on reaggregate development. Grafts in which BMP-2 was
over-expressed com prised of mainly cartilage after six days.
Although this did not help illuminate the role of BMP-2 in the
polarising region signalling pathway (cf. Francis et al., 1994), it
did suggest a role for BMP-2 in later cartilage morphogenesis.
This may be supported by two lines of evidence; B m p -2 is
norm ally expressed in the perichondrium , and subcutaneous
injections of BMP-2 in adult rats causes ectopic bone formation
(Urist, 1965).
Grafts in which FGF-4 had been over-expressed showed
none of the differentiation of muscle, tendon and cartilage typical
of reaggregates or the normal limb. This is in agreement with
the putative role for growth factors from the AER in keeping the
underlying progress zone in a labile, undifferentiated state.
6.4

Use of reaggregates

By fully characterising the gene expression in the reaggregate
system, one can build up a picture to complement that for the
normal limb bud. The data presented here show several features
in keeping with gene interactions suggested in previous limb
studies. These include; the activation of Hoxd-13 after, and only
in the presence of, Bmp-2 in anterior third reaggregates, and the
apparent inter-dependence of shh and Fgf-4 expression.
In addition, reaggregates have raised some im portant
questions about the roles of genes found to be expressed in the
developing limb. Most importantly, they have raised doubts as to
whether SHH may be necessary throughout limb development, as
already discussed. They have also provided more data for
consideration in the ongoing attempts to understand the roles of
the HoxD genes.
Furthermore, data from anterior third reaggregates suggest
there may be endogenous inhibition of the m orphogenetic
capability of anterior third mesenchyme in the limb. This may be
an important area to address further, as current models of limb
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development do not address this possibility when explaining why
the limb has a posterior bias in growth and skeletogenesis. It may
also be important when considering evolution of the limb. Some
species have been found in the fossil record with more than five
digits (reviewed in Coates, 1993), and this putative inhibition may
provide an evolutionary mechanism for pre-axial digit loss.
6.5

Further work

T here are m any possibilities for further work using the
reaggregate system, but the most obvious is possibly to examine
the dorsoventral axis. This was not addressed in this study due to
time shortages, but this axis is currently under much scrutiny, and
several potentially important genes have already been described.
Foremost amongst these would be Wnt-7a and Lmx-1. As the
ectoderm is not reaggregated in these experiments, one might
hypothesise that W n t-7a would rem ain in only the dorsal
ectoderm of the graft. Indeed, the dorsoventral asymmetries seen
in reaggregates (Pautou, 1977; Chapter 3) would support this
theory. An interesting further question would then be as to the
fate of mesenchymal genes under the control of Wnt-7a, such as
L m x l (Riddle et al., 1995; Vogel et al., 1995b). Preliminary
experim ents suggest that this gene is in fact hom ogenous
throughout the dorsoventral axis of the reaggregate (A.H. and
Juan-Carlos Izpisua-Belmonte).
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